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–  The Cenotaph  –

This review is dedicated
to those we have lost

in the Great Pagan War

Per Yngve Ohlin (Dead)
16 January 1969 – 8 April 1991

Øyvind Aarseth (Euronymous)
22 March 1968 – 10 August 1993

Terje Bakken (Valfar)
3 September 1978 – 15 January 2004

Tomas Forsberg (Quorthon)
17 February 1966 – 3 June 2004

This review is also dedicated
to Iceland's four times winner
of the World's Strongest Man

(1984, 1986, 1988, 1990)

Jón Páll Sigmarsson
28 April 1960 – 16 January 1993

VIKING POWER
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–  The Adventurers  –

Dr. Jim Waterman
Age 30

Brains of the operation

Hannah Straw
Age 26

Fitness expert and instigator of interesting conversation

Kit Rathenar
Age 29

(Ghost of the) Navigator

Picture taken outside Gamli Baukur, Húsavík.
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–  Prologue  –

Sit back and listen and you might just learn a few things about me you didn't know.

You all remember Yolanda, don't you? Some of you may still even talk to her. A large part of me still 
can't figure out how we functioned as a couple, but this trip was born out of that fateful period in  
which I attempted to be a Good Boyfriend™. Her enthusiasm for the Old Norse Sagas was boundless. 
In fact, her enthusiasm for anything Scandinavian short of lutefisk was exceptionally high. Higher 
even than what I have a reputation for. Naturally, if we were going to go on holiday together, it would 
be somewhere cold and Nordic. Norway was the obvious choice, but one night during that summer of 
2004, I had a dream... I was flying to America. No idea why, I just was. And I heard a call that we 
would have to make an emergency landing, diverting to Reykjavík. As the plane touched down, it hit 
me... never mind Norway, I was in Iceland.

The next day I bought the Lonely Planet1 and Landmark2 guides to Iceland, as well as the Footprint 
guide to Reykjavík.3 I wasn't hedging my bets; I wanted to know everything. Yolanda was, of course, 
well up for the trip. And then... she wasn't. Never mind those two months we spent living together that 
should have split us up and didn't, apparently her objection was on financial grounds. Eventually, I  
thought we could compromise and go for the trip to Norway instead. No... that didn't figure either.  
Long weekend in Bergen? Forget it. It soon became obvious that she refused to spend more than 5p on 
anything... and those trips we'd had to Wacken together should have rung the alarm bells long and 
loud. We were not going to be going anywhere together. Even a weekend in Bognor Regis would have 
been too much. This trip, it seemed, would have to be put on the backburner, and was seemingly killed 
stone dead when the long-awaited split came a year later.

But I refused to give up on visiting the Northlands. And when Hannah mentioned that she'd quite like 
to go to the Inferno Festival in 2006, I was on the case in an instant. With the decision to make it four 
days in Oslo for the festival followed by a further four day jaunt around other bits of Norway, and 
with six of us on board in total,  it  required planning with military precision. Of course, everyone 
knows by now what a massive success that was. Every trip I'd even been on since (and including)  
Florida, where I'd been as a 12-year-old in the spring of 1992, and the second to last holiday I'd ever 
had with my dad still alive, was blown spectacularly into the weeds. It was expensive, but it was well  
worth it. And so, I decided to target Iceland once again. I knew that would be even more expensive – 
ruinously so, maybe. So there needed to be a huge time gap before it could happen to allow anyone 
who was interested in joining me to save enough cash for it.

The target date was obvious. Iceland would be a fitting destination to celebrate my 30th birthday, in  
2009.

I didn't waste time. In 2007 I discovered Iceland Holidays4 and as early as December of that year I 
was already investigating the Iceland Grande Tour5 – seventeen days of fjords, glaciers and geological 
lunacy. I'd even spent an evening number crunching to see what the optimum number of people on the 
trip would be – it was three, if I wanted to keep the costs as low as was practically possible in such a 

1 http://www.amazon.co.uk/Iceland-Lonely-Planet-Country-Guide/dp/1741040760/ref=sr_1_6?
ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1252279097&sr=8-6

2 http://www.amazon.co.uk/Iceland-Landmark-Visitors-Guide-Harlow/dp/1843060388/ref=sr_1_9?
ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1252279066&sr=8-9

3 http://www.amazon.co.uk/Reykjavik-Footprint-Pocket-Guides-Laura/dp/1903471591/ref=sr_1_1?
ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1252279080&sr=8-1

4 http://www.icelandholidays.com
5 http://www.icelandholidays.com/clickhols/icecircgr.htm
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wallet-rupturing country.  Despite the obvious financial  strain, I knew I could afford to draw up a 
shortlist of people who would be interested and would appreciate the trip to its fullest extent. Hannah 
was still in, despite a horrific accident that put her life in danger, not just her participation in the 
holiday of a lifetime. Allan would be joining us, making this trip exactly half of the Norway Crew. It  
was going to work out well... wasn't it?

In 2006 I could never have predicted the future (and I still can't). I could never have seen that the 
world's banks were going to go into meltdown in the spring of 2008 and threaten everyone's financial  
well-being – just as I was calling Iceland Holidays to see if there was any news of the following year's 
tour packages. The first solution was to drop back to the 14-day tour6 which missed out the very 
empty Western Fjords – I figured we wouldn't be missing much. Later on in the year, I went to Iceland 
Holidays' office in Crich, where I met Gareth, the brains behind the operation – although not his two 
loyal assistants, Gabi and Olivia. We had a lengthy discussion, and he gave me a lot of leaflets about 
accommodation, car hire, a DVD about driving in Iceland and a completely free Rough Guide Iceland 
Road Map7 which had half of the entire island on each side for long-distance planning. What a superb 
gesture. I knew I was in the right hands, so not long afterwards I started the booking process formally. 
Barely a few days after I'd put the deposit down, there was another bolt from the blue as relations 
between Iceland and Britain suddenly plunged.8 I refused to pull out, though, figuring that this was all 
blown way out of proportion. And as my preference for foreign travel information now sided with 
Rough Guides, I picked up their Iceland guide9 (now in its 2007 edition, and far more useful than the 
four-year-old-plus books I'd already got, plus it's far easier to extract the right information from) and 
spent an evening in the Sal picking out the best bits at each location while also attempting to find 
suggestions  for  bargain-basement  accommodation.  I'd  also  armed  myself  with  the  Iceland  Road 
Atlas,10 which works in an ingenious way, telling us not only where we were and where we were 
going but also what to see along the way and all its myths and legends. Superb. Everything was going 
swimmingly again...

...but if any one of the other two was going to drop out, I hadn't expected it to be Allan – after I'd paid 
over £1000 deposit. Still I refused to panic... but it did mean finally accepting Facebook into my life, 
and I  spent  a  whole day adding many and various  people as  "friends" even if  we didn't  usually 
exchange words. I figured there was no harm in dealing out a pre-emptive strike to those most likely 
to be interested, though, and the next day, Kit came up with the goods – who I've known for a decade  
and is  almost as metal as me and equally interested in All Things Northern. And let's also mention 
she's been on a very special trip to Reykjavík before11 and was itching to go again to see the rest of the 
country. Facebook be damned, there was no way this ship was going to sink now. Better still, this 
meant that we'd all have a day to celebrate – the whole trip, after all, was for my Big Birthday but both 
Hannah and Kit would be gaining an extra year while we were out there.

Even then, I continued to be concerned. I'd weathered the storms of Hannah's meeting with the glass  
door and Allan's self-imposed removal, and yet I still wondered how the whole trip could go tits up in 
the remaining seven months. The devaluation of the Icelandic króna actually helped us; I knew prices 
there had gone up, but the exchange rate had drifted from the canonical 120 krónur to the pound, all  
the way past 200; that would make everything cheaper for us, but the spectre that Iceland might still  

6 http://www.icelandholidays.com/clickhols/icecirc.htm
7 http://www.amazon.co.uk/Rough-Guide-Map-Iceland/dp/1843533103/ref=pd_sim_b_1
8 http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/magazine/7667920.stm
9 http://www.amazon.co.uk/Rough-Guide-Iceland-Travel-Guides/dp/1843537672/ref=sr_1_3?

ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1252279043&sr=8-3
10 http://www.amazon.co.uk/Iceland-Atlas-Icelandic-Geodetic-Survey/dp/B0012L4DL8/ref=sr_1_1?

ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1252283998&sr=1-1
11 This refers to an Iron Maiden gig in Reykjavík in 2005, organised by the Iron Maiden Fan Club, in which a few 

hundred fans were flown there from the UK with Bruce Dickinson piloting the plane. Unfortunately, Kit's review and 
photos of this momentous event are no longer available.
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switch to the euro and a rate that would hit us very hard was never out of my mind. Then there was the 
question of the others. Would Hannah or Kit have their jobs snatched away from underneath them? 
Would Iceland declare all-out war on the UK? Would the swine flu pandemic cause every plane into 
and out of the UK to be grounded indefinitely? In the end, for all my concerns about what events 
would be out of my hands, I nearly shot the whole thing down myself after a heart-stopping moment 
in Slovenia... which I can't go into any further details of, but when I said "heart-stopping" it could  
have been in a very literal sense. But still that was another bullet dodged.

Zero hour approached, and the only way I could screw it all up now was to get injured at Wacken. I'd 
seen it happen to "Thrusting" Tim Wadsworth (don't ask, it's not what you'd think) at Graspop in 2001 
(or maybe 2002, I forget which one it was) and with half an hour of the festival left, being flung 
around in Korpiklaani's mad moshpit to the sound of Finland's least depressing band being reduced to 
the sound of wet farts might not have been a great idea... but still I survived not just the festival, but  
the 1500-mile round trip that I'm well used to be now.

Could anything go wrong at the last minute? It couldn't. Could it?
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The gates of Gistihúsið Kríunes

Kit shows her appreciation of the Reindeer Room
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–  Thursday, 6th August: Day One  –
–  The arrival in Reykjavík  –

It could, so I thought for a while. I'd set at least two alarm clocks to wake me up with the force of a  
nuclear bomb going off in my head, so that I could drag myself out of bed and grab the 0613 bus to 
Broadmarsh. Odd, wasn't it, so I thought, that Hannah wasn't on the same bus, given that it had come 
from Beeston, and my concern deepened when I remembered the next bus was in about half an hour, 
and saw the National Express departure time was 0650 and not 0655... hence there was almost no 
leeway. Fortunately, Hannah had picked up the 18 instead of the Indigo and arrived while we were still 
loading. So, that's two of the party assembled, and one to go... The journey down was uneventful, 
mainly due to Hannah having to relocate to the front so as not to be violently sick (even though the 
khazi was at the back... or maybe that was the cause?) Despite the infernal roadworks on most of the 
M25 that we needed, we arrived only ten minutes late (circa 1030), so as we weren't supposed to take 
off until 1300, panic was all but over, and was finally confined to history when Kit arrived, finding us 
at the check-in desk. I was the only one with a potential problem here; Kit and Hannah had travelled 
light, I had no such option as I had two cameras, a tripod, the file containing all the paperwork for  
flights, car hire and accommodation (which really added up given how much of it there was) and five 
books of varying mass; the Iceland Road Atlas was very heavy. Add into this a miniature computer – a 
cheap Chinese CnMbook – to scribble all my thoughts on every day (Kit had stuck with a notepad and 
pen instead...) and I was somewhat worried at having to barge in on some of Hannah or Kit's bag 
space. Miraculously, both my bags were still underweight... Security checks were relatively painless 
even though we were heading half way across the Atlantic, and in the departure lounge I was able 
"enjoy" a last taste of British beer for a while. £3.30 for a noticeably watered-down pint of London 
Pride won't be winning any CAMRA awards in the near or far future, that's for sure.

The flight itself was billiard-table smooth for most of the way – much as it had been on the far larger  
Airbus that had whisked me to New York a year and a half ago. It can only be the size of the plane – a  
Boeing 757 – that had made me forget that Icelandair was the national carrier; I was soon reminded 
when the very orange-faced hostesses (seriously, you're Icelandic, why try to look like you're from 
Cheshire?) dragged round free rations of tea and coffee. Wunderbar. Even better, though, was the toys 
we were given to play with – the screen in the seat in front, again reminding me of the Virgin Atlantic  
experience, except this didn't just come with an interactive map, it had an altimeter, ground speed and 
heading indicators, and the time and distance to landing at Keflavík. Marvellous – just what I needed 
to convince me that I am a younger version of James May. So I was able to chart out progress as we 
flew over Derby, Manchester, Blackpool and the Isle of Man, skimming the northern coast of Northern 
Ireland before heading off into the wild blue yonder...  most  of  which was obscured by clouds – 
climbing towards 38,000 feet and bombing along at anything up to 560 mph. Kit swiped the free copy 
of the Big Map that had been placed in the seat pockets; while I didn't think we'd need it, due to the  
road atlas  having extensive  maps  of  Reykjavík,  we figured  it  couldn't  hurt  to  have  another  one. 
Conversation amongst the three of us, where there was any, centred around the orangeness of the 
hostesses, and that we should have something like Goth Airlines or Air Abbath to compensate. The 
paper cups not only contained tea but also gave us  fourteen Icelandic words for various drinking 
implements, reminding me of my frankly ludicrous idea to learn Icelandic in the few months before 
we set off. (If you're wondering: mál, glas, bikar, skál, bolli, krús, kanna, fantur, drekka, kolla, staup, 
horn,  dolla,  baukur.) At near 1500 the clouds finally broke... and this was a very different sight to 
Norway. Whereas the landing there had revealed snow and pine trees as far as we could see, this time 
it was a vast expanse of almost bare rock – with the occasional thin patch of grass. Almost on the  
hour, we landed...

Welcome, everyone, to Iceland.
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I'd already secured 20,000 krónur from the Post Office in Beeston before the trip (at the less brilliant  
rate of 189 krónur to the pound) just to have a bit  of cash to start  us all  off; no sooner had we 
negotiated passport control, with Kit half-expecting Bruce Dickinson to walk past us in his pilot's 
uniform, than we were given an opportunity to spend it. There was the airport shop, selling Icelandic 
specialities such as dried cod (tørrfisk as we'd known it  in Norway,  harðifiskur here),  rullupylsur 
(which looks like bacon that's been compressed, smoked and sliced the wrong way but is apparently 
made of lamb – I thought it tasted faintly of onions – surprise, surprise, it does12) and  skyr. Some 
krónur spent within 30 minutes of landing, and approximately 30 seconds before we decided that we 
like skyr. A lot. It's a bit like thick and creamy yoghurt (but is technically a kind of cheese 13), only it's 
almost fat-free, so there's all the benefits with none of the drawbacks. Fantastic.

My next job was to secure our hire car. I'd previously taken the liberty of pre-naming it the Thunder 
Chariot, given that it was my birthday trip, I'd be doing all the driving, and I was entitled to a few 
perks. But I didn't know what I was getting yet. Iceland Holidays' car hire brochure had hinted that it  
might be a Volkswagen Fox, and I'd previously been round the Volkswagen garage in West Bridgford 
to  see  if  they had one  (they did)  to  let  me  know if  I  could  get  all  our  luggage  in  it...  and  I'd  
investigated a few other models as well. What would it be? Would it be the Fox? Would it be a larger 
Fiat Panda? Would it be something impossibly small and thoroughly unsuitable like a Toyota iQ? 
Finally, I had my answer. A Suzuki Swift! Brucie Bonus, if ever there was one, because I'd considered 
that in the class above and that it was out of our reach. The hire company spent quite a while going  
through all the rules, which appeared to be rather draconian; the part about not being allowed on the  
Kjölur (marked as route 35) worried me; wasn't that the main road to the Golden Circle? Eventually 
they said that  the Kjölur only started at  Gullfoss  and we could go that  far  without  penalty;  The 
Kaldidalur (route 550) was also banned but that was miles away from where we'd be going, and we'd 
not have any use for the hazardous F-tracks at all.

We loaded the Thunder Chariot, made even easier by it being the five-door model – that's something 
we wouldn't have had on a Fox. It came with a piece of cardboard over the steering wheel that also 
showed us where we could and couldn't go; this one also excluded route 862 in the Diamond Circle,  
that would have taken us to the west side of Dettifoss – this is a road that I thought I'd seen marked as  
F862 somewhere, but not everywhere. I wondered how easy this driving job was going to be. Still, I 
was determined not to make an utter arse of myself and really had to concentrate when changing gear 
so as not to put my hand in the door pocket, as well as remember that I was sitting on the correct side 
of the car for this country and shouldn't be trying to stick as close to the edge of the road as possible. 
Unfortunately, I made an arse of myself anyway by stalling several times before we'd left the airport; 
I'm used to barely giving the engine any juice at all when I start, as my Intergalactic Battlecruiser 
doesn't need it; plus, a main aim was to keep the fuel costs down as much as possible and aggressive  
revving was not the order of the day. You can imagine I took it easy when driving away from Keflavík 
airport, and no sooner had we left than the scenery beside the road suddenly disappeared, leaving only 
moss-covered fields of smashed lava. The rain had been falling lightly ever since we arrived, making 
sure we all knew exactly what we'd got into. It was giving us its very own not particularly warm 
Icelandic welcome.

Our  first  guesthouse,  Gistihúsið  Kríunes,14 was  initially  hard  to  find.  Kit  was  wielding  the  atlas 
expertly  and  guided  me  towards  the  turning  to  Vatnsendi  without  any  great  drama;  everything 
unravelled from there. The atlas' map of the Vatnsendi area wasn't totally accurate; it  was a 2007 
edition,  and there's been some extensive building work round there since then as more and more 
people  move to  Reykjavík.  The area  resembled a  massive  building  site,  and navigation  on these

12 http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/rullupylsa
13 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skyr
14 http://www.kriunes.is/home.html
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Icelanders are adept at making non-ugly houses from corrugated steel.

The statue of Leifur Eiríksson. Hallgrímskirkja had the builders in, unfortunately.
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Kit, you are such a puffin. As are the other two of us for letting such a terrible joke take hold.

Katherine, Gísli, Jim, Kit, Hannah. Better than the Famous Five and none more black.
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unmarked roads was tricky. It took us a while to work out how much we'd overshot by, and only on 
the way back did we notice the sign towards Kríunes... which had previously been a left turn over a 
roundabout with the sign obscured.  We took the right turning, and promptly got lost again in the  
housing estate as we missed another sign – then found out that not all the white lines on the map 
joined up, and the right turn we'd been expecting didn't  exist...  further backtracking, followed by 
another wrong turn and a very loose gravel road finally, and unexpectedly, led us to our target. The old 
man who runs the place was expecting us (and probably wondering where we'd got to), and handed us  
the key to room 9...

What followed was several minutes of stunned disbelief.

I remembered what Gareth had mentioned in passing in one of his phone calls. "I'll try and get you the 
Reindeer Room", he'd said. This was it. It was a large, wooden-floored room, with windows pointing 
strangely into the main corridor; three beds, one of which was a double that I could spread myself out 
on. The walls were decorated with statues, carvings and old cameras (no, really...), we had our own 
breakfast table, a huge TV (that we wouldn't use), and the crowning glory: a reindeer's head mounted 
prominently on the wall. It took a while to sink in as we genuinely couldn't believe what we were 
staying in for the next two nights. I don't think anyone could have asked for more. And we spent quite 
a while easing ourselves in. Kit scribbled on her notepad, which would become a feature of the trip; I 
set up all my electronic gubbins and made absolutely sure I'd have enough power in both cameras at 
all times to last me through the trip. Eventually, though, we made a move; Kit and Hannah decided on 
a look round the lake at the back, Elliðavatn - via a quick bit of mucking about on the swinging chair 
in front of the guesthouse. Unfortunately, the lake looked quite grim and uninviting in the murky 
weather,  which  was  still  drizzling  pathetically  the  way  we  thought  we  might  have  left  behind. 
Furthermore, I wasn't entirely sure we were supposed to be there, given that the bank is covered with 
heather and Icelandic law tends to defend anywhere "off the beaten track" with severe force. Kit took 
the opportunity to stare across the lake as if searching for inspiration for lyrics to a new black metal 
album. Hannah and I did not stay too long, though.

Soon, we made our way into Reykjavík, despite getting lost again – this time via the Big Map which 
made no indication that Vatnsveituvegur wasn't surfaced at all and was impassable by all but bikes and 
pedestrians. To be fair to the Big Map, the Iceland Road Atlas didn't say this either. Still, taking the 
main  roads  instead,  we  ended  up  on  Reykjavík's  northern  perimeter  road,  finally  parking  up  at 
Miðbakki, near the old harbour, where Kit immediately spotted an old ship – one with proper masts 
and sails, and which on closer inspection turned out to be Russian (it said "крузенштерн" on the 
side...)  Better still,  we worked out parking was free after six in the evening... though not until I'd 
already put 100 krónur in the machine (which would have bought us an hour and 15 minutes anyway). 
We explored Reykjavík for a while,  heading briefly into Rammagerðin,  one of Reykjavík's  many 
outlets for tourist tat (and 66° North fleeces) before looking round Laugavegur (the main shopping 
street) and the sights round that way, guided expertly by Kit (without a map!) from the brief time she'd 
spent in Reykjavík for the Iron Maiden fan club gig. Interestingly, just about every show window we 
passed had a rainbow flag inside, irrespective of what it was selling. 

Soon we were being directed up a steep hill, stopping briefly to let the old giffer catch up marvel at 
how well Iceland can make attractive houses out of corrugated metal, given that everything else I'd 
ever seen made from it had been makeshift shacks in Third World countries. At the top of the hill was 
Hallgrímskirkja,  one of  Reykjavík's  most  famous landmarks...  which  had the  builders  in  doing a 
serious job as it was almost entirely covered in scaffolding. Reports that trolls had been seen trying to 
break through the walls a few months ago are yet to be confirmed. Nearby, and fortunately unscathed, 
was the statue of Leifur Eiríksson, son of Erik The Red and discoverer of Vinland, which is why it was 
quite fitting that the statue was a donation from the United States for the 1000th anniversary of the 
Alþing. We'd also noticed that, despite being in the middle of a capital city, most of the metal houses 
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had gardens and driveways, and I couldn't ever see that happening in London. There was time for a 
hot dog, another tub of skyr (or, in Kit's case, a packet of Toffy Pops that she hadn't seen in a decade)  
and a bit more wandering in which we found Lundinn, otherwise known as the Puffin Shop, selling... 
all sorts of puffin-related souvenirs. Displayed in one of its front windows was: "In the puffin we 
trust", in huge letters, and in the other: "You are such a puffin". Kit became the unfortunate victim of 
me pointing at her in front of the sign as Hannah took the all-important picture, and it's safe to say that 
none of us forgot this particular slogan for the rest of the trip.

We had to retreat to what is, I am told, Reykjavík's number one rock pub. No, not Grand Rokk, the 
one I'd been told about in the Lonely Planet guide – we were looking for the rather less rockularly-
named Dillon.15 In there, I couldn't have my first taste of Icelandic beer, as I was driving. Bah. But at 
least I knew what I could expect – Víking and Thule were the order of the day. Finally, the others 
arrived who I'd been expecting to meet – Bill Bailey lookalike Gísli and the rather less Icelandic 
Katherine, both of whom had been alerted to my presence, and both had brought one of their mates. 
Noticing the diddly-diddly folk band playing downstairs, dressed in their traditional Icelandic woolly 
jumpers, Gísli showed us upstairs, where it was quieter – mainly due to being deserted. Gísli was  
deservedly congratulated  on his  rise  to  fame (his  latest  band,  Beneath,16 formed in January,  won 
Iceland's Metal Battle in April, and played Wacken in July...) and he and his mate rewarded us with 
some of the knowledge we might need when tackling his home country's roads. Namely, where we 
might find hákarl (some place called Sea Baron, apparently), whether we could use route 939, the Öxi 
(we could), and that hire cars had trackers implanted so the hire company knew where we'd been... 
which put the wind up me a bit, given that we'd already been on Vatnsveituvegur that was more like a 
dirt track than a real road, and the suspension had taken a bit of a pounding. We also discovered what 
the rainbow flags were about – we'd suspected a gay pride march of some sort, but had no idea it was  
due to be on the following Saturday, or how much of a big deal it is in Reykjavík (probably even more  
so now that Iceland has elected the openly lesbian Jóhanna Sigúrðardóttir as Prime Minister). Kit was 
dismayed when she worked out that we'd have already left Reykjavík by that time; it was not to be, 
but unknown to us at this point there would be extra bonuses on this trip. Katherine stayed strangely 
quiet through most of our session in the pub, although maybe I get that impression as she was over the 
other side of the table while Gísli was right next to me and it was a lot easier to hear him rant. "So, 
why did you ever want to come here?" he had to ask. "I've been trying to get off this rock for..." ...no 
idea how long, actually, but given that he's lived in Iceland for all his 36 years I'm not surprised he 
sees it differently. When I mentioned what we'd planned to do for the fortnight ahead, it turned out 
he'd never seen most of it... but then, how much of the UK have I not seen that many foreign tourists  
would target? I can tell you it's a lot. Katherine, presumably, likes Iceland a lot more seeing as she 
moved there from Virginia, after marrying an Icelander.

Things were about to get interesting. Gísli just happened to mention a gig that was going on... that 
night, at "Reykjavík's worst bar" – Bar 11, which we'd passed earlier in the day. We did not need any 
more convincing to go to a Reykjavík gig even if it just meant staying there briefly. The Icelanders led 
us there, just in case we'd forgotten the way, and soon we found out why nobody likes the place: take 
the Old Angel and reduce the size to that of a postage stamp, on both floors. There was barely room to 
breathe even with under 50 people in there... still, it didn't put off Chao,17 who played corpse-painted 
black metal as if it was still 1993 and proved themselves to be very good at it. That's right, we saw 
trøø black metal in Iceland. Bank those kvlt points. (And if they made it seem like it was 1993, they're  
doing that job properly as well – I now find that they have absolutely no internet presence that I can 
link  to,  because  in  1993  the  internet  was  for  text-only  Telnet  users  and  the  mere  thought  of 
downloadable music was little more than a pipe dream...) Unfortunately,  as the gig had started at  
2230, I was in no fit state to continue much longer and drive home afterwards, so we had to knock off 

15 http://dillon.is
16 http://www.myspace.com/beneathdeathmetal
17 http://www.myspace.com/chaobm
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after only that one band. That, and we didn't know if the front door of Kríunes would still be open if  
we left it really late. So the equally krieg and kvlt and resolutely internet-free death metal provided by 
Provoke (from Akureyri, I hear) and Infected had to be left behind, and we had to say vertu blessuð to 
the locals as well. I'd say we did fine with Chao, though.

Though we were in a country famed for its midnight sun, at 64° north in August, the sun does set, and  
it was dark. Not quite pitch black, but more than dark enough that we managed to get ourselves lost 
again on the way through Vatnsendi. It wasn't as if we could have memorised the way in on the first  
disastrous run, mind, but at least whoever owned the house whose front drive we were encroaching on 
(next door to the last road to Kríunes) didn't come charging out with a shotgun.

And so we spent our first night under the watchful gaze of a reindeer's severed head.
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The steel sculpture Solfarinn, Reykjavík. As seen in many publications from and about Iceland.

Perlan, Reykjavík. In the dome is the revolving restaurant that was too expensive for us mere mortals.
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–  Friday, 7th August: Day Two  –
–  Around Reykjavík and Hafnarfjörður  –

Circa 0830, Hannah woke up grumbling due to not getting enough sleep. Neither did I, having first 
seen the bright light of day three hours earlier and sat there awake for most of that time, but I didn't 
voice my objections, and I'd be the one having to drive that day. Still, at least a shower would wake 
me up properly... though not for the reason I'd thought. Iceland is famed for its geothermal hot water,  
which emerges from the ground at a vicious temperature, is usually thrust through a power station to 
generate cheap electricity, then pumped to all the houses of the local area. What we were never told is  
that the water contains dissolved hydrogen sulphide... which makes the bathroom smell like an eggy 
fart every time the shower is turned on. Icelanders are probably used to it... we're not. Further wake-up 
calls were provided over breakfast, where there were vast amounts of coffee, which we knew would 
be on hand as every Icelander drinks several pints of it every day, or so we're told. We all made sure to 
fill up as much as possible given that this was the only free (or at least pre-paid) meal of the day, and 
the amount was unlimited. Iceland hasn't heard of the brown cheese that was so prevalent in Norway, 
but in the first of what would be a compiled list of breakfast surprises, at Kríunes there were pickled  
herrings on offer. I would have had some had I not seen the raw onions floating malevolently in the 
jar, waiting to ruin the taste of anything they came into contact with. Hannah experimented with AB-
mjólk on her bowl of muesli – it's a kind of runny natural yoghurt that seems to be served at every 
breakfast table. Otherwise there were cereals served from a dispenser that seemed designed to turn its 
contents into powder, a wide variety of crispbreads, cheese, ham, salami, followed by toast and jam – 
just what we'd expect from most of Scandinavia.

Food was the next order of the day as well – Hannah had always planned to stock up on cereal bars for 
the length of the trip, as a method of eating on the cheap. I'd figured it was a good idea as well... but 
imagine our collective dismay when we turned up at Bónus (Iceland's answer to Aldi and Lidl, with a 
cross-eyed piggy bank as a logo) to find that cereal bars had yet to arrive in Iceland. We all stocked up 
on  bread  and  biscuits  instead,  figuring  they'd  make  a  half-decent  replacement,  along  with  dried 
apricots and anything else that looked like it might not shrivel and rot before our two weeks were up.

On  the  way  into  Reykjavík  for  the  second  day,  we  stopped  by  one  of  the  city's  most  famous 
landmarks: Solfarinn, a steel sculpture of a stylised longboat that looks out onto Faxaflói, and which 
appears on a number of books about Iceland, such as Colloquial Icelandic,18 otherwise known as the 
textbook of  my doomed attempt to  get  some of  this  crazy language under  my belt.  It  still  looks 
stunning from a distance (although it might have been better if the sun had dared to poke through the 
clouds), but get up close to it and it's going rusty in patches. Still, it's nothing that a coat of Hammerite 
wouldn't solve...

We dropped the Thunder Chariot in Miðbakki again, given that we knew where it was and that it 
wouldn't break the bank, and set off exploring again. Though our immediate quest was to change 
whatever wad of the Queen's  English Pounds we'd brought with us,  we were again distracted by 
Rammagerðin where we bought postcards. Quite a few in Kit's case; eight or nine were to send to all  
her friends on a number of different continents, and the other 12,846,301 were to keep as cheap and 
readily available souvenirs. Although these represent the best view possible of each location, I'd say 
the pictures I would be taking, most likely with thumping great clouds in the background, would better 
represent Iceland as it really is. (And as I've included some here, you can judge for yourselves). I 
satisfied myself with two postcards. This didn't break the bank, obviously, but our next stop was a  
bank that was already broken, if you see what I mean. Still, despite Iceland's sticky financial situation, 
Landsbankinn was still able to change £240 and the €10 I had left over from Wacken into Icelandic 
18 http://www.amazon.co.uk/Colloquial-Icelandic-Complete-Course-Beginners/dp/0415207061
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krónur, and at a far better exchange rate than I'd ever have had at home. Now, if only I'd brought the 
$9 leftovers from my jaunt to New York as well... They managed to change much the same amount for 
Kit,  as  well,  so  there  must  still  be  a  reasonable  amount  of  cash  floating  around  in  the  country 
somewhere. Suitably stashed with cash, we proceeded to spend it all again. Well, I did; we'd already 
seen the 10-11 (Iceland's equivalent of 7Eleven, so it seems, because it opens later in the morning) and 
thought we'd take another look for cereal bars. There they were... what do you mean you've only got 
Special K? 90 calories per bar, my arse, so why I bought four boxes is beyond me. Add in three  
packets of harðifiskur and that's... how much? I thought to question it, but no, 6300 krónur it was, or 
just over £30 in our money. Ouch. To numb the pain of spending too much, I figured we should retreat 
to a café we'd seen the day before and take some time out to write the postcards. (Aside: I've just  
found out the picture on the stamps is the Peace Tower on Viðey,19 with the beam of light pointing 
straight into a cloud – and the stamps were embossed, as well...)

I  wrote  to  my  brother  and  my  gran,  Kit  wrote  to  her  housemates,  friends  in  Yankee-land  and 
Cambridge, and Hannah wrote a really, really filthy and obscene message to Mike... which would set  
the tone for the whole trip. I refrain from mentioning what became the official Word Of The Day, but 
for once it wasn't "puffin". This last word described exactly what I felt like, in its new context, as we 
drove away from the car park and it was only then that I saw Sea Baron just a spitting distance from 
Miðbakki. I wasn't intending to come back this way, and was annoyed that I might not be able to get 
hold of any hákarl.

Our next stop would be a bit further to the south of the city centre, at the world-famous Perlan. 20 The 
original plan had been to sample the terrifyingly expensive restaurant, because I figured they'd be 
bound to serve the kind of Icelandic specialities I was after. Not so, as I'd already found out before 
we'd even set off; yes, it has internationally renowned chefs, but they're all making the kind of poncy 
French food you'd expect to find in an expensive restaurant, and is therefore useless to us not just for 
its  wallet-battering cost.  Besides, we arrived to find it  was closed for another two hours,  and we 
weren't going to spend that long there. But we did take a look round the café... which threw up very 
little of interest. Only the gift shop provided any hits, where Kit bought a fluffy polar bear and a  
thousand more postcards and Hannah saw a perfect present for Mike... socks with Elder Futhark runes 
on them. I kept my cash firmly in my pocket. By this time, we'd repeatedly seen Perlan's party piece: 
blasting  through the  centre  of  the  building  every five  minutes,  regular  as  clockwork,  is  a  geysir 
simulator. Which was impressive, until we realised that in less than 24 hours, we'd be seeing the real 
thing, and that'd be far more interesting. After spending a while on the observation deck, looking out 
over every available corner of Reykjavík, and a vast expanse of sea, we returned downstairs to visit 
the Saga Museum. The structure of Perlan is such that there are six large tanks arranged in a hexagon 
around its structure; five of these are to store Reykjavík's hot water supply, the other contains the Saga 
Museum. Inside, for a mere thousand krónur, we found what was described as Iceland's answer to 
Madame Tussaud's. Greeted with a video of some thrashing lava, the museum becomes a historical 
tour of the settlement of Iceland, starting with Hrafna-Flóki Vilgerðarson, who first thought it would 
be a good idea to live on a random lump of volcanic rock in the North Atlantic, through Ingólfur 
Arnarson who actually moved there permanently, some pioneers in blacksmithery and fish drying, the 
discovery of Greenland and Vinland, Þorgeirr Ljósvetningagoði's idea that pagans could practice in 
private that was flagrantly ignored by the christian occupation force, Snorri Sturluson's writing of the 
Eddas and Sagas, the arrival of the plague in 1402 (fashionably 50-odd years later than continental  
Europe), witch burning, and finally, pagan revenge in the form of bishop decapitation.

We had to return to Kríunes when we were done looking at Nordic waxworks, where we left Hannah 
behind for the evening. An early morning on day one followed by no sleep was taking its toll on her,

19 http://blog.icelandairhotels.com/index.php/calling-all-john-lennon-fans/
20 http://www.perlan.is/index.php/en
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Perlan's geysir simulator erupts! The waxwork of Skarpheðinn Njálsson,
outside the Saga Museum.

Another waxwork: Ingólfur Arnarson and his wife, preparing to spend an entire winter in Iceland.
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Fjörukráin Viking Village, seen from the outside.

Fjörukráin's singing Viking entertains us during dinner.
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and she didn't mind the other two of us heading off for dinner without her. I'd read about a fine but
rather touristy Viking-themed restaurant in Hafnarfjörður, called Fjörukráin,21 and a Ye Olde English 
Pubbe style place next door called Fjaran. What really attracted me was that I'd also heard that smoked 
puffin was on the menu. So Kit joined me on a trip to Hafnarfjörður, which is just down the road and 
attached to the Greater Reykjavík area. When we arrived, we found that Fjörukráin and Fjaran are two 
halves of the same building, and the Viking Village complex itself is built round a stave church, also 
including Hótel Víking across the road. There are wood-carved statues of what we think are some of 
the  Norse  gods  outside,  many  of  them with  massive  penises  –  though  it's  not  as  if  the  Viking 
reputation ever needed that extra boost. We entered via the Fjaran door to find Ye Olde Pubbe was 
completely deserted, but there were some menus out anyway, so we took a look. Annoyingly, there 
was no puffin...  but there was guillemot.  And also a "Viking speciality" which included, amongst 
others,  "shark  and  dried  fish".  With  no  signs  of  life  in  Fjaran,  we moved  into  Fjörukráin  to  be 
bombarded with a barrage of wood panelling, shields, fish tanks set into the bar (no, really) and a 
series of annual murals either depicting the Viking Village or something historical and Norse-related – 
longboats, battling Vikings, you know the score by now. We looked at the menu to find it was exactly 
the same as Fjaran, so we figured we'd stay in Fjörukráin. We'd been warned that it could be booked 
solid... but at only just gone six, despite this being a Friday evening, it was nearly empty. So we sat  
down at a large wooden table, with chairs and a back bench all covered with some unidentified animal 
fur, which could have been cow, horse or reindeer – we didn't know, but it was most definitely not 
PETA-friendly. Just the way I like it.

Once it had been established that the "shark" on the menu was the infamous hákarl, I had no hesitation 
in ordering the Viking Speciality starter. An espresso was the first course to arrive; it was served in a 
thick earthenware pot that looked like a shrunken cauldron, as was the milk that accompanied it; even 
the cutlery was brought forth in a larger version of one of these pots. They all looked like they should  
have contained something alcoholic – probably because they reminded me of the clay mead cups that 
had made their début at this year's Wacken, in the Medieval Area. My Viking Speciality was served on 
a rectangular glass plate, instead; by now I figured it might have arrived on a trencher, or whatever the 
Vikings ate from. And there, on the glass plate, lurked two small cubes of hákarl. When I say small, I  
mean about 1 cm³. Clearly they think that's enough for anyone. For the uninitiated, it is Greenland 
shark which is toxic when fresh, so it is sliced and buried for six months, where it rots. The toxins  
break down and leach out, and the decomposition of the meat ensures birds won't touch it. Only when 
truly rotten is it safe to eat. So it wasn't as if I hadn't been warned about this stuff; various reports say 
that the smell of ammonia will hit you like a sledgehammer, and the taste is enough to make even the 
hardest Icelander gag – although connoisseurs compare it favourably to ripe, stinky French cheese. 
Which I like. So, in my mouth went one cube...

It's actually really good!

Up yours, Gordon Ramsay. On an infamous episode of The F Word, he sampled hákarl and it made 
him sick. He is supposed to be a hard-as-nails Scotsman, when clearly it is all an act and he is really a  
wimp. I am clearly harder than him. I ate the other cube without a second's hesitation. Overall I'd say 
the reviews were accurate; it does smell of ammonia, and it tastes like a cross between a medium-
flavoured fish (say, coley) and camembert. Served with the hákarl was its usual accompaniment, a 
shot of brennivín, Iceland's schnapps flavoured with caraway seeds, designed to take away the taste of 
the hákarl. I had a brief taste, but no more (I was driving, remember) – and wasn't thrilled... but Kit 
was, when she offered to down the shot for me. Considering she barely drinks at all, that was some 
feat. As for the rest of my plate: there were two varieties of pickled herring (one plain, one soaked in 
red wine), a slab of what looked like brawn and is known as sviðasulta (sheep's head in jelly, so it's 
not too far away; sometimes the whole head is served, but not today), two more slabs of what looked 
like paté and black pudding (respectively lifrarpylsa and blóðmör, so again my forecast was accurate), 
21 http://www.fjorukrain.is/fjorukrain/en/
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and a piece of harðifiskur (which I'd known about since Norway).

Before the main course, I decided not to waste the milk that came with my coffee, and attempted to 
drink from the jug. I don't know how I managed to spill most of it down me, but Kit found it very 
funny. At the point where I said "I am such a puffin," referencing what we'd seen in the Puffin Shop  
window the day before, we decided to start counting up Puffin Points – awarded when one of us did 
something ridiculous. I'd already racked up three by this point, we decided... and I have no idea what 
the other two were for.

The main course was soon to arrive. Kit had ordered the famous Icelandic lamb; I didn't, as I figured  
I'd run into it at some stage along the trip, and was far more concerned with adding another species to 
the list of what I'd eaten. My guillemot arrived, looking like two very dark lumps of liver. Strangely 
enough, there was a very livery taste to it as well, though more of a meaty texture. At this point I did  
check the menu to see if they served roasted liver... or liver prepared any other way. They didn't, so I  
had not been duped. While enjoying my guillemot that was not liver,  a man dressed as a Viking 
emerged from behind the scenes, wielding a sword. Disappointingly, he had short hair, but started to 
regale us with tales of Vikings invading other countries... but mainly England. "And I see we have 
some evidence for the Viking invasion of England!" he roared, as soon as he noticed where I was 
from. He also managed to single me out as being the only one in the restaurant who had been reading 
the Norse Sagas – I hadn't, but had picked up enough details of their various tales by now to know 
what he was talking about. I stopped eating to film his storytelling, but stopped when he picked up a 
Dane axe to perform an old Icelandic song-stroke-poem (translated into English) which I thought 
might take a long time... given this is what graced the end of Týr's first album (eleven minutes of it...). 
He made it through two verses and ended with "...and so on, for about 35 minutes!" before retreating 
behind the scenes again. I finished my guillemot before it could get completely cold.

"You want dessert?" asked the blonde waitress. We did. "Skyr?" That's right. Expensive though it was, 
the equivalent of eight quid for skyr served with blueberries and blueberry sorbet, we hadn't come this  
far to duck out now. And in that one word, she proved that it is  impossible to say "skyr" without 
sounding like a comedy musically-accented Scandinavian stereotype.  Yes, I do mean the Swedish 
Chef. The singing Viking came out again, this time with a guitar, to serenade us for a second time. I 
was the only one in the room who knew that Halldór Laxness was Iceland's only Nobel Prize winner. 
He sang us a song, one verse in Icelandic and one in English, and I hope he wasn't too put out when 
Kit had to retreat to the khazi. She'd said this would cause dessert to arrive while she was away. True 
to form, it did. While we were eating our skyr and berries (which is, incidentally, an excellent way to 
serve it), the singing Viking looked on at someone else's abandoned plate and roared, "WHO HAS 
NOT EATEN THEIR SHARK?!" Now, did I need any more prompting? I downed tools, jumped up 
and grabbed the discarded cube of hákarl...  despite being right in the middle of dessert. Hákarl is  
supposed to ruin everything you eat for the rest of the day, and here I was eating it right in the middle 
of a bowl of skyr and blueberries. Either I am more Icelandic than most Icelanders, or I am just a bit  
mad. I suspect it may be a combination of both.

The meal, overall, cost us both more than 8000 krónur each, but it had been worth every eyrir. Not just 
for the food, but for the whole experience. It was gone nine by the time we returned to Kríunes, and 
Hannah assured us that we should not feel bad for having left her behind, because she'd had a chance 
to sleep which made her happy, and we'd had a good time. Besides, I'd been concerned beforehand 
that there wouldn't have been a lot to offer her – high prices for what would have amounted to little 
more than a collection of salads for her, and that would hardly be worth it. We had planned to go back 
into Reykjavík for the evening, but wondered exactly what it was we could do at this time of the 
evening that didn't involve going back to Dillon for a few more beers that I couldn't have anyway. So,  
we had a self-imposed early night, spending some of the rest of the evening planning our strategy for 
the next day. Kit tended to write her thoughts on her notepad while we were driving, and was already 
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settling into a routine of using the late evenings to plan the route for the next day, noting all the pages  
needed in the Iceland Road Atlas and in what order she'd need to look at them. I took out my mini-
computer and wrote a page or so of brief notes, which would help me to write what you're reading 
now, as had been the case at Wacken. The next day, we would be driving out of Reykjavík altogether 
and round the rather touristy but still very interesting Golden Circle.

Fjörukráin's Viking speciality starter.
Clockwise from top left: blóðmör (dark brown) and lifrarpylsa (light); hard boiled egg; pickled 
herrings soaked in red wine, brennivín, hákarl, harðifiskur, plain pickled herrings, sviðasulta.
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–  Saturday, 8th August: Day Three  –
–  The Golden Circle  –

Up we flung ourselves again, at eight in the morning, our enthusiasm for early morning starts still 
undimmed. Then again,  it  was only day three.  At least this meant there was plenty of time for a 
sulphurous shower and a huge breakfast before all the tables were occupied – although, for whatever 
reason, it hadn't occurred to us that we could have used the table in our room. Admittedly, it was 
covered in maps, notes and other paperwork, but it's nothing that couldn't have been cleared. And 
again, none of us touched the pickled herrings. I freely admit it's the onions in them that put me off; 
what  I'd  had  the  night  before  had  been  distinctly  un-oniony.  We  also  decided  at  this  point  that 
Icelandic blueberry jam is thoroughly wonderful. All the time, the weather was taunting us. I'd woken 
up at six again to see a clear day outside; by the time we'd started breakfast it was spitting with rain,  
and as we sat at the table it increased to a torrent, then stopped again, all in the space of a few minutes. 
Everything we'd been told about the nature of the Icelandic weather was clearly true.

We crammed all our gear into the Thunder Chariot, reminded the old man that we'd be returning in a  
few days for our last  night,  and ventured out onto route 1. As soon as we'd left  Reykjavík's city 
boundaries  finished,  any trace of  civilisation disappeared,  except  for  an  electronic weather  board 
giving us the temperature and wind conditions, and a sign bearing a couple of crumpled cars on a 
pedestal reminding us there'd been eight recent crashes that had resulted in the cars involved being 
turned into cubes. Not exactly a pleasant sight. The rain had returned with a fearsome vengeance as 
we  left  the  Reykjavík  area,  but  had  eased  off  by  the  time  we  were  approaching  Hveragerði  – 
fortunately, as the road suddenly became very twisty and dropped sharply downhill, with a steep drop 
off one side and no crash barrier – not really what I wanted to see when I'd already had one hairy 
aquaplaning moment. We stopped in Hveragerði for a while, looking through their branch of Bónus 
for more supplies; other than the customary tub of skyr and two packets of flatbreads, this time I 
found what could be an excellent source of food on the move – a pack of pre-cooked potatoes, almost 
a kilo's worth. As I wouldn't be eating them all in one go, I found some freezer bags as well, which

The crater lake, Kerið. Room for one car only!
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would soon prove to be the most valuable purchase of the entire trip. Our shopping done, less pleasant  
was our first  look at  an Icelandic speed camera,  which I  recognised as the same design I'd seen 
numerous times in Norway. So, at least I had a chance to know my enemy.

The adventure really started once we turned down route 35, having just seen our first sign pointing 
towards Gullfoss and Geysir. The drive down this road was reasonably uneventful – just the way I 
wanted it to be, really, after the previous downpour. Not too far down, we saw one of those signs 
indicating there's something to see, so with plenty of time in the day, we thought we'd pull in and take 
a look – and found a proper bonus that so far none of us had heard about. Kerið is a 3000-year-old 
explosion crater that's almost as perfectly circular as it's possible to get from a natural feature, and 
legend has it that when the lake level drops in this crater, the level rises in Búrfell, another crater lake 
about four miles NNW – and vice versa. Can't say I believe that, with all the geological knowledge I  
picked up a decade ago, but I figured we wouldn't spend too long right down by the edge of the lake, 
just in case Búrfell decided to drop suddenly. From the top we could see for miles around, as well as 
look down the steep slope made of iron-rich red volcanic rock surrounding the lake. Onwards we had 
to move, though, via a stop at a garage in Reykholt, where I found a pack of sviðasulta on sale in the 
fridge, and I still don't know why I didn't buy any. Eventually, after more rain, we passed the Geysir  
area,  which  we'd be  seeing  later,  and encountered  our  first  proper  "welcome to  Icelandic  roads" 
feature: the einbreið brú, known to us as a single-lane bridge. It was not exactly tricky to overcome 
but would not be the last of these we would see – not by a very long stretch.

We arrived at the Gullfoss car park, just in time for the road to run out. Actually, it didn't, but was  
clearly marked "Kjölur" and given the number F35 from this point  –  and I  had to  make a  snap 
decision whether to go left or right at the upcoming fork; the sign was ambiguous as to which one led 
onto the banned Kjölur route.  I went right...  and, fortunately,  that turned out to be the right way. 
Rather less amusing was that we'd turned up just in time to find three coach loads of other tourists  
accompanying us. Gullfoss is one of Iceland's most spectacular waterfalls, and the extra crowd didn't 
compromise the view one bit. We soon saw there were several vantage points and thought it would be 
an excellent idea to visit  them all.  From the car park,  there is  the long range view so the whole 
waterfall can be seen head-on in all its two-stepped glory; making our way through the crowd, we 
managed  to  get  right  up  to  the  edge,  and  helped  out  a  middle-aged  and  very  broad-shouldered 
American man whose wife was too scared to get even five metres from the edge to get a photo of him 
standing by the falls... no such problem for us, mind. We managed to get right up to the edge, after 
waiting for several different crowds to clear, which partially resulted in probably the best troll photo 
I've ever made. Back at the car park, we had a brief lunch interlude, then made our way up to the cliff 
top, towards a lump of rock that stuck out from the rest and reminded me of Preikestolen,22 the one 
part of the Norway trip that didn't go according to plan. This mini-Preikestolen gave us an excellent 
view over the top of the waterfall, looking down at the people who were determined not to fall off the 
edge to a watery grave.

Unfortunately, as we surveyed the cairns at the top of the cliff (and wondered if they were actually 
large piles of troll droppings), the rain hit us hard, and we retreated to the visitor centre. I think Kit  
bought more postcards here; I wasn't particularly interested in the selection of tourist tat but noticed 
the stack of trays in the café... and helped myself to four discarded bread rolls. Why so many people 
decide to waste what they've paid for in this expensive country I'll never know, but I wasn't about to  
argue with free food. Someone had helpfully left some butter with one of the rolls as well. The rain  
refused to switch off and even though the walk back to the car park was not a long one, it made us wet  
enough to have no chance of drying off in the car during the short drive to Geysir. As it would turn 
out, this would not be a problem.

22 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preikestolen
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The majestic Gullfoss. The first impressive waterfall we'd see on the tour, but not the last!

A rare shot of the Greater Icelandic Cave Troll, seen in daylight for the first time in three centuries.
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At Geysir, well marked out by the clouds of steam rising from the ground, the rain had reduced to a 
light drizzle but never threatened to go away completely. The entire area, not entirely surprisingly, 
smelled like the rectum of the world, as if Iceland was letting off a constant barrage of cheek-rippers 
at us. Fighting our way through the clouds of steam and hydrogen sulphide, we passed the bubbling 
pools of Smiður and Litli-Geysir and found a crowd waiting for Strokkur to erupt. Within a minute or 
so of us arriving, it did, sending hot water flying 30-odd metres in the air. It showed up the simulator  
in Perlan as being a bit of a fraud – that spouts water for about 45 seconds, whereas with Strokkur 
there's about half a second's warning from the dome forming in the pool to the eruption, which is over 
in an instant. While I set up my video camera (complete with its own low-cost rain shield – a Bónus 
bag with a lens-shaped hole in it), Hannah and Kit looked on as it erupted again. I heard screams from 
behind me... and turned round to see they'd been standing right in the area where all the water landed. 
Being the utter sadist I am, I had them stand there again for the video... and joined them for a bit of 
moral support. I have to say, when it erupted that time, that's the best shower I've ever had while fully 
clothed. The Icelandic weather started the job, Strokkur finished it – we were thoroughly soaked, and 
we didn't mind a bit! We took a look round the rest of the area, finding a load more small cairns up the 
hill but little else, and what remains of the original Geysir. Once upon a time it erupted every few 
hours, but hasn't blown its top in decades now since tourists took to throwing stones in the pool to 
attempt to set it off – and will only ever erupt if there's an earthquake in the area. Tragic, really, but 
even if it was working to its original timetable there's no guarantee we'd have been there to see it erupt 
– and with Strokkur erupting every six minutes or so, there's very little need to see Geysir do the 
business that means it gave its name to every similar feature round the world. By now, it was raining 
harder and we thought it would be a better idea to retreat to the visitor centre to see if it would ease 
off. Unfortunately, it didn't, and after a quarter-arsed attempt to dry myself under a hand dryer I gave 
up and admitted I would be wet for the rest of the day. By way of compensation, I noticed there was a 
tin of camping gas on sale for the not particularly bank breaking sum of 600 krónur. Marvellous! As 
I'd brought my stove and a mess tin, we could have some hot food when we were out in the sticks. Of 
course, I remembered to buy a lighter...

Knowing we would be drenched outside and with little time to waste, we ran (almost) back to the 
Thunder Chariot – Kit deliberately washing her hair under the run-off from the roof, for some mad 
reason. With the fan and heater turned up to maximum, we set off for the third part of the Golden  
Circle – Þingvellir. Fortune smiled on us for once, as the rain stopped and the sun burst through the 
clouds. Better still, I knew of a short cut that would save us somewhere in the region of 50 km, but  
would lead us onto the second trick that  Iceland's  road network had up its  sleeve:  If  there's  one 
Icelandic road sign with a reputation for striking blind terror into foreign drivers, it's the one that says 
malbik endar. In other words, a road that's so little used that they couldn't be bothered to give it a 
proper  surface.  And our  short  cut,  route 365,  must  be one of  the worst  of  the lot  outside of  the 
catastrophically dangerous F-tracks. As soon as I had turned onto this 16 kilometre horror show, the 
surface didn't just disappear, it became a sequence of potholes with an even higher density than the 
spots  on a  teenager's  face,  and where  there were no potholes,  what  passed  for  a  surface  was so 
crenulated it was like driving over corrugated iron – only much rougher. I will admit I was worried. 
Not because I thought I was going to fall off the road, more because I thought that  maybe the hire 
company hadn't thought to tell us that this was another banned road, and like the Kaldidalur, did not 
have an obvious "F" in front of its number. The speed limit on gravel roads is 80 km/h; I was barely  
able to pass 40, and seldom did I manage to get out of second gear, so harsh was the ride. Most of the 
cars coming towards us were 4×4s, but we did get the odd Toyota Yaris or similar – and although the 
sight of a bus crawling towards us at the pace of a drunk snail didn't fill me with the joys of the 
Fimbul Winter, it did at least show that we were not in the least suitable vehicle for this revolting 
stretch of road. Finally, we exited onto the relative sanity of route 36, and arrived at Þingvellir's visitor 
centre, where I made sure to check that the Thunder Chariot hadn't shaken itself to bits. It hadn't; for a  
cheap and slightly flimsy car it had help up perfectly, although it was covered in mud.
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As we had completely dried off by this point and there was no longer any threat of rain, I decided we 
should walk into Þingvellir; half of that was due to not knowing if there would be a car park of any 
sort at the end of route 362, which led straight towards the site; the other half was because I figured it  
would be an interesting walk anyway. And it was – the Rough Guide had already informed us that we 
were  walking  right  down  the  Mid-Atlantic  Ridge,  in  the  gap  between  the  Eurasian  and  North 
American plates that had long since been filled with basalt. The evidence that the country was being 
ripped apart was all too obvious in this area; stray off the road for a few seconds and we were at some 
risk of falling down a massive great crack in the ground, which was in turn at the base of the much  
larger crack we were already in that was about 4 km wide. It's growing, too – it widens by 15 mm and 
deepens by 2 mm every year, on average. At the end of route 362 we found there was a car park, but 
I'd rather have walked it anyway. The Icelandic flag in the distance signalled the suspected site of 
Lögberg, the rock where the laws of Iceland were forged and delivered from 930 to 1789, before the 
Alþing decamped to Reykjavík, turning it into the official capital. We had to pass the bridge over the 
Öxará (literally, "the axe river") on the way; to the west side was the Drowning Pool... where I can 
only  assume  an  unnatural  number  of  people  have  drowned.  Certainly  if  they  didn't,  there  were 
malevolent rocks on the other side of the bridge waiting to smash to pieces anyone who dared to dive 
in. Of course, I had to simulate giving some kind of laws to the people at the site of Lögberg... friends, 
Icelanders, countrymen, shut up and listen and you might learn something!

From Lögberg we thought we would take a walk through Almannagjá, the most dramatic of all the  
rifts, which forms the western "wall" of Þingvellir, and almost makes a tunnel at the southern end,  
closest  to Þingvallavatn,  Iceland's largest lake.  At the point where Almannagjá levelled out into a 
plateau, we could see for miles, over most of Þingvallavatn, the delta in the Öxará leading into it, and 
for a mile or so back down Almannagjá. The building behind us, we think, was the Education Centre – 
not some kind of horrific monstrosity from George Orwell's  1984 but a place showing videos in a 
variety of languages (English, French and German at least, and presumably Icelandic) detailing both 
the geology and history of Þingvellir; its significance to Iceland can never be overstated. It had a few 
facts printed on the basalt wall as well, but as they were in Icelandic I couldn't tell you what they 
were...

The walk back gave us a stunning view of the flag on Lögberg perfectly framed by the high sides of  
Almannagjá, and a chance to show some other foreigners (I think they were German) how to take troll 
pictures in one of the many caves in the rock. Taking a detour after the Drowning Pool, we turned 
towards a path that we hoped would take us up the west wall to the waterfall Öxaráfoss... and it did, 
the wooden planks that had been laid down there guiding us expertly. There was even a chance to 
climb the rocks between Öxaráfoss and the rest of the rift, giving us a brilliant vantage point of both 
the waterfall and the northern part of the rift valley. Some steps had been built by the wall, converting 
it into a kind of battlements which could easily be used to fight off any marauding christian armies 
who might have been advancing west across the rift,  with no fear of retribution. Kit was initially 
uneasy at climbing the rocks; Hannah had already set off as soon as she'd clapped eyes on them,  
suffering no obvious ill-effects from the experience in the United Arab Emirates. I followed her, and 
then gave Kit a hand up and she demanded a photo at the top to prove she'd made it up there. We hung 
around Öxaráfoss for quite a while, taking in the scenery and pratting about on the rocks; Kit even 
attempted to cross one part of the river, and didn't fall in, so I gave it a go. And... I didn't fall in either.  
I bet you were all waiting for me to do so, but as I had my video camera with me, the sheer ludicrous 
amount of puffin points I'd have picked up for getting it wet (or, rather, wetter than at Geysir in the 
rain) would be anything but funny. For me and my bank account, anyway.

We returned to the Thunder Chariot via a path which we assumed would take us north through the rest  
of Almannagjá... fortunately, it did, but there were times where we thought it might never end, until it  
levelled out the way it had near Þingvallavatn and gave us another fantastic view, this time looking
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Strokkur erupts spectacularly!

From the top: Geysir on the far left, Strokkur on the right It doesn't scare me.
surrounded by the large crowd.
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The rift valley Almannagjá, at Þingvellir. In the distance is the assumed site of Lögberg, with the 
Icelandic flag flying over it.

The waterfall Öxaráfoss, on top of the Almannagjá cliffs.
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south into the very deep crack in the ground. We joined route 36 where it looped round the top of  
Þingvellir, and saw the third hazard of Icelandic roads we'd been warned about: right in front of us, in 
the road, was a sheep that had no intention of moving. At least we weren't heading straight towards it 
in the car.

We were  staying  that  night  at  Gistihúsið  Frumskógar23 in  Hveragerði,  a  town noted  only for  its 
greenhouses, the only place where Iceland can grow its own vegetables. Said greenhouses had been 
marked out as a place to see, but having driven past them on the way to Gullfoss in the morning, they 
didn't  look terribly interesting.  Hveragerði itself  is  laid out  in an American-style  grid;  I  can only 
assume it's Iceland's equivalent of a New Town (like a scaled down version of Stevenage, if you like), 
and as such just about everything there looks the same. This is probably how we managed to miss the 
turning to Frumskógar – both the road bearing that name and the guesthouse itself. It's not exactly 
well hidden, but neither does it stand out from anything else in the area. As it was getting on for nine 
in the evening, the light was starting to die slightly and that didn't help our cause either. Still, after a 
bit of prompting (and shouting to see if anyone was at home) we were handed out keys to room C in 
the  annexe  outside.  It  was  rather  more  stark  and  whitewashed  than  Kríunes  had  been,  but  was 
equipped more like a Pontin's chalet. Yes, we had our own cooker... just not much to cook on it.

We thought we could rectify that. Unfortunately, Bónus had closed much earlier, and what we thought 
was a fast food joint had stopped serving pizzas and burgers six months previously, although they did 
have ice cream and tubs of  skyr.  There was a  pub-meets-restaurant  back down the road towards 
Bónus, but it looked rather expensive. At least Frumskógar had provided us with coffee and mugs, so 
despite the lack of a kettle I boiled some water in a saucepan and we all had a well-earned round of 
coffee after all our hiking that day, and I accompanied it with a couple of flatbreads and more of what 
was supposed to be my hiking rations.  This was only improved as Kit offered us all  a chunk of  
Epykkkkk Chocolate Cake that she'd picked up in Bónus earlier. I think we did fine overall. After this 
quick break we decided to head out of the north of Hveragerði, where we'd been informed of Grýla, 
another hot spring that is something of a miniature version of Strokkur, and erupts every few minutes.  
As it's named after a hideous child-eating troll,24 we thought it was worth a visit. But despite being 
told it was only 1 km north of Hveragerði, and there were numerous plumes of steam emanating from 
the rocks, we couldn't find it. It didn't help that the light was fading, either, so we abandoned our 
attempt to find the spring and returned to Frumskógar – again missing the turning. Bah.

Still, at least we had a decent night's sleep because we were all thoroughly cream crackered.

23 http://www.frumskogar.is
24 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gr%C3%BDla
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The trolls' picnic, on the way to Stykkishólmur

Kit's interest in geology takes a sharp upturn at the sight of a large chunk of obsidian
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–  Sunday, 9th August: Day Four  –
–  From Hveragerði to Snæfellsness  –

The weather was starting to fall into something of a predictable pattern. It would be raining when we 
all woke up, trying to dampen our spirits, but would magically vanish as soon as we showed any signs 
of action. The instant we had to leave the annexe to get to the dining room, it was as if Thor had 
turned off a tap he'd left running all night, even though it was only a few metres to Frumskógar's front 
door. The surprise waiting for us that morning was... smoked salmon. Yes, really. Although it smelled 
a bit strange – Kit compared it to burning car tyres, in that it was rather more sulphurous than usual,  
although given what the country had been spewing at us the day before, it wasn't a total shock. It 
would take several more days before I found out where the recurring smell of vulcanised rubber that 
characterised all smoked Icelandic foods came from... and all will be revealed in due course. As for 
Hannah's growing obsession with AB-mjólk, I thought I'd try it on my cornflakes. The results of this  
experiment were disappointing; it's (not entirely surprisingly) as sour as natural yoghurt, which as we 
all  know is for smeg heads,25 and clings horribly to everything it  touches, making the cornflakes 
revoltingly soggy in about half the time that regular milk would take. It probably works better on 
muesli, but I wasn't going to find out the hard way.

As we left the guesthouse, I noticed the toaster in the corner of the kitchen area – which annoyed me 
as it meant I could have had toast the night before. Still, Kit's chocolate cake more than made up for 
that. The rain had completely disappeared by now, which was fortunate as we were facing a long 
drive.  This  was,  of course,  not  to  last,  and by the time we'd climbed the twisty hill  just  outside  
Hveragerði, with its terrifying drop off the northern face, the rain returned as if trying to make up for 
deserting us half an hour ago. Twin wiper speed rain all the way to Reykjavík didn't make for pleasant  
driving conditions... but it did mean the Thunder Chariot had a much-needed wash. The other side of 
Reykjavík, seeing our first signs for Akureyri (a full 380 km away), brought the only toll road we'd 
encounter on the entire trip, the Hvalfjörður tunnel.26 800 krónur isn't a bad rate as tolled tunnels go, 
but rather less welcome were the three speed cameras hidden against the gloomy background. I'd 
remembered this dastardly technique from Norway, and wasn't about to be caught out this time. At 
least, once we'd passed another camera on the other side of the tunnel, that would be the last one we'd  
see until we'd gone right round the whole of route 1 on day fourteen... despite the many warnings we'd 
between now and then.

The time finally came that the Thunder Chariot needed a drink, and we made our first fuel stop in 
Akranes.  It's  noted  in  the  Rough  Guide  as  being  an  ugly,  industrial  carbuncle  on  the  Icelandic 
landscape, but we didn't go far enough in to judge – still, I'd assume we didn't miss much. The list of  
fuel prices27 I'd printed off before the trip weren't the most accurate – at least, not if we were paying in  
cash, which I'd insisted on so I could make sure that all three of us were contributing equally. The ÓB 
and Orkan stations which were noted for their cheap fuel all appeared to be card-only – fine when 
you're in the middle of nowhere in the small hours of the morning, but not so great for those of us  
who'd banked on using cash almost exclusively for two weeks. So I bit the bullet, used the Olís pumps 
instead (I get the impression ÓB and Olís are the same company, but only Olís employs any staff) but  
was very careful to avoid paying even more for "attendant service" which I really object to. Still, 
despite paying a couple of krónur more per litre, we had enough fuel on board to make it... all the way 
to Akureyri, maybe?

25 If you're wondering: Red Dwarf, series 2, Stasis Leak. Said Lister: "Why do women always leave me for total smeg 
heads? Why do they dump me for men who wear turtle-neck sweaters and smoke a pipe?  I mean, natural yoghurt 
eaters!"

26 http://www.spolur.is/index.php/english
27 http://gsmbensin.is/gsmbensin_web.php
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The next stop was Borgarnes, on the north bank of Borgarfjörður – where, if the itinerary had been 
planned differently,  we could have been staying the night.  Just  before crossing the Borgarfjörður 
bridge,  we'd seen  Mótel  Venus,28 which  had been mentioned in  the  Rough Guide  as  being "in  a 
stunning setting at the foot of Hafnarfjall." The reality was quite different. It looked like a pleasant 
enough place, but in comparison to what this country had thrown at us the day before, the view in and 
around Borgarnes was unspectacular – I might even call it drab. I don't know what I'd been expecting 
from that over-the-top description in the Rough Guide, but what I saw didn't measure up. Our official  
target for the day was the Snæfellsnes peninsula29 – I hadn't banked on us getting a lot of time to 
explore the area, so conservative were my estimates of how fast we'd be able to drive, but we were 
making good time when we hit our next port of call. Vegamót is marked on every map we had as 
being a small village, but it turned out to be little more than an N1 petrol station with one solitary 
pump, and an attached shop. The upside of this was that the shop was selling traditional Icelandic 
meat soup, for a mildly terrifying 1100 krónur – but I thought, what the hell, it's lunchtime, and it's  
either this or a hangiálegg sandwich. (That's lamb smoked over... the same fuel as for the smoked 
salmon.  And yes,  I'll  say what it  is...  eventually.)  I  made the right  choice,  because the soup was 
fantastic. In fact, there was a hint of Irish stew about it – and we all know where the women originated 
from a thousand years ago, don't we...

Borgarnes had marked our official entry onto Snæfellsnes, given this was the point at which we had to 
turn onto route 54, the road which spans the perimeter of the peninsula. Vegamót saw us leave this 
road for route 56, the short cut across towards Stykkishólmur,30 our base for the night. Carving our 
way across  the  peninsula,  we attempted  to  find  Baulárvatn,  said  to  be  the  home of  at  least  five 
different lake monsters... of course, we didn't see any, mainly because we had no idea if the lake we'd 
parked near was the right one, but we consoled ourselves with the appearance of the car park itself; it  
had a couple of picnic tables and benches which were solid slabs of basalt arranged to look like the 
perfect setting for a trolls' picnic. And if you go down to the lake today (there are, of course, no woods 
here)... you'd probably see us acting like a right bunch of twonks. But though it was starting to rain 
again, it was worth it, just for the slightly scared reaction of the next family who parked up just as we  
were  proving  that  anything  Finntroll  can  do,  we  can  do  as  well.  The  rest  of  the  journey  was  
uneventful,  and  we  arrived  at  Stykkishólmur  at  about  half  past  two,  checking  in  at  Hótel 
Breiðafjörður,31 where we found a double bed waiting for two of us. There was only one option here, 
which was for Hannah and Kit to have a potentially very interesting night...

Hannah, having read a bit about what we were supposed to find on Snæfellsnes, was impatient to get 
up and go, but her haste was unnecessary. We had plenty of time to explore Snæfellsnes – far more 
than I'd originally calculated, so we started off having a look round Stykkishólmur. Right next to the 
hotel was a geological museum, which had opened quite recently – either this year or last, and despite 
being only one large room, had an impressive collection of rocks and minerals, a long-time favourite 
subject of mine,  as well  as a collection of paintings of volcanic eruptions and other such themes 
appropriate to the museum. Kit was particularly impressed with the large chuck of obsidian that was 
on display with the various types of solidified lava collected from all round Iceland. After the museum 
we took a look round the town – and despite being so small, it was still not completely untouched by 
the hand of  tourism; there were a  couple of  shops near  the harbour selling the usual  tat.  So we 
bypassed the shop, and saw the harbour itself where the Western Fjords ferry was just docking. We'd  
have been on that the next day,  had we gone for the no-expense-spared 17-day trip. Rather more 
impressive looking was a longboat... or, at least, a modern sailing boat that had been shaped to look 
like one.

28 http://www.randburg.com/is/motel_venus/index.asp
29 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sn%C3%A6fellsnes
30 http://www.stykkisholmur.is
31 http://hotelbreidafjordur.is
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The Vikings never left Stykkishólmur harbour!

Snæfellsjökull in the summer. Not quite as impressive as in winter, but I'll bet it's inaccessible then.
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Arnarstapi's impressive arch.

The rock formations at Sválþufa-Lóndrangar. It is getting dark, and the trolls will soon come out of 
their holes to chase us away... or worse.
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The island Súgandisey serves two purposes: one is to form the north wall of Stykkishólmur's harbour, 
and the other  is  as  a  viewpoint  for  the surrounding area.  Look north  from the  lighthouse  to  see 
Breiðafjörður  and all  the  numerous  islands  dotted  through it;  look south  to  see just  about  all  of 
Stykkishólmur. It was a fantastic view, and gave me the most massive indication of how great a job 
Gareth had done with the organisation of this trip. Though we'd always said we weren't massively 
fussed about where we were staying each night, the hotel that takes its name from this fjord is known 
to be the best place to stay in the area,32 whereas Mótel Venus, or any of the other cheaper places I 
might have tried to suggest in a 50-mile radius... well, who knows what they'd have been like? As for 
the  actual  location  –  Stykkishólmur  was easily the  most  picturesque town we'd seen  so far,  and 
Borgarnes didn't measure up on that front. Also, if we'd had to go back to Borgarnes that night after 
exploring Snæfellsness, that would really have been backtracking massively, making the long drive 
we knew was ahead of us the next day even longer. Stykkishólmur was, definitely, the right place to  
be. As we returned from the island, the ferry let off a loud PARP as it departed for the Western Fjords,  
prompting Kit to comment that the AB-mjólk from that morning had gone right through me. I pleaded 
not guilty but only on the grounds that it was the hákarl I'd had in Fjörukráin that was the problem... 
strange, wasn't it, that I could eat extra portions of rotten shark but a bit of runny yoghurt had beaten 
me... so far.

We couldn't stay all afternoon, though, and our first port of call was just south of Stykkishólmur. Kit 
had spotted Helgafell33 in the atlas while planning the route, a hill sacred to the people of the Saga age. 
It was said by these people that three wishes would be granted to those who followed this procedure: 
first of all, have a wash at the bottom of the hill – and there are even sinks provided with running  
water for this purpose. Then, start at  the grave of Guðrún Ósvífursdóttir,  and climb to the ruined 
chapel on top of the hill in stony silence without ever looking back, and you'll have your three wishes.  
To my mild dismay, Kit and Hannah were superstitious enough to give that a go. I wasn't; what I 
wanted to prove was that my 30-year-old body was still in reasonable enough shape to make it to the 
top of the hill, because if it wasn't, I was going to be in severe trouble in the later parts of the trip. And 
I made it. It took me almost twice as long as for the other two, but my point stands. And though Kit  
told me I wouldn't get my three wishes, for one I don't believe in all that mumbo jumbo, but even if I 
did, I only had one wish and it had already been granted; that I could get to Iceland, accompanied by 
those I had chosen rather than being on a package tour with a bunch of strangers, and that nothing that 
could possibly wreck the whole trip before it had even started would do so. Mission accomplished on 
that front, most definitely.

As we left Helgafell, Hannah's excitement to see a proper glacier would soon be satisfied – provided 
luck was on our side. Our next target would be the Iceland's all time Number Two base for whale 
watching, Ólafsvík; on the way we passed Kirkjufell, which from some angles looks like a perfectly 
conical mountain, which in a way justifies its name – "church mountain" – so it's the same basic shape 
as a spire, just not so steep. Still, it is steep enough to make it a tricky climb, so we're told – not that 
we'd have had time to climb it anyway. We had a different mountain in our sights, one which is  
permanently capped with snow which gave it its icy name: Snæfellsjökull. To this point none of us 
knew how close  to  it  we'd  get,  only that  there  was  route  574 to  take  us  round the  far  edge  of 
Snæfellsnes, and route 570 which would take us close to the mountain itself...  I'd been under the 
impression so far that 570 was just taking us to the base of the mountain. Pulling up just short of 
Ólafsvík, I saw the reality: it was a gravel road that climbed sharply upwards, towards the clouds. We 
all wanted to take a look up there, and though route 570 hadn't been specifically mentioned in that list 
of Roads We're Not Supposed To Use, I decided to stop for a while and watch the traffic coming off it. 
The Vegagerðin34 office, pointedly situated at the start  of the road, signalled that it  could well be 
dangerous and the last thing I'd want is to have to call them to our rescue. After about ten minutes, I  

32 The Rough Guide to Iceland, 2007 edition, p.182.
33 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helgafell
34 The Icelandic government's Ministry of Roads. http://www.vegagerdin.is
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was convinced we could do it as some of the cars emerging from the clouds were tiddlers of the size of 
our Thunder Chariot – for instance, a Toyota Yaris with an equally weedy engine driving the front 
wheels. And so began a rather tricky adventure...

Route 570 was, in parts, genuinely scary. Again, the official 80 km/h speed limit was little more than a 
pipe dream as the Thunder Chariot struggled up the incline, with its slithery surface of loose gravel, in 
any  more  than  third  gear  –  and  occasionally  having  to  drop  to  first.  There  was  a  completely 
unsurvivable steep drop on my side, the occasional massive off-roader coming the other way, and all 
this to a soundtrack of... Windir. Yes, it was quite appropriate, but let us not forget the cause of Valfar's 
ultimate death.35 Upwards we continued through the barren landscape as route 570 twisted and turned 
its way up the mountain, over a series of blind crests that were worryingly close to the clouds, for 
what seemed like an age... until we drove right past a frozen cirque lake. We knew, now, we were  
close to the top. When we arrived, much of the scenery was shrouded by the clouds... but we could see 
enough to know we were in the right place. And so, we pulled up for a while to take a closer look, to 
arse around in the snow, and to generally revel in the magnificence of it all. Kit decided to break the 
deathly silence with another blast on the Horn Of Wacken, which reverberated impressively round the 
mountain. She'd also taken up being a trainee environmentalist,  picking up any rubbish that some 
thoughtless tossers before us had left; this included a small bottle with a necklace attacked which she 
thought was worth keeping. I have no idea what it used to contain but it smelled of a mixture of overly 
girly perfume and battery acid. As for the descent... the road was in better condition, but a thick fog 
had descended and I could barely see anything in front of me. Suffice to say that was a difficult and  
dangerous drive, but I made it in the end, and Kit and Hannah rightfully showed their appreciation.

We emerged  at  Arnarstapi,  a  hamlet  on  the  south  coast  of  Snæfellsnes,  which  I'd  earmarked  as 
something to see, even if I'd underestimated the amount of time we'd have there. It's known as being a 
birdwatchers' paradise, but since none of us knew masses about Icelandic seabirds, I concentrated on 
its other feature – the geological lunacy. School geography lessons always bang on about different 
places to see caves, arches, stacks and stumps; Arnarstapi's cliffs provide excellent examples of all 
four, although the descent down the scree slope was far too dangerous to get a closer look at the arch 
and stack. Further along the cliffs were a couple of indentations which the seabirds (which we think 
were fulmars) had made their own. I managed to get down to a smallish ledge to get a closer look,  
although no further or I'd have ended up falling off... and that sort of thing can really put a crimp on 
your day. Never mind that Kit  had just  been sitting right on the edge of the steepest cliff  of all,  
because there were no parents here to tell her not to the way they had done 20 years ago – apparently.  
Other than the sight of some very large cliffs stained white by the sheer unbelievable amount of bird 
droppings that had been deposited all over them, we had our first look at an Icelandic beach in one of  
the caves below. And, as we'd been told beforehand, it was pitch black. We all approved.

We returned to the Thunder Chariot and thought it would be a good idea to grab dinner. We were 
nearly stopped in our tracks by a lynch mob of aggressive arctic terns... they are well known to get  
very stroppy with anyone or anything that so much as gets near their  nesting ground, which just 
happened to be the car park. I would say they're experts at divebombing their chosen victims, but they 
weren't anywhere near accurate enough to cause us any serious problems. It did seem like a scene 
straight out of an Alfred Hitchcock film,36 though... Surviving the scene unscathed, I'd been tipped off 
about Snjófell37 before we'd set off, in that it was a fine seafood restaurant, built with an authentically 
Icelandic  turf  roof.  I  wasn't  even  going  to  try  to  resist.  The  reality  is  that  it's  Arnarstapi's  only 
restaurant and bar... and which doesn't even have an actual bar, merely serving cans of Víking from 

35 For the uninitiated: Terje "Valfar" Bakken, frontman of Windir and the brains of the entire operation, died of 
hypothermia on 15 January 2004, while trying to walk through a snowstorm to his family's log cabin in the Sogndal 
valley. Ever wondered exactly how bad a Norwegian winter can get? Now you know.

36 The Birds, obviously...
37 http://www.snjofell.is/english/
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the fridge. Hannah's usual concerns about spending too much were never far away, but we talked her 
into "fish of the day" which was, we think, haddock – served with a lot of olive oil. Pleasant, but my 
highlight  was  the  smoked  trout  for  starters.  Kit  sampled  the  Icelandic  lamb,  which  I'd  also 
recommend, as she gave me one of her chops as a present for getting us on and off Snæfellsjökull in  
one piece. A further interesting point about this place is its celebration of Jules Verne's Journey To The 
Centre Of The Earth, in which Snæfellsjökull is noted as one of the entry points to the centre; there's a 
commemorative board outside, with a signpost showing the distance to several other notable places in 
the world.

It had gone half past nine by the time we set off from Arnarstapi, and the light was fading rapidly. 
Even so, we thought we'd go the "wrong" way back, round the back of Snæfellsjökull, just to see if 
there was any more to see through the gloom. There was. Not too far down route 574 we pulled up at 
Sválþufa-Lóndrangar,  the  eroded remains  of  a  volcano,  but  said in  legend to be a  trolls'  church. 
Legends are many, but this one is just too far fetched: why would any troll ever build a  church? 
Someone's  not  been  listening  to  Kyrkovisan,38 clearly.  However,  against  the  rapidly  darkening 
background, and even though we were nowhere near the rocks themselves, it didn't half feel like we 
really were on troll territory, and there was some possibility that they'd jump out of nowhere and chase 
us away... but it didn't happen. What did emerge instead was that rarest of species, and one we'd been 
told we'd be almost guaranteed not to see: an arctic fox, in its black summer coat. That made it even 
harder to spot against the black basalt rocks and especially in approaching darkness, but I still made 
good use of my video camera at this point... my camera work was a bit shaky, especially as I was at  
full zoom, but there's no doubt what I was filming. That was a major Brucie Bonus if ever there was  
one. And my thoughts even turned to "wouldn't Black Fox be an excellent name for a beer?" Guess 
what... it already is, and one of my local breweries brews it!39

The rest of the drive back to Stykkishólmur probably wasn't going to compare to this, and it was a 
long way back, taking us about an hour and a half, and involved driving a further 100 km along what 
was mostly an unlit back road. Hellissandur, the first of the small settlements we passed through, 
looked more like a Butlin's holiday camp in the dark... we passed Rif and Ólafsvík, before rejoining 
route  54  and  seeing  the  welcoming  sight  of  Grundarfjörður  in  the  distance.  It's  the  village  near 
Kirkjufell, and looks quite magnificent as its row of street lights are reflected in the water of the fjord,  
just beyond its brief strip of black sand beach. By the time we'd reached Stykkishólmur again, within 
spitting distance of midnight, Hannah had fallen asleep in the back of the Thunder Chariot... despite 
the best efforts of Darkthrone and Forefather to keep her awake.

We'd done the entire circuit of Snæfellsness without a hint of rain. Could that last?

38 For the (still) uninitiated: it's a Finntroll track, from the Jaktens Tid album, in which the two hapless priests, Aamund 
and Kjettil, have their church destroyed by trolls in the middle of a sermon. 
http://www.darklyrics.com/lyrics/finntroll/jaktenstid.html#10

39 Black Fox is a dark mild brewed in spring by the Alcazar Brewery, Old Basford, Nottingham.
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The reconstruction of Erik The Red's longhouse: Eiríksstaðir.

Hannah demonstrates what a devout vegetarian she is by wearing a dead fox.
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–  Monday, 10th August: Day Five  –
–  Eiríksstaðir and the Skagafjörður area  –

An early-ish start was what precisely none of us wanted after the late finish to the previous day – but 
with the second longest drive ahead of us, there was no option. I attempted to wake myself up with an  
early morning shower... and to my mild dismay, that instant hit of hot water wasn't there, and neither 
was  the  pervading  smell  of  rotten  eggs...  I  conclude  that  Stykkishólmur  doesn't  benefit  from 
geothermal hot water. But I won't complain, as the residents of the area are permanently stuck without 
probably the greatest benefit of living in Iceland, and they've got far more right to gripe. Suitably 
cleaned up, breakfast threw another surprise at us. I assumed it was rye bread, Kit said it was malt  
loaf; it tasted like malt loaf, that's for sure, but apparently this  is Icelandic rye bread and is a world 
away from the far more brutal version available in Germany and Denmark.

We packed up quickly and launched ourselves onto what would be our first seriously long sections of 
gravel road, in the form of a 60 km stretch of route 54 that has to make do without a tarmac surface. 
This, though, was far more of a true reflection of what Icelandic gravel roads are like; it is possible to  
reach the regulation 80 km/h for most of the duration of the road. It's dusty, and a bit bumpy here and 
there, but proved to be nowhere near the inducer of blind terror that these roads (and particularly the 
accompanying malbik endar signs) have a reputation for. Even calling this a gravel road is a bit of a 
misnomer as there's very little loose gravel; routes 365 and 570, which I've already written about, are 
far more fitting of the description.

Out first port of call for the day was Eiríksstaðir.40 We knew it contained a reconstruction of Erik The 
Red's turf longhouse, and had its original site marked; again, for some reason, I'd been led up the 
garden path about there being a village there. There wasn't, although we did see the Stóra-Vatnshorn 
farmhouse,  run as  many of  these  are  by Icelandic  Farm Holidays;41 this  was somewhere else  I'd 
earmarked as being a possible place for staying the previous night. I'd still say Stykkishólmur was the 
number one option, but this would have been far better than Borgarnes. Anyway, I digress. We were 
met at Eiríksstaðir by a very blonde woman in a light blue wool apron – which we would soon find 
out was about as authentic as it's possible to get short of being a genuine archaeological relic. As we 
paid  the  very  reasonable  800  krónur  for  our  time  in  the  longhouse,  she  lamented  how  modern 
Icelandic men all cut their hair and shave their beards off, and how pleased she was to see someone 
who didn't.  And she asked us  if  we wanted to  "play at  being vikings",  and not  in  some kind of 
worrying cosplay sense. Bingo. It's taken a long time, but I think I've found my ideal woman... were it 
not for the nagging suspicion that she's the wrong side of 35 and probably has a couple of kids already. 
Still, I wasn't there to be a contestant on some horrific dating reality TV show, and our blue-clad 
valkyrie led us into the longhouse. If it looked impressive from the outside, inside was even better; 
though all there was to light the place up was a fire in the centre of the house (obviously just a gas 
flame  poking  through  a  stone-covered  grating,  but  it  did  the  job...),  a  hole  in  the  roof  and  the 
doorways, we could all see enough to know that whoever had designed the reconstruction had done a 
sterling job. For half an hour, our valkyrie lectured us about the history of Erik The Red, his son 
Leifur Eiríksson, and the settlement of Iceland, Greenland and the aborted attempt at moving onto 
Vínland. I gained a new level of respect for Erik after finding out he was the one who remained 
staunchly pagan even in the face of a relentless christian onslaught, and that he was granted a pagan 
grave amongst a vast swathe of crosses. We heard why the house was built the way it was and were 
shown the types of tools used to build it, why nobody was fat in those days (even the women who 
spent  most  of  their  time  weaving),  why the  Vikings  didn't  eat  as  much  meat  as  the  stereotype 
suggested, and why the colonisation of Vínland didn't go according to plan. This last point... it was all 

40 http://www.eiriksstadir.is
41 http://www.farmholidays.is
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down to skyr and the native Americans' intolerance of dairy products. See, this stuff has been building 
Icelanders for the best part of 1200 years – and as Gísli and his mate told us in Reykjavík, these days 
it's  used to  power Icelandic athletes.  Probably also the  famous strongmen,  Jón Páll  Sigmarsson42 
(whose death was nothing to do with steroids) and Magnús Ver Magnússon,43 who between them won 
eight World's  Strongest  Man  titles  (the  USA has  only  managed  seven  to  date,  even  when  only 
Americans could compete) – so if skyr is good enough for them, then it's good enough for me! Bah, 
I'm getting sidetracked again. Back to Viking history. Probably the highlight of Eiríksstaðir was being 
given the armour and weapons. My utter joy at getting a dead fox to hang over one shoulder and 
annoy the PETA retards with was tempered by finding out that the better-looking metal helmet with its 
chain mail mullet at the back was not for fighting, it was only for showing off with while going to the 
Alþing – and I knew it was christian-era anyway, as the pagans didn't have chain mail. Kit had the real  
battle  helmet,  which  was  made  of  leather  and  offered  precisely no  protection  from any kind  of 
weapon. Not that she'd have had her skull cleaved with a sword or axe, mind – we'd also found out 
how awful Icelandic iron was, to the point where Icelandic swords and axes were so blunt they could 
only be used as bludgeons. Thor only knows how they cut down all the trees and made houses and 
longboats out of them, then...

Eiríksstaðir was a marvellous experience, but we had to keep moving, and that meant another 57 km 
over the unsurfaced part of route 59. It was in a similar condition to route 54 before us and presented 
no obvious problems, but even so, once both these lengthy sections of driving through the dirt were 
over, I was grateful to get back onto tarmac – mainly for the extra smoothness it provides, rather than 
out of any fear that I might have slithered off edge of the road and over a cliff. At least I don't have 
any fillings to shake out, otherwise I'd be really annoyed. Interestingly (or anorakishly, if you prefer), 
we'd also taken sections of routes 60 and 61 before rejoining route 1; the roads numbered with a six 
are delegated to the Western Fjords, and we saw a few signs for Ísafjörður44 on the way. That's the 
closest we got to the remotest part of Iceland outside the uninhabited interior, though. The Thunder 
Chariot soon needed another drink which it was given at Blönduós; fuel stops are given as the only 
reason to stop here, although the chance to fill myself with more skyr was an added bonus... if only 
they'd had any. I did give drykkur skyr a chance, though, and found it almost indistinguishable from 
Yop. It's not a complaint, just an observation.

We headed approximately east  from Blönduós, turning onto route 75 at  Varmahlið.  This way lies 
Glaumbær,45 described as "the best museum of its type in northern Iceland" by the Lonely Planet  
guide. Of course, we had to see it – it's not as if two folk museums in one day was going to be a  
problem for any of us. We started with Áshús, a 19th century metal house, painted yellow, which had 
its interior left almost intact from when its last resident, a woman called Monika who died in 1988, 
left it. I find it hard to believe she lived there until her dying day as there is an assortment of tins of 
beans, baking soda, gravy and the like, all of a design circa the 1940s or 1950s. As this part of the  
museum was only the upstairs level of this one house, it didn't take too long to look around – and the 
living room was purposely blocked off so that it could be used as a waxwork exhibition. Downstairs  
had been converted into Áskaffi, the tea room which was open but expensive, and I was still full of 
skyr. Interestingly, there was an impromptu organ recital in one of the downstairs rooms – featuring 
one of those footpump organs, which wouldn't be the last one of those we'd see.

The turf houses were the undoubted highlight – no disrespect meant to Monika, but she had an easy 
life compared with those who had to live in a turf house. Though it wasn't all bad by any means; the  
guest room was so well decorated inside, with blue-painted wood panelling (in a shade of blue that

42 http://www.jonpall.is
43 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magn%C3%BAs_Ver_Magn%C3%BAsson
44 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%8Dsafj%C3%B6r%C3%B0ur
45 http://www.skagafjordur.is/default.asp?cat_id=1123
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Monika's period bedroom at Áshús, as she may have left it...

The kitchen of the turf house
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The baðstofa (living room) of the turf house – where everyone spent most of their lives

The guest room of the turf house: does this look like slumming it?
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would continue to show up everywhere we went) that it could almost have been a Victorian country 
cottage, with absolutely no signs that anyone who was housed here, however temporarily, would have 
considered themselves to be slumming it. It wasn't too bad in the baðstofa either, the main living room 
at the far end, designed to house anything up to 22 people – though it would never cease to annoy me 
that the priest was given the best room separate from the rest so that he could write his fire-and-
brimstone scaremongering sermons and molest the altar boy with some degree of seclusion. The plebs 
who weren't priests were reduced to making ropes, sewing blankets, playing the langspil and having 
the  occasional  game of  whalebone-carved  backgammon.  Elsewhere,  we saw the  kitchen  with  its 
gigantic cauldrons where several tons of lamb stew would be prepared, the dairy in which skyr was 
made to build up the farmers into warriors if necessary, and where the leftover whey would be used to 
preserve anything and everything that could be preserved, and another guest room in which there was 
a display case full of assorted nik-naks – think of miniature candlesticks, a hip flask, a powder funnel 
and a large gun that would have been used for hunting moomins if this was Finland. By the back door 
lurked a pair of wooden skis and more bone ice skates that we'd heard of at Eiríksstaðir, so any stories 
of Vikings fighting each other on a frozen lake the way the thugs in the NHL do these days were 
certainly not made up...

Kit and Hannah wanted a look round the graveyard and the church afterwards. It should come as no 
surprise that I did not look round the church, but the graveyard threw up a few interesting points. 
Several of the graves marked the end of a long life, including one woman who had been born in 1892 
and died in 1994. As these turf houses had been inhabited until 1947, it is not beyond the realms of 
possibility that she had been born here and lived here, or a similar set of turf houses in the area, for  
anything up to half her life, and still she cracked a century. We left Glaumbær drawing the conclusion 
that  though  life  in  Iceland  in  the  18th  and  19th  centuries  had  a  reputation  for  being  harsh  and 
unforgiving, maybe that view was slightly exaggerated. Certainly it may have been made a lot easier 
for some people by the presence of our next target. By that I do not mean Sauðárkrókur, which on the  
face of it is an ugly industrial town good for fishing and very little else. Whereas everywhere else we'd 
been the corrugated metal houses were brightly painted and in damn near perfect condition, here was 
the first time we'd seen what happens when they're allowed to rust. While the wall of the museum 
Minjahúsið had been brightened up with a mural of a couple of swords and the sun, most of the rest of 
Sauðárkrókur was nothing to write home about. Even Kit did not deem it worthy of finding a postcard 
of. After passing through the north's most well-hidden eyesore, we turned onto route 748... which we 
had been warned about in the Rough Guide, where it was described as 20 km of very bumpy road  
which is "almost washed away in places". I had the impression that parts of it fell away into the sea  
and might kill us all, but attempted it anyway, to find that though it was comparable to the awful route 
365, it went nowhere near the sea and the chances of us being killed were negligible.

At the end of this road was an abandoned farm and a visitor centre for Grettislaug,46 the hot pool used 
by Grettir The Strong to relax in once he'd swam over Skagafjörður from Drangey. It would cost us  
300 kr if we wanted to use Grettislaug, so we were told, and I handed over the cash straight away – 
that's less than the cost of half a pint and wasn't going to pass up this chance. Kit and Hannah were 
initially less than enthusiastic and were offered the chance to take a look at the pool before deciding if 
they wanted a dip. Eventually they both thought it was worth a go anyway and also coughed up their  
half a pint's worth. It turned out that the only reason Kit was reticent about using the pool was if she'd 
have to go in naked, which wasn't the case. I used the sea wall as a barrier against anyone watching  
me undress, but as all I had to keep myself modest was my pants, there was no need for any undue  
nudity, fortunately for all concerned.

So I lowered myself into the warm water, trying not to fall over on the weed-covered floor. Hannah 
joined me and soon let out a terrified shriek... she had been scared by her own hair which was floating 
in front of her and which she thought was a black eel. Kit joined us a bit  later, having used the  
46 http://www.enjoyiceland.is/Places/All_Regions/Attractions/Hot_Springs/479/default.aspx
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Thunder Chariot as an improvised changing room. This meant I could finally fetch the video camera 
and get some footage of us arsing around in the pool... which, it must be said, absolutely none of us 
ever wanted to leave, even long after our skin had gone crinkly. I'd found the source of the pool;  
geothermally heated water enters through a crack in the floor at about a pint a minute, and a crude 
plastic pipe stops it overflowing; presumably it is piped to the visitor centre. Bad luck for them as it's 
now had me sitting in it before the people there (and maybe some more farms down the road) can 
have a shower in it. There's a second pool there as well; it's shallower but warmer, and has several  
cracks where it's filled. The water is clear enough that the bubbles of gas from the geothermal spring 
can be seen rising through it – an excellent marker of where not to put your feet because the incoming 
water is violently hot. Now, I have no idea how long we spent in there because I'd left my watch 
buried in my trousers, but at the first point I thought to get out the pool and look at it, I found it had 
gone seven... and we still had a long way to go until we reached Akureyri. After all, there was the 
smashed-up route 748 to negotiate, then we had to get back to Varmahlið, then onto Akureyri... it was 
134 km in total, and we wouldn't be making that in half an hour. So we got dressed, quite hastily, and I 
had to go commando for the rest of the day, which made driving very interesting...

I tried to make as good progress as possible. We'd been told that this section of route 1 was the  
dreariest and most featureless part of the entire road, so there was no reason to stop. It was slightly 
foggy, though, so I stopped short of trying to overtake a lorry in the fog. It took us nearly two hours to 
reach Gistiheimilið Pétursborg,47 by which time it had gone nine and we wondered if there would be a 
slightly frosty welcome given how late we were. It wasn't  the case; we were met by Andrea,  the 
German mother of the house, who was clutching a baby. Knowing that Andrea and Kristján put a new 
picture  of  themselves  on  the  accommodation  leaflet  every  year,  that's  definitely  a  new addition. 
Andrea said we were the first English people to stay there all year – either everyone else had been 
scared off by the more militant element of the anti-Gordon Brown faction,48 or they'd lost all their 
money in Icesave and couldn't afford to come out this far. Who knows? Either way, Andrea helpfully 
pointed out the hot tub to us... which I'd known about since the first time I read their info leaflet, and I  
was still  kicking myself that I hadn't used Frumskógar's while we were there (although, given the 
amount of time we didn't have there, it's not so surprising). So I wasn't going to waste this chance. We 
threw all  our  stuff  into  "room"  7,  which  was  a  cabin  outside  (as  was  #8),  and  which  helpfully 
contained coffee making facilities. Which, of course, I used. I wanted more than this, though. While 
Kit arranged all her gear in the cabin, I headed off into Akureyri with Hannah to pick up beer.

There was a part of Akureyri I wasn't prepared for. No sooner had I seen the first set of traffic lights 
than they turned red... and revealed heart-shaped red lights. This made me inordinately angry, and I 
needed even more beer to calm down with. However, having picked up a couple of cans of Egils 
Pilsener, only when I returned to Pétursborg did I notice that it was the 2.25% pisswater, a legacy of 
Iceland's ridiculous prohibition days. Fortunately, Kit had had the foresight to start filling the hot tub 
and it was now almost ready for us to get in and recreate the effects of Grettislaug... bar one. At the  
risk of adding extra girliness into this review, Hannah commented on how smooth and silky her hair 
was.  I  put it  down to the effects  of some magic shampoo she'd been using that morning, until  I 
checked my own hair... it was as though I'd just washed and conditioned it. And all that I'd actually 
done was get it wet in Grettislaug. So, who needs conditioner? Who needs Timotei For Metallers? All 
you really need is Icelandic geothermal hot water and Hróbjartur's your equally Icelandic uncle.

The hot tub was a perfect end to a perfect day. Here I was, watching the last remains of daylight 
vanish behind the guesthouse, accompanied by a couple of cans of beer – admittedly horribly weak, 
but it was still beer – and a tub of vanilla skyr I'd picked up with it. Hannah and Kit soon joined me  
and... let's just say the tone of conversation was somewhat lowered. At least nobody else was outside 
to hear us. Eventually, Hannah was the first to leave, presumably to get some sleep before I arrived...  

47 http://www.petursborg.com/eng/engindex.htm
48 http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/magazine/7667920.stm
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which left me with Kit continuing to enjoy the free hot water, and shouting hails to as many different 
spiritual beings as possible... none of which I actually believe in in a very real sense, but as a symbolic 
ideal to not being one of The Occupation Force who arrived 1,009 years previously. All the Norse 
gods were namechecked, as were Pellonpekko, Turisas (the band as well, why not...) and all those 
Warhammer gods that Kit writes extensively about.

That night, the X-rated conversation (which I will continue to not enlighten you all about) just would 
not stop. No idea why, but we only shut up when we thought a teacher might have suddenly burst in to 
give us all lines for talking after lights out. It was something of a strange experience, but if you can't 
go a bit mad once in a while...

Naturally-heated fun at Grettislaug!
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–  Tuesday, 11th August: Day Six  –
–  A bonus day: Hrísey and Akureyri  –

Today, we got out of bed late. Actually, it was still early-ish in the grand scheme of things, as we didn't 
want  to  miss  breakfast,  but  it  was  a  proper  lie-in  by the  standards  of  the trip  so far.  As for  the 
customary breakfast surprise, the notorious pickled herrings were back on the menu, and were now 
joined by skyr (which I'm amazed hadn't already been served for breakfast), chocolate spread, and... 
sound the fanfare from the rooftops... waffles! I'd been wondering why nowhere in Iceland had served 
waffles so far, given that they'd been ubiquitous everywhere I went in Norway. And it wasn't just an 
out-the-packet job, it was a bucket of batter and a waffle iron that spent most of its time switched on.  
Needless to say, I made the most of everything that was available.

The morning was a slow one – and it was intentional. My conservative calculations about driving 
times on the Grand Plan (which was, of course, revised many times before we departed) had led me to 
believe that we'd have been driving  all day the day before, or at least doing so much driving that 
Glaumbær would have been closed by the time we arrived. Fitting in both Glaumbær and Grettislaug, 
well against that original plan, had meant there was absolutely nothing in the pipeline for day six – it  
was, in effect, a bonus day. We were going to discuss what to do over breakfast, only I forgot to take  
any guidebooks and I was too busy eating anyway. So, after some lounging about in the cabin and 
with a modicum of Kit looking through both the Rough Guide and the road atlas (which she had to 
look at anyway to plan a route to wherever we were going), we decided on visiting Hrísey in the 
afternoon.  Initially  we  went  into  Akureyri  to  take  a  brief  look  around,  but  also  to  find  beer. 
Fortunately,  Vínbúð49 was open, despite its annoyingly short  opening times (which are sometimes 
limited to one hour a day... seriously!); that there exists one solitary government-run shop through 
which all alcohol that isn't 2.25% pisswater must be sold is something of a bugbear, though; much the 
same happens in Norway,  which I'd already experienced. All  I  can say is that,  mostly due to the 
ridiculous anti-beer prohibition laws that existed until 1989, Iceland has no brewing heritage at all, so 
I wouldn't expect to have to have the "Vínbúð is preventing microbrewers from selling their beer at  
all" rant for another 50 years or so. I suspect the problem is far worse in Norway; sometimes I wonder 
how  brewers  such  as  Nøgne  Ø50 can  even  survive.  Even  though  they  do.  Anyway,  I'm  getting 
sidetracked again; six cans of Víking Gylltur were mine for, surprisingly, not too much cash; 326 
krónur a can was a great deal considering the equivalent-of-£7-per-pint I'd been expecting beforehand. 
For 306 krónur, though, was a 330 ml bottle of stout. Yes, real Icelandic stout51 made about as close to 
properly as a nation with no brewing heritage and two massive drinks companies dominating the 
market would ever get. So, this was a great start, tempered only by my continuing rage at Akureyri's  
traffic lights. At Bónus, I finally tracked down a tub of natural skyr, just so I could see if it was for 
smeg heads or not. I'd had it at Fjörukráin but it was heavily masked under a torrent of blueberries  
(which was a good thing). My verdict was that it was mildly cheesy – which, now that I know it's  
technically a type of cheese, carried some degree of truth. The most suitable non-Icelandic equivalent 
I  could  think  of  was  mascarpone  –  Hannah  reckoned  it  was  more  like  fromage  frais,  the  only 
difference being that skyr is served in giant 500 ml tubs and fromage frais... isn't.

The beer supplies were returned to Pétursborg, and we ventured north along routes 82 and 808 to 
Árskógssandur, where the 1330 ferry to Hrísey would be leaving shortly. I was a bit concerned at a 
sign in the car park which implied the Thunder Chariot would be towed away because I'd dared to 

49 http://www.vinbudin.is
50 http://www.nogne-o.com
51 Íslenskur Urvals Stout, from the Vífilfell brewery in Akureyri (http://www.vifilfell.is) that makes Víking, Thule, a 

whole load of other beers, as well as soft drinks and bottled water. It's one of the two large breweries in Iceland that I 
mentioned in the main text. For reviews of the stout: http://76.74.254.221/beer/viking-stout/86488/9002/
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park it at all... but every other car was fine, so I chanced it. I really couldn't go through the whole two 
weeks in a country with a rich Viking heritage and not get on a boat... even if it was driven by a diesel 
engine and not a load of huge, hairy men with oars. And the trip was so short, with the boat moving a 
lot faster than the cross-Channel ferries I'm used to, that by the time our 1000 krónur a head had been 
collected, we were more than half way across. So we stood right at the front and watched our progress 
towards Hrísey,  noticing a disturbingly large number of jellyfish floating malevolently in the sea. 
Clearly this was not a place to go swimming. The boat soon docked expertly at Hrísey harbour – 
really, it was as if it had just driven straight up to the target and slammed the brakes on as if the laws 
of physics didn't exist – and we were free to explore the island, knowing that the boat left on the hour,  
every hour. After a short reconnaissance tour in Hrísey village, we set off on the hiking trail, deciding 
to do the longest and most difficult red trail... which rapidly changed. For a start, the first section of  
the trail was uphill, and my ancient legs were giving way already, requiring a stop which was longer  
than it should have been. That I spent it eating harðifiskur might have been something to do with it, 
but it was also unnaturally warm that day, and elevated temperatures are never useful. Something of a 
coincidence was that we'd just gone past some wooden A-frame structures which we couldn't work out 
the use of; I would find out later that they're used for drying fish on. Maybe I was eating a fish that 
had been dried on Hrísey...

We soon made the decision to revert to the green trail – the easiest one, which would give us a decent  
look at Hrísey and would allow us to make a lot of stops for drinks, food, photos, videos and general 
monkeying around and still catch the 1600 ferry back to the mainland. So we did exactly that; noticing 
the grim and frostbitten mountains of Eyjafjörður's east bank in the background, we reverted to full-on 
Immortal mode, despite the sun. Further up the trail, we ran across a cairn... and a porta-khazi, still  
functional, right in the middle of a field of heather. What in Thor's name was it doing there? And as I  
took a careful panning shot of the scene round the most deserted part of Hrísey that we'd seen, making 
sure the khazi was never in view, Hannah... went a bit mad, and pulled her trousers down right as I

A group shot on Hrísey, with the frozen peaks of the east bank of Eyjafjörður behind us
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One of the few photos we have of Akureyri: the red building is the Bautinn restaurant

And the moral of this story is: look at the floor and you might get an unexpected lesson in Icelandic 
financial history!
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was filming her and Kit sitting by the cairn, which was followed by the customary timid "...sorry!" 
before I filmed my panning shot again. And there wasn't a single mug of coffee for miles around. It 
has just occurred to me that it may have been the waffles we'd all had that morning. This may shed 
new light on  that interesting night in Stavanger. Overall, though, there wasn't that much to do on 
Hrísey other than look at the scenery, but in all reality this was exactly what we needed; a day to kick 
back and take things easy rather than cram in as much as possible, because we'd be doing that for the 
rest of the trip. We reached the ferry again in good time, having stopped again to have a look at some 
mushrooms and see if Björk lived under any of them, and spring a few popweeds which still amuses 
us all far more than it should anyone of our average age. We timed the boat ride back at just under 20 
minutes,  and again  looked out  for  jellyfish;  there  were even more  of  them this  time,  leaving us 
wondering how many of them survived the ordeal of passing under the boat. Kit mentioned that there 
would most likely be a trail of shredded jellyfish behind us, and in a true Dethklok moment, I thought: 
"Great album title!" Look out for  Trail Of Shredded Jellyfish probably not in your local branch of 
HMV soon.

We returned to Akureyri, ostensibly to have at least a brief look around; it is the "Capital of the North" 
after all, so we couldn't leave it out completely. We started with a look at Akureyri's church, a strange 
construction of concrete pillars... which I again refused to enter. It is, let us not forget, the Gates of 
Mordor and I wasn't about to let that ruin my trip. We were also trying to find a place to have dinner, 
but only if it really tempted us with... you've guessed it, puffin. Bautinn52 was the one singled out by 
the Lonely Planet guide as being the only place that might serve puffin; the Rough Guide had it more 
as a charmless chomp-and-run place good for only burger and chips. I looked at the menu: no puffin, 
but there was whale steak, and the part of me that tweaks the noses of bleeding-heart Greenpeace 
hippies  was  very  tempted.  Still,  no  puffin,  no  sale.  The  very  expensive  Friðrik  V  restaurant,53 
recommended by both guides, might have done the job but had several hilarious Metallenglisch-esque 
mistakes on its menu board outside, and any place that  doesn't print its prices outside for all to see 
might be hiding some nasty shocks. There was also Bláa Kannan,54 which looked pleasant enough but 
didn't even think to display a menu outside... so onwards we went in search of anything remotely 
suitable.  We  were  distracted  briefly  by  another  couple  of  tourist  tat  shops,  one  of  which  was 
Akureyri's branch of The Viking. Many of these shops, we had noticed by now, were all selling very 
much the same stuff; postcard designs were being constantly repeated, there were the same t-shirts, the 
same keyrings, the same mugs... but this shop had something I might not have even noticed had I not 
looked down on the floor. Rather than being paved with wood or stone, the floor was made of the old 
5 and 10 aurar coins55 which had long since been taken out of circulation. (On closer inspection, in the 
photo  I've taken,  there's  a  50 aurar  coin  in  there  as  well.)  The 5 aurar  coin,  at  our  approximate 
exchange rate of 200 krónur to the pound, was worth 0.025p, so there's no wonder all the coppers 
were withdrawn. It showed me also that they'd kept their aquatic theme: the 5 aurar has a ray, 10 aurar 
a squid and 50 aurar a prawn – though given that the one 50 aurar coin there was face down I didn't  
know this until I consulted the website above...

Looking for reasonably priced food was somewhat fruitless, given that even Bautinn was a bit pricey, 
so we took the easy option and dived into the 10-11 supermarket... which, surprise of all surprises,  
was open 24 hours a day, contrary to the implications of the name of the shop (presumably it was 
conceived as an equivalent to the American 7-Eleven, so named because it originally opened at 7 am 
and closed at 11 pm...) – only a large Tesco or Asda in the UK would ever think of opening all day. 
Anyway, I digress; with an excellent chance to make use of Pétursborg's kitchen, I picked up a packet 
of frozen  oxpytt, which looked on the packet like small cubes of meat and potato. How could I go 
wrong with  that?  This  was  complemented  with Greenlandic  smoked halibut  (just  treating  myself 

52 http://www.bautinn.is/html/forsida.html
53 http://www.fridrikv.is
54 http://www.visitakureyri.is/restaurants-and-bars/bars/nr/9092
55 http://www.numista.com/catalogue/islande-3.html?lang=en
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because  I  could),  taðreykt  hangiálegg (dry smoked  lamb;  didn't  know if  it  was  any different  to 
standard hangiálegg but I figured it was worth a go) and, what else, a large tub of strawberry skyr. The 
whole lot cost 2300 krónur, which was a lot, but still (probably) less than a restaurant meal, and there 
was a lot of it to eat. The oxpytt packet said "800 g" on it... but if only I'd paid a bit more attention to 
the ingredients (which were printed in Danish) I might have notice it also contained onions. You all 
know I utterly hate onions unless they're almost undetectable. Here... fortunately for me, they were, 
otherwise I'd have ended up giving most of it to Kit and throwing away what she didn't want. I split  
the pack with her anyway, given that there was so much of it – it had to be cooked in two rounds, as  
the frying pan would only take half  a  pack each time.  The hangiálegg and smoked halibut  were 
polished off while I was cooking each batch of oxpytt – I knew it wouldn't last long, anyway. And 
both had that pervading smell of car tyres again, to nobody's surprise by now. As it turned out, I didn't  
really notice the onions in the oxpytt too much, but those I picked out were soon demolished by Kit. 
And, of course, my tub of skyr was shovelled in record time. As for Hannah... I have no idea what she 
did, but I know she bought some bananas that ended up sitting on the table outside the cabin.

Talking of outside... how do you think the day ended? That's right, in the hot tub. For two hours. As  
before, Hannah didn't spend anywhere near as long as the other two of us did in there, but she did 
have two bottles of Íslenskur Urvals Stout and I only had one. Still, I was full of hangiálegg, halibut,  
oxpytt and skyr so I didn't have anywhere near as much stomach space and if I ate any more I was in  
grave danger of being harpooned. Actually, I'd also bought a bottle of Gullfoss, mainly for the name 
and the bottle design, and it was... lager. Just... lager. A bit like I was expecting the Víking Gylltur to 
be, really, but that was for another day and another hot tub. This time, I really have no memory of 
what I was rambling about with Kit while confined to that tub...  but if we can enjoy each other's  
company and enjoy an experience neither of us would be likely to have again for a long time once we 
were home, then why not sit there until we had to pull the plug? The official cut-off point was at 
eleven, by which time it was getting cold enough to warrant returning to the cabin anyway.

Two evenings in the hot tub and we were hooked.
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–  Wednesday, 12th August: Day Seven  –
–  Into the Diamond Circle  –

Back to those early mornings again... as we were woken up at half past six by a combination of heavy 
rain and a sheep bleating outside – from what I could tell, right outside the front door. Hannah's theory 
was that it was one of the Swiss family staying in cabin 8 bleating at us in revenge for yet another 
dreadful late-night conversation. I don't think any of us had much more sleep... and by the time my 
alarm went off an hour later, none of us wanted to get up. But get up we did, and already there was a 
full house in the kitchen area. This was probably the first time in the entire trip that I declined the offer 
of skyr, as I'd had enough of it the night before. Needless to say, though, there were more waffles on 
offer, which at least gave me something to get up for...

I'd insisted on an early start as this was where the trip was about to get  really interesting. Beyond 
Akureyri lies the Diamond Circle, a more northerly equivalent of the Golden Circle but with rather 
less crowds due to its location, effectively delimited by routes 1, 85 and 864. There's more to see as  
well; the leaflet Gareth had given us for Kaldbaks,56 where we might have stayed had the cards fallen 
differently,  pinpointed all  the many sights to see; there are three on the Golden Circle,  officially,  
whereas here there were... considerably more than that (and I've lost the leaflet so I can't check; it was  
certainly into double figures). With a lot of boxes to tick before leaving the area, it was fortunately 
that our first attraction wasn't too far to go; 60-odd km along route 1 presented us no problems, and 
not too much further from the turning onto route 85 lies Goðafoss.57 Literally "The Waterfall of the 
Gods,"  it's  an  imposing  sight  that  can  be  viewed  from  either  bank,  curving  across  the  river 
Skjálfandafljót in an impressive horseshoe shape. It takes its name from Þorgeirr Ljósvetningagoði 
(who we'd seen a waxwork of at Perlan) throwing his pagan statues into the falls after deciding that 
the christians would be allowed to occupy the country from that day on; that he said the pagans could 
continue their beliefs in private was, of course, completely ignored by the occupation force. What a 
great move you made there, Þorgeirr. Worse was to come; Kit informed me they used to make their 
statues from wood in those days,  and they'd have looked very much like the carvings  we'd seen 
outside Fjörukráin. I suppose, even if they'd have been made of stone, the fall wouldn't have done 
them much good, and then there'd be a millennium's worth of erosion to consider... so there'd never 
have been anything to salvage.  Not that anyone really had a chance with the way the water was 
spewed so furiously over the rocks. Anyway, enough politics. Initially we'd had a look at the west 
bank, before Kit and Hannah decided they wanted a look round the visitor centre. I thought I'd record 
a piece to camera, but screwed it up horribly and ended up joining them. We took the walk up the west 
bank from here, passing the smaller Geitafoss on the way, where the sun took it upon itself to jump 
out from behind the clouds and dry off the sprinkling of rain there had been that morning. Better still,  
it lit up the waterfall perfectly for a prime photo opportunity... which we all took with gusto, on an  
outcrop just conveniently placed to get the whole waterfall in the background. Marvellous.

We left just as the sun threatened to hide again; this was a good move, as no sooner were we on the  
road than the rain returned, and never  looked like stopping. So it's  fortunate  that  Kit's  continued 
reading  of  the  "extra  info"  paragraphs  next  to  each  road  in  our  expertly  edited  atlas  threw  up 
something to do inside. Those who know me will be well aware why I insisted on a stop at Ystafell's  
Motor Museum.58 I had no idea what kind of cars would be on show, but I'd wager an orange Suzuki 
Swift wouldn't be one of them. There were two reasonably-sized warehouses, as it turned out; the first 
one,  nearest  the  entrance,  was  for  those  cars  that  hadn't  been  restored  yet  and  were  in  various

56 http://www.cottages.is
57 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Go%C3%B0afoss
58 http://www.ystafell.is
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Your friendly author, basking in the glorious setting of Goðafoss.

Ystafell's Motor Museum: Kit harbours desires to ride in the Presidential Cadillac.
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conditions from being an almost finished restoration project (a 1938 Ford flatbed truck is the current  
job), to still-usable cars that were a bit tatty (from a couple of 1960s Yank-tanks to a Trabant and 
Moskvitch from Commie-land) to the truly tragic sight of the decaying shell of a Matra Bagheera. 59 I 
have no idea how many of those are left, but it can't be many... and if there was one car in the entire 
museum that was crying out for restoration (and what a lengthy project it would be...) it was this one. 
In the second room, connected by a short passageway that included a jukebox lifted straight out of a  
1950s American diner, were housed the restored and mint condition cars. As with the knackers' yard at 
the front (and as with Icelandic roads in general, so we'd seen by now) the cars were a curious mix of  
two continents. Amongst the long, wide Yankees (a couple of Ford Thunderbirds, and various Dodges, 
Mercurys and Cadillacs – one of which had been Vigdís Finnbogadóttir's personal Thunder Chariot 
when she was President) lurked the Europeans – more Commie-wagons courtesy of Skoda, Trabant 
and Lada, mixed with more Scandinavian offerings from Saab and Volvo, some old Mercs, a Citroën 
DS, as well as a very rare LHD Vauxhall Viva. Now, though I thought I'd found a gem here, I was 
concerned about how the other two would take it. Hannah, it seems, was perfectly content stroking the 
cat that wandered throughout the museum; Kit, on the other hand, was drooling over the cars as much 
as I was. Maybe the way she reacted to seeing a 1960s Cadillac Eldorado in the car park we'd found in 
Reykjavík should have been a clue, but the fact remains I've known Kit for over a decade and still had 
never picked up on her massive interest for American cars, which occasionally spills over into all-out 
lust. So, with two of us in near-constant dribble mode, it was no surprise we spent quite a bit of time at 
the museum; Kit even wanted a look around the yard at the back, but it wasn't entirely certain if we 
were allowed out there. She did give an extra 1000 krónur to the donations box, though; considering it  
had been only 500 to get in, that was very generous, but she said they deserved it. I found it hard to  
argue.

Onwards we drove to our next port of call, the northern village of Húsavík.60 I'd been looking forward 
to  arrivng there,  and of  all  the  places  to  stay that  Gareth  had originally suggested,  Gistiheimilið 
Árból61 was one of only two I'd absolutely insisted on; Kríunes had been the other. We arrived, and 
found a variety of bells to ring. Which we did... several times, to no answer whatsoever. Only after 
we'd rung the bells an annoying number of times did we see the notice: they were closed from one 
until five and we'd arrived at 1:15. Not such a great move, that... but, in some ways, worse was to 
come. The main point of coming to Húsavík, other than being an excellent base for exploring the 
Diamond Circle, was North Sailing's Whale Watching trips.62 Knowing how popular these were, we 
went to their kiosk at the harbour to book the full "whales, seals and puffins" trip for the next day... 
and were given a real shock. The leaflet for 2008 had specified 5,600 krónur for this trip; imagine our 
collective horror at hearing it had gone up to 11,100 krónur a head. We needed a serious think about 
this one. I'd been building up to this for quite a while; Kit was only in it for the sailing part (as 
opposed to just sitting on a boat and looking for whales, which is all the basic trip was), and Hannah 
wasn't sure at all. We hadn't had any problems splitting up when two of us had gone to Fjörukráin; it  
shouldn't have been a problem now. I was more financially secure and could have done the expensive 
whale watching trip while the other two did something I couldn't stand, such as look at churches. In 
the end, though, and after also consulting the rival operator Gentle Giants,63 as well as looking at the 
basic whales-only package which would probably have excited none of us, we all decided to cough up 
the five-figure sum and go for broke. We would set sail at 9:30 the next morning.

What we had to do now was have a cheap day to offset the financial hit we'd taken. Fortunately, other 
than the fuel cost involved in getting there, much of the Diamond Circle involves walking and looking 
without  ever  throwing  any  cash  anyone's  way.  So  on  we  drove,  down  another  not-particularly-

59 http://www.rootes-chrysler.co.uk/matra-bagheera.html
60 http://www.husavik.is/?sport=english
61 http://arbol.1.is (that's a number one between the two dots, incidentally)
62 http://www.northsailing.is
63 http://www.gentlegiants.is
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threatening  section  of  gravel  road  on  route  87,  through  the  desert  Hólasandur  towards  Mývatn, 
arguably the centre of all Diamond Circle activity. And when I say Hólasandur is a desert, I'm not 
lying; there is absolutely nothing there. It's in the rain shadow of Vatnajökull... or should I say snow 
shadow, as any moisture in the atmosphere as the wind blows over the massive glacier falls as snow 
and is completely dry on the other side. Still, some efforts are being made to replant vegetation on 
Hólasandur; there's the odd hint of grass and the beginnings of some small trees, but otherwise it is  
utterly devoid of life. Mývatn,64 on the other hand, is not, and I'm not just talking about all the tourists. 
The name translates as "midge lake", and at this point I realised the one thing I'd forgotten to bring on 
the trip (as I always forget something no matter how many times I check) was the mosquito repellent – 
which apparently works on midges – and the head nets I'd bought for us all. I had a look in what was 
the only local store (for local people?) in Reykjahlíð,65 where there was no such equipment, though 
we'd been told there was  somewhere around Mývatn that would help us... this wasn't it, but I still 
bought my thousandth tub of skyr... and, something else that would only be revealed the next day.

We carried on eastwards, up a hill (which we assumed to be Námafjall) and down the other side, to be 
greeted with a view of steaming craters in the distance. We had arrived in Krafla,66 the north's answer 
to Geysir, for a spectacular show that would rival the more famous Geysir in the south. Our first port 
of call was at the end of route 863, marked as a potentially tricky road on the map but which posed no  
obvious problems – mainly because it's the main road to Leirbotn geothermal power station. Mile-long 
pipes decorated the mountains and a steaming hot river ran beside the road, but probably the crowning 
moment for the power station was getting to drive under an enormous pipe which ran at ground level 
until  it  suddenly arched upwards about  15 feet  in  the air  to  allow lorries  to  pass  under  it.  Most  
constructors would have tunnelled under the road...  this,  though, was a far more visually striking 
solution. Better still...  this was accompanied by the sound of screaming turbines inside the power 
station that could easily be heard inside the Thunder Chariot.  Now, I know we were here for the 
spectacular scenery, geological lunacy and Viking history, but as we'd already seen at Ystafell, the part 
of me that dribbles uncontrollably over feats of engineering is never far away. Eco-loonies and anti-
noise activists be damned on this one!

If only the sight at the top had been so visually striking, though... in the eyes of Hannah and Kit, at  
least. We arrived at Víti – literally, "Hell" – and I think they'd been expecting more than a crater with a 
lake in the bottom, a larger version of what we'd already seen at Kerið. My powers of persuasion had  
to be at their sharpest to convince them that this wasn't time wasted... which I could safely put away 
once we'd made our way to the top. From here it all made sense, as in one direction we could see into 
the crater, and looking the other way we could see steam vents. With a short walk further, we couldn't  
just see the steam, we could smell it as well... and you all know why by now. What I'd said about the 
bright yellow sulphur deposits on the rocks was no lie; an area the size of a four bedroomed house's 
back garden was encrusted with tiny yellow crystals,  the rock was anywhere between warm and 
searingly hot to the touch (I found out the hard way... I'm a scientist, after all) and most of the cracks  
were belching out steam. And, having explored the steam vents, we found there was more to look at. 
The walk round the back of Víti took us to an even larger expanse of mud pools – grey, hot, and 
constantly bubbling – with a constant warning not to step off the marked trail. Some of it was covered 
in wooden planks as to step on the mud itself would most likely result in sudden subsidence followed 
by falling into the hot mud – which was easily hot enough to take all your skin off in one go. We  
stayed well away from that, and completed the walk round the crater in about 45 minutes... not a bad 
result, I'd say, to get that much enjoyment out of what two of the three of us might have thought was 
going to be a disappointment.

64 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M%C3%BDvatn
65 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reykjahl%C3%AD%C3%B0
66 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krafla
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The crater at Víti, from the far side, looking through a gap in the slope.

The iron-rich red lava deposits at Leirhnjúkur.
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Hverir: Hannah wonders if this was really the right time for a sauna...

Caution: frozen trolls in the fields of Dimmuborgir may not be so frozen when night falls!
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On the way up route 863 we'd gone past the entrance to Leirhnjúkur, the second of Krafla's attractions. 
It was only 1 km down the road, and initially we couldn't see why we'd been advised by the signposts  
to allow a couple of hours to explore... after all, what was there to see? Wasn't it just a huge expanse of 
black, featureless lava? Actually, yes...  but it's  surprising how enthralling that can be when you're 
actually there. The hike – for it would become one – took us initially past an enormous X-shaped 
crack in the ground, and up another carefully constructed wooden walkway towards a larger version of 
the steaming ground and mud pools we'd just seen at Víti – only these were hot enough to be firmly 
barricaded off. Slightly further down the trail we saw more walkway being built... to the utter delight 
of Kit and Hannah who noticed that one of the construction team was very definitely female. Much as  
I  can see their  point that it's  great that Icelanders let  women be part  of the construction team as 
opposed to making coffee or being the foreman's secretary, I thought I'd distract them both with more 
holes in the ground before the slightest sniff of militant feminism could barge into the conversation. I 
succeeded, as these holes in the ground were huge enough to swallow all three of us whole and only 
consider that a light snack. At this point, the trail split, and our decision – what else? – was to take the  
longer and harder route. It was still marked with the customary yellow posts, but was about as far 
away from the wooden walkways as it was possible to get; for most of its length, the path was narrow, 
occasionally involved jumping over gaps, and was surrounded by vast expanses of razor-sharp aa lava 
(so called because that's what you'll shout if you stand on it...).67 The rewards for taking this path, 
though, were obvious; it took us right past the main vent of the 1975-84 eruptions, gave us a stunning 
view over almost the entire lava field, which stretched as far as we could see, and gave us a free steam 
bath on the way. Of course, I was going to do it properly... and off came my t-shirt. Why one of the 
other tourists started taking pictures of my well-fed beer gut is beyond me, and I absolve myself of all 
responsibility for any distress caused. Better still was a troll hole, further on in the hike, which had 
two steam vents of its own, was coloured deep red from the iron oxide deposits in the lava and looked 
like it had been designed by H.R. Giger. Impressive. Even more impressive, though, was that by the 
time we completed the hike and had returned to the Thunder Chariot, the conversation had  finally 
moved out of the gutter and turned into a string of All Your Base68 related jokes...

Our third stop in the area, Hverir, was easily the most violent of the geothermal areas we'd seen that 
day. Were it not for Námafjall in the way, it would probably be visible from the opposite side of 
Mývatn, but as I pointed out earlier, Námafjall provides an excellent vantage point to look down over 
the whole area – as does the route back from Víti and Leirhnjúkur. Hverir is mainly composed of 
bubbling mud pools and steam vents; they're bigger, better and hotter than any we'd seen so far. Take 
the  mud  pools,  for  instance;  the  ubiquitous  wooden walkways  are  present  again,  with  the  pools 
surrounded by guide ropes; if that's not enough of a clue to stay well away from them, superheated 
water is entering those at 200°C, so it's hardly surprising they bubble so vigorously. Even these are 
small fry, though, in comparison to the vents; they're about a metre high, formed of deposits carried up 
with the boiling groundwater, and are so ferociously loud they can be heard half a mile away. Think of 
them as nature's answer to a carbon dioxide fire extinguisher; that's the kind of power we're dealing 
with here. Of course, it didn't take too long for some idiot to put his hand right in the jet of steam and 
whip it away very fast... one other was more cautious and had brought a digital thermometer with him. 
I managed to get a look at the reading; the escaping steam, about a foot away from the vent and mixed 
with the cold Icelandic air, is still 113°C... so when the time came to take a few more silly photos in 
the backdraft of the steam jet, I made sure I was far enough from the source not to have my face 
melted off. Which, as it turns out, isn't all that far away.

We moved on, past the underground bakery at Bjarnarflag and the thermal spa at Jarðböðin,69 neither 
of which we would have time to investigate in the end... but given that there was so much to do in this 
area, we had no hope of fitting it in anyway. What would be our final target for the day was that place 

67 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lava#.CA.BBA.CA.BB.C4.81
68 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/All_your_base_are_belong_to_us
69 http://www.jardbodin.is
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that everyone of our musical persuasion visits when they're in this part of Iceland: Dimmuborgir.70 To 
most people, it's just the remains of some solidified volcanic vents. To us, and mainly because it gave 
its name to a world-famous black metal band, if not a particularly good one, it's the source of extra 
amusement. It goes without saying that Gísli71 and Katherine72 had taken their Extremely Silly Photos 
at the signpost before us... we were not to be outdone on that front. And neither were we going to 
waste the chance to take more Extremely Silly Photos at the front gate which also displays the name in 
enormous iron letters. But, enough of the expected lunacy for now, and onto serious matters; it was 
time for a wander round the lava formations. Everywhere we went there were ominous "do not climb 
on the rocks" signs; not just because they're made of sharp aa lava and would most likely hack us to  
shreds, but that people climbing on them previously was apparently eroding them down to... what we 
see today, which I'll bet isn't all that different to 500 years ago. It's hard, igneous basalt, after all. Kit 
spent a large amount of the hike lamenting that these restrictions meant it wasn't the black metallers'  
playground that it was supposed to be. Still, there was  one place where we could get up close and 
personal with the rocks, and we took the Kirjkuvegur, a short-ish hike that confounded our earlier idea 
that "we haven't come all this way to do the easy hike" – but at least we'd taken the difficult option at 
Leirhnjúkur.  At  the end of  this  trail  was Kirkja,  which we all  know by now is  the Icelandic for 
"church." Thor only knows why, because it looked like a larger lava formation than the others to us... 
we had a look inside, fully expecting to see trolls rather than flagellating christians; they weren't at 
home, but it certainly had all the hallmarks of a trolls' living room, complete with sleeping quarters in 
one corner; really, it was as if the lava had cooled in the shape of a bunk bed. After a while pratting 
around in the trolls' front room, Hannah decided to take a look at the tradesman's entrance... which 
turned out to be the front all along, complete with "Kirkja" sign, and an arch that looks like the shape 
of a church door. And that arch was completely naturally formed; no human intervention was needed 
here,  flagellating christians  or  otherwise.  Returning via  the remaining section of Kirkjuvegur,  the 
general troll-ness of the place hit home even harder; I could have sworn some of those rocks had faces 
in, ready to un-freeze and jump out at us if we didn't get a move on. The sun was just starting its final 
descent towards the horizon; I don't think any photos I could have taken at that time would do justice 
to  the  stunning effect  it  has  on this  vast  expanse  of  craggy lava  formations...  but  I  tried,  and if 
anything the view over most of the area from the visitor centre, perched on top of a cliff, was even 
better.

It was getting late... worryingly late, as we made our way back to Húsavík, and our concern about the 
reception we might get at the Árból grew with every passing minute, given the commotion we thought 
we might have caused earlier. Imagine what went through our heads as we arrived to find there were 
no  parking  spaces,  the  road  outside  (the  marvellously-named  Ásgarðsvegur)  was  full  of  parking 
restrictions and a 4×4 was clearly displaying a penalty charge notice. Dumping the Thunder Chariot in 
the Vínbúð car park, we entered the Árból... to find one of the bells had been silenced – probably the 
one we'd been using the most. We were, to say the least, a bit nervous. And after some more bell 
ringing – the sign, after all, said the guesthouse was open until 11 – the very scary landlady arrived. 
She appeared to have been carved out of stone, and was giving us a look that, in Kit's words, said she 
was "about as pleased to see us as Anne Rice meeting three slash fiction writers". Nevertheless, we 
were given our key and were shown to our room... which was not the wood-panelled marvel that I'd 
seen in the information leaflet,  which had caused me to insist on being booked here.  As Kit  and 
Hannah sat in the room and contemplated our potential mistake, as we all knew full well we could 
have opted for Kaldbaks instead, I left to go to the khazi... and was run into by an old woman whose 
face was falling off, dressed only in her nightie. That's really not what I wanted to see when I was 
about to go to bed. So, I had no option. I went back to the Thunder Chariot... and grabbed a couple of 
cans  of  Víking Gylltur.  It  was  supposed to  be for  drinking in  any more  hot  tubs  that  we might 
encounter on the rest of the trip... but I medically needed these two cans. Now, while the experts at 

70 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimmuborgir (possibly? http://www.dimmu-borgir.com ...or maybe not)
71 http://i508.photobucket.com/albums/s325/rimmugygi/drasl/Akureyri-Mvatn030-3.jpg
72 http://i231.photobucket.com/albums/ee160/ninkat242/Nordurland028.jpg
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beeradvocate.com don't rate it highly in any way,73 right at that point that was the best beer I'd had in 
my life, despite being room-temperature lager made in a country that didn't know what beer was until  
20 years ago. In fact, even a can of the 2.25% gnat's piss from a petrol station would have done the 
trick... but Víking Gylltur is a proper 5.6%, so it works both as decent stress relief and as improvised 
brain bleach. As we contemplated our potential fate, thinking we'd booked into Fawlty Towers and 
that we might be murdered in the night, we did at least get a hint of amusement from Hannah's array 
of silver jewellery. It had been turned black – as had Kit's earring. While I'd like to think that it was  
the sheer black metalness of Dimmuborgir that had done it, it was the sulphurous atmosphere at Krafla 
and Hverir that had caused such rapid and diabolical tarnishing. Hannah was to be disappointed as she 
went for a shower and her rings came back significantly less black. She had washed all her pants, 
socks and trousers in the shower as well,  having not taken advantage of the washing machine at 
Pétursborg. But at least she hadn't been killed in the hallway.

We said goodnight to each other for what we thought might have been the last time...

...Kit was startled by a strange noise...

"Don't worry," said Hannah, "that's my trousers dripping into the bin!"

...now we see why it's referred to as "the church." Also from Dimmuborgir.

73 http://beeradvocate.com/beer/profile/4748/17296
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Iceland's only schooner: the Haukur, Húsavík, from the sea.
our ride for the morning.

Ye intrepid crewmates! I've been told I look like a proper fisherman, incidentally...

A selection of the wildlife we saw: a far off minke whale, and some rather closer dolphins and puffins.
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–  Thursday, 13th August: Day Eight  –
–  Whales, willies, and more of the Diamond Circle  –

We woke up in the morning to find we had not been murdered. Which was nice. This was an even 
better development for Hannah, as it was her birthday, and she was pleasantly surprised to find I'd 
been, in her words, "stealth card buying" – that was what I'd also found in the shop in Reykjahlíð. The 
card had a nauseatingly cute kitten on it, which usually I'd run a mile from, but after the way she'd 
been carrying on with the cat in Ystafell's motor museum, I thought it was somehow appropriate.

On the way down to breakfast,  as if to reinforce the Fawlty Towers connection, I saw a book by 
Harold Robbins in the bookcase... and wondered if I'd get into unwanted conversation with a large and 
rude American who wanted everything in Iceland to be just like America, right down to the five-lanes-
each-way-and-dead-straight  roads.  Fortunately,  there was no such obstruction to  the enjoyment  of 
breakfast, just a middle-aged woman who joined us due to restricted table space, who told us about 
her work as a journalist, and how she'd been posted to Húsavík for a month. Even though we'd only 
spent one night there, we were already getting the impression from the town itself that her posting had 
been a lucky one. Better still was that the scary landlady was considerably less scary this morning, 
even  assuring  us  we  could  leave  the  Thunder  Chariot  in  Vínbúð's  car  park  all  day.  As  for  the 
customary  breakfast  surprise,  this  came  in  the  form  of  smoked  cheese  spread  (very  nice)  and 
Camembert (even better),  along with two different  varieties  of pickled herrings and the welcome 
return of that incredibly malty rye bread.

I sensed an air of apprehension that morning. The previous day, I was the only one who had been 
unconditionally up for the whale watching. Kit was more concerned with doing some actual sailing 
than looking at the whales, and Hannah wasn't relishing the prospect of being on a boat. That she was  
making a lot of "what if we sleep through the alarm and miss the boat?" comments all morning didn't 
exactly help, especially as we'd had to get an early start, but whatever misgivings Kit and Hannah may 
have had, we arrived at the harbour just before nine, well in time to meet the crew of the Haukur, 
Iceland's one and only schooner and our ride for the morning. The Náttfari was stationed opposite, due 
to leave 15 minutes later to take those who couldn't afford the proper trip on a quick jaunt across 
Skjálfandi for a hint of whale action... and then that'd be it. We were doing things properly and were 
each given bright red (possibly) waterproof overalls - which, when teamed with my Tom G. Warrior 
hat,  made  me  look  like  a  proper  fisherman.  Either  that,  or  a  much  younger  version  of  Captain 
Birdseye. After leaving the harbour, we were soon introduced to the United Nations that was our crew 
– Ymër, a French-Canadian, and the two Ulis – one Finn and ye cap'n who was a genuine Icelander. 
We were warned that this was not just going to be a gentle drift over the sea; a boat with masts and 
sails tends to lurch around all over the place, much the way ye cap'n's Viking forefathers would have 
been used to. And no sooner had we left the harbour behind, so it seemed, than we spotted a minke 
whale. 98% of these trips, we were told, are successful – and that's the whole season average; it's even 
better in late July and early August. The whale came back to see us, several times, rarely surfacing but 
always flashing its tail at us; the boat was lurching around so much that it was very difficult to get any 
film, and the light rain didn't help. Still, I managed to capture a flash of whale tail, delegating the still 
camera duty to Kit  and leaving Hannah to hang on for grim death.  Almost as soon as the whale 
watching had started, though, it was over – the crew reckoned there were a couple of minke whales 
around, but little more. All was very definitely not lost, though; North Sailing are experts at making 
the most of every trip, and ye cap'n diverted the course away from the other boats, to see if there were  
any more whales that they hadn't disturbed. As well as a whole bunch of fulmars (which still look like  
seagulls  to  me...)  we  saw  the  odd  puffin  on  the  way,  that  bird  which  had  caused  us  so  much 
amusement already on the tour without ever having seen one... until now. And as seeing puffins had 
been considered part of the package, that was another job well done.
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We sailed around for half an hour or so... seeing little other than various seabirds. Kit, irrespective of 
the dearth of wildlife, was absolutely loving it and would have happily stayed there all day. Hannah,  
on the other hand, was sitting down, trying desperately not to be sick. And an American nuclear family 
were having immense trouble getting a photo of themselves as Dad had nothing to hang onto while 
trying to hold the camera steady. "Let the sea-dog handle this!" came a voice from behind them. It  
was... me. And I obliged by getting the whole family in the photo, Dad included. This was not, after 
all, a place to use a tripod and a timer. Eventually we all got talking about our Icelandic experience,  
and  I  happened  to  mention  the  strange  sulphurous  vulcanised  rubber  smell  of  everything  in  the 
country that was smoked. What  had they been using? "I heard it was lamb shit," were Dad's exact 
words.  In  a  way,  I  hoped he  was joking,  but  I  wouldn't  have  been surprised if  it  was  the  case. 
Eventually, we turned round and headed for Lundey, when there were sudden excited squeals... from 
the crew. They were pointing out a colony of dolphins that had decided our boat made an excellent 
swimming partner, and, in the words of the crew, were quite happy to play games with us for the next 
ten minutes or so. They would swim alongside the boat, then under it, and appear on the other side, all  
while doing the famous jumping-right-out-of-the-sea act that we all know from watching Flipper or 
seeing them at Sea World... and so on. This had the miraculous effect of stopping Hannah from feeling 
sick for a while; it gave her something else to focus on. Unfortunately, once the spectacular show had 
finished, she finally bowed to the inevitable and became the first person to chunder on the Haukur all  
season – and, we were told, this was its last sailing of the year (strange, as the booking table suggested 
there would be one more after us). No such problems would befall  either me or Kit,  as the boat 
marched not terribly serenely on towards Lundey. That's Icelandic for "Puffin Island", and when we 
arrived we found the name was totally appropriate. Puffins! Thousands of them! (Well, maybe not 
thousands, but that's what Michael Caine would have said...) Some of them even sat still long enough 
that we could actually see them without having to look through the zoom lens of my video camera (the 
still, with less of a zoom, having just fallen victim to catastrophic battery failure); others flew away, or 
attempted to; puffins have a strange habit of making a right meal of both taking off and landing. The 
ubiquitous fulmars were interspersed with the puffins for good measure, and on a flat piece of rock 
round the other side of Lundey we were even treated to a few cormorants. All in all, it had been a  
successful trip, even though the brochure had mentioned seals; it is possible to see them, so the crew 
told me, but they're rare in this area, only being seen on one sailing.

As we returned to the harbour, the crew dished out the hot chocolate and cinnamon rolls we'd been 
promised in the brochure – as well as "the captain's privilege" that those who sail on the Náttfari don't 
get. This turned out to be a shot of rum in the hot chocolate. Hannah had been getting on very well 
with Ymër; unknown to her, I'd told him that it was her birthday and she'd not been too well on the trip 
(that bit, at least, had been obvious) – so in an attempt to cheer her up, the three cheers we dedicated  
to ye cap'n (ostensibly in order to get the captain's privilege...) were also sent to Hannah. She was also 
given a double shot of rum. As for Kit, she was granted her wish; to hoist the sail. It wouldn't make  
any difference to our sailing speed, as there was no wind, but it's traditional that the crew hoist it 
anyway to show us how it's done, and rope in a couple of us to help. Kit had been waiting the whole 
morning for this moment, and Hannah offered to help out as well... given that it was her birthday, we 
all felt we should let her have a go. And so we docked at the harbour with one sail up, to bring to a  
close three and a half hours on the sea, and final relief for Hannah...

We had to find something to do to use up some of the time I'd need to digest that shot of rum, and  
Hannah was eager to see the Phallological Museum. Yes,  it  does  exactly what it  says on the tin. 
Furthermore, toptenz.net rates it the strangest museum in the world.74 So, did we want to be the three 
people  who,  when  it  was  discovered  we'd  been to  Húsavík  and were  asked  if  we'd  been to  the 
Phallological Museum, had to say no? Of course not. I paid for Hannah to get in as a birthday treat,  
and to try and make up for the compromised experience on the boat. Sure enough, despite only being

74 http://www.toptenz.net/top-10-strangest-museums-ever.php
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Exhibits at Húsavík's Phallological Museum: Not Safe For Work.

The pseudocraters at Skútustaðir.
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Mývatn and the surrounding area, seen from the top of Vindbelgjarfjall.

The wonderful harbour of Húsavík in the evening.
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one large-ish room (staffed by an old man who looked far too much like a Daily Mail reader to be 
running  the  place)  it  contained all  matter  of  penises  great  and small,  long and  short,  thin  and... 
potentially painful. By far the one most likely to be termed "a thromping great gristle piston" was that  
of a blue whale, five feet long and cone-shaped, but had competition from one of the few that was 
dried and hung on the wall – that of an elephant. How much I did not need that waving in my face I 
will leave up to you to decide. Myths such as "a pig's penis is spiral shaped" turned out to be true;  
newspaper cuttings detailing the museum featured in stories from all over the world were abundant; 
and there were even photos of the first humans who have promised (or should that be "threatened") to 
donate their pork swords to the museum when they die. One of these men is into his eighties. But by 
far the best feature of the museum... was an advert for the Salka restaurant where it was almost certain 
that I would finally have a chance to eat puffin. Score.

Húsavík is also home to the Whale Museum – no surprises there, really. This is the one I wanted to 
investigate, but time was getting a bit tight given that we had a lot more of the Diamond Circle to 
explore, and I figured we could fit in the Whale Museum before setting off on our longest drive of the  
entire trip the next morning. So, instead, we set off again on route 87, back to Mývatn, and towards 
the south shore – in effect, where we would have continued on to after Dimmuborgir. We considered 
visiting the underground bakery at Bjarnarflag – until we read on the way that it isn't open to the 
public and the hverabrauð it bakes was only likely to be available at the shop in Reykjahlíð. So, we 
gave it a miss and made our first stop at Skútustaðir, site of Mývatn's famous pseudocraters. And it  
was here that we found out properly why this is known as the Midge Lake – there were swarms of  
them the size of small clouds. Still, they didn't block the view of the pseudocraters... much. As per 
usual, there were signs for a hiking trail which informed us the walk would take an hour and a half – 
but that was for the long hike. As soon as we set off we knew that would be a bad idea; although there  
are many pseudocraters scattered around the area, the best view of them is, unfortunately, from the car 
park. From there they really do look like miniature volcanoes, when in reality they're formed by lava 
flowing over marshland, with the water boiling spontaneously underneath the lava flow; as it bursts 
through it leaves behind a pseudocrater in the shape of a dog bowl. It's hard to get that impression 
from the hiking trail, as most of it involves a view of the sides, with nowhere to look into the central 
bowl; those by the car park are tilted to that there's a decent view inside. We didn't spend too long 
there,  probably  45  minutes  at  most.  It  did  not  help  that  the  weather  was  starting  to  look  very 
unfriendly.

Still, we drove round to the western edge of Mývatn, and saw Vindbelgjarfjall in the distance. This 
was said to give the best possible view of Mývatn short of taking a helicopter ride; the price for this  
was a "long, hard slog" up to the top. Our first shock was the sharp drop off the main road into what  
passed as a car park; there was a loud crunch and what sounded like the Thunder Chariot bottoming 
out on the crest... I took a precautionary look and nothing appeared to be broken. That could have 
been an expensive incident... but wasn't. The Rough Guide had spoken the truth when it described the 
15 minute walk to  the foot  of  the mountain;  there were no particular  problems other  than being 
distracted by another troll hole on the way, and the sun coming out... which we all knew would slow 
me down horribly. "We will have to generate our own freezing aura of krieg to get rid of it!" Kit 
remarked – and almost immediately the sun retreated behind a cloud, never to be seen again until we 
returned to the Thunder Chariot. Climbing the steep slope that loomed large ahead of us in the sun 
would not have been a pleasant experience... not that climbing it under a cold, grey sky was much 
better. Hannah had, as ever, set off like a scalded cat, determined to prove her performance on the 
Tough Guy event75 was no fluke. Kit followed, bouncing up the mountain with all the energy and 
enthusiasm of someone who had said "all I need to keep me happy in this country is the scenery" 
(which we all know was the case); I was usually quite a way behind, dragging my three-decade-old 
and deeply unathletic body up the slope against all my better judgement. Most of the slope was littered 
with loose stones, making it all the more hazardous and slippery. The Rough Guide had estimated that  
75 http://www.toughguy.co.uk
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most people could climb the mountain in half an hour; I was timing, and from the bottom to the cairn 
at the top it took 47 minutes. It was all worth it. Even if the view over the whole of Mývatn was 
compromised slightly by the weather, it was still nothing short of spectacular – and given that it had 
looked foggy up there earlier in the afternoon, we considered ourselves lucky. Over the east side we 
could  see  Hverfjall,76 the  black  tephra  cone which  we might  have  also  attempted  to  climb  on a 
different day, to the northeast lay Námafjall, although it was not possible to see the steam from Hverir  
behind it; to the south, to our surprise, there were more pseudocraters – right near where we'd parked 
the Thunder Chariot, which from here looked even smaller than a Micro Machine. We stayed up there 
for a while, with Kit discovering another swarm of midges close to ground level, before the ever-
darkening sky looked threatening enough to have us scarpering for the path back down. As if  to 
reinforce what a trial it  had been getting up there,  I was in the lead all  the way down, generally 
allowing gravity to do the donkey work. I made it to the foot of the mountain in exactly half the time it 
had taken to climb it, and Kit and Hannah were not too far behind.

The most challenging part of the drive back to Húsavík was getting out of the micro-car park again; it 
was a rocky slope with loose stones that the Thunder Chariot needed three attempts to climb. Front 
wheel drive, here, was not our friend. We were returning earlier than the day before, but still the sun lit 
up the clouds on the other side of Skjálfandi to brilliant effect as it  began to descend behind the 
mountains. Even then, it was still daylight when we arrived in Húsavík after a drive that had barely 
seemed 50 km long. We called back into the Árból for a while, where we would discover the wood-
panelled rooms – in the attic. Decorated also with an old washing mangle to ram home the proper 
olde-worldeness of it, I sat there for a while... writing notes for this review. I would later find out that 
we couldn't possibly have been in one of these rooms, as they were only for two people.

We thought we would arrive at Salka in good time to get a decent seat, even though we knew it was 
popular... too popular. We had lost track of the time and it was gone nine, with the place packed. We 
were told that if we returned in 20 minutes there might be a place for us... or maybe not. We weren't  
going to to take the risk, being thoroughly unprepared for having to find our own food that  wasn't 
flatbreads, bananas, leftover skyr (fat chance) or very un-calorific Special K cereal bars. Help was at 
hand, though, delivered by the other whale watching experts, Gentle Giants. They ran a café behind 
their kiosk, which was housed in little more than a small marquee equipped with a patio heater... but it 
was serving reindeer. The decision was made: who needs puffin. I hadn't had reindeer since that night 
in Oslo; Kit hadn't had it at all. We ordered, and it was served, with the minimum of fuss by a very 
blonde waitress who took time out to compliment Kit on her tattoos. The café was run by a Peruvian, 
so most of the dishes came with some kind of spicy Peruvian sauce; we (respectfully) declined to have 
it,  fantastic though I'm sure it would have been, preferring to have the reindeer steaks completely 
unmolested in any way. Hannah had the sauce on her fish, so the other two of us managed to try a bit;  
yes,  it  was good, but not on reindeer.  Probably the crowning glory,  though, was more Epykkkkk 
Chocolate Cake, which had been a requirement for Hannah's birthday.

Afterwards, we returned to the welcoming arms of North Sailing. Never mind a café, this lot run an 
entire pub – Gamli Baukur, where the crew had tipped us off that they'd be after a hard day on the 
waves. Sure enough, outside were Ymër and ye cap'n; inside was a vast array of the wood panelling 
I'd missed so much at the Árból. The pub quiz they'd told us about was in full swing; as it was given in 
both Icelandic and English, we could have had a stab at it. We didn't, though; I settled for a euro-pint 
of Víking Gylltur (at a very reasonable-for-Iceland 700 krónur; that was £3.50 for us, and would have 
been £5.83 a couple of years before), and we had a look round the pub; it was decorated with all 
manner of nautical memorabilia, including a brilliant carving of the Haukur. We also ran into the 
finnjävel Uli from the Haukur's crew, who explained what "finnjävel"  literally meant; that's the last 
time I trust Henri Sorvali on matters of the Finnish language, although Uli took it very well. Good job, 
really, because the Haukur crew were a fantastic bunch. As for the view outside over Húsavík harbour 
76 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hverfjall
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as the sun finally gave up for the day, it made for a thunderously brilliant sight.

We didn't stay to see the end of the quiz, mainly because we were all thoroughly knackered after a 
long day involving sailing, walking, climbing and eating reindeer. Hannah was so tired she forgot to 
close the curtains before starting to undress... and (deliberately, actually) flashed anyone who might 
have been walking down Ásgarðsvegur for good measure.

Gamli Baukur offers a warm welcome – and a pub quiz.
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Narwhals, narwhals, swimming in the ocean... well, this one was, once.

A marvellous wooden house in Húsavík.
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–  Friday, 14th August: Day Nine  –
–  It's a long way from Húsavík to Höfn...  –

We woke up to find Hannah had not been arrested for indecent exposure. That, and the fact that the 
scary landlady was no longer so scary, made this morning rather more relaxed. Unfortunately, as we 
were facing another very lengthy drive – and this time, it would be the longest of them all – it was an  
early start. I thought I'd wake myself up in the shower; I think the previous inhabitant may have been 
using Ecover laundry liquid as improvised shower gel, because the smell of citrus hung around long 
enough to take on the pungent aroma of the geothermal water, generating a heady cocktail of fart and 
lemon. And if that didn't wake me up, nothing would.

We figured we had enough time in Húsavík that morning to visit the Whale Museum. It's not huge, but 
packs in as much about whales as any of us might ever have wanted to know in its small-ish space.  
The main room contains drawings and factsheets about every whale that is likely to se seen around 
Iceland, and probably quite a few that won't; there is an extra exhibit for the narwhal, 77 showcasing its 
enormous horn that was once thought to come from a unicorn. Maybe those Icelanders in days of yore 
had  been  listening  to  too  much  Stratovarius...  who knows.  This  exhibit  is  then  followed  by the 
customary environmental finger-wagging about global warming, pollution and everything else that 
bursting-with-self-righteousness students who can't be bothered to write their essays throw themselves 
into. Most of those would have assumed that the half a minke whale that adorns the other half of this  
room was deliberately killed by the people who run the museum; not so. Like all the exhibits there, it 
had been beached on the shore and could not be saved. Equally, the loony lefties would have thought  
the display of plastic milk bottles was some kind of anti-pollution protest; it wasn't. It was to give a  
visual example of how much milk a blue whale calf will drink in one day – 240 litres, or about 500 
times as much as I'd have on a bowl of cornflakes. Whale milk is a slimmer's nightmare as well; a 
grey whale's milk, so we are told, is 53% fat – and no, that is not a typo. Think about that next time  
you're scared of buying Gold Top. On through the exhibits we moved, past some stuffed seabirds to 
give the place a bit of variety, and into the inevitable section about whale hunting – showing pictures 
and videos of a lot of dead whales, the life story of a man who moved from Norway to the Western 
Fjords to set up a whaling station, and some very large harpoons. Best to fast-track the kids straight 
through  that  bit  and  onto  the  section  dedicated  to  dolphins  –  followed  by  the  museum's  most 
unorthodox feature – a collection of ribs, baleen plates and other pieces of whale anatomy with the 
legend: "Please touch me". That's right, they're there specifically for everyone to handle. And finally,  
upstairs, there's a reminder of the museum's origins as a slaughterhouse – along with several whale 
skeletons that  weren't slaughtered; like the minke whale downstairs, they were all beached on the 
shores around Húsavík. The narwhal skeleton is positioned pointedly at the top of the stairs, with its 
sharp horn on very prominent display.

After the museum, there was a brief stop in the Kasko supermarket opposite – mainly to see if we  
could find another Epykkkkk Chocolate Cake. We couldn't, but I did come across some proper slabs 
of hákarl in the fridge... so there must be someone there who eats it, rather than it just being something 
to torment unsuspecting tourists with. We all knew by now I wasn't scared of it; I wanted more than 
just the tiny cubes I'd had in Fjörukráin. This would be the real test – a whole mouthful of it, stench of 
ammonia and all.

From Húsavík, we headed north, to the Tjörnes peninsula. The Kaldbaks leaflet had alerted us to a 
very different piece of geological lunacy in the area – the fossil cliffs, which would be something very 
reminiscent of what I'd seen on geology field trips when I was an undergrad. The road up there wasn't  
too bad, but the track down to the cliffs most definitely was. We'd already taken a wrong turning that 
77 Take a look at http://www.weebls-stuff.com/toons/Narwhals/ - if you dare.
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wasn't well signposted towards Ytri-Tunga farmhouse, which we'd been told was the location of the 
cliffs; what we were looking for was the next road north, with a completely deserted harbour at the 
end. We found it, eventually, and took a look at the cliffs – which, if you look in the right place, are 
entirely composed of fossil bivalve shells. The right place is quite high up a muddy slope, though, and 
Kit and Hannah elected not to take a closer look, preferring to stay by the river, where the fossil shells  
are larger but far more spaced out. We took a look at the abandoned harbour, as well, which made Kit 
depressed at the sight of a dead seabird of some kind, and she decided for us that we should leave. I  
was far more annoyed by the loud thump that the Thunder Chariot made as soon as we set off... I had 
to pull over on the steep slope back up to the main road and inspect the front bumper, which – again – 
had escaped unscathed. A nasty shock followed as I managed to get previously unnoticed excrement 
on my fingers while performing the inspection. I must have run over a sheep turd somewhere and 
never noticed. I was muttering curses as I found the wet wipes I'd bought in Reykjavík were suddenly 
very useful. Kit was still wailing about the dead seabird, and Hannah was bemoaning her socks not 
being dry.  For the first  time on the trip,  we thought  luck might not  be on our side.  But  still  we 
continued northwards, reaching Tjörnestá lighthouse – or, at least, a road leading up to it which told us 
to go away. This was the most northerly point we would reach, at 66°13' north; from here on, we 
would only be moving further away from the Arctic Circle. In the context of this trip – and that of 
Norway three years previously – north was equated with success and south with disappointment. Then 
again, I knew what would be waiting for us once we'd headed far enough south... so I left not too cut  
up about our journey southwards from here on.

Our first stop heading south was at Ásbyrgi,78 the first attraction in Jökulsárgljúfur National Park.79 
Somehow, this had escaped my attention until Gísli had told us about it on our first night; after he told  
us the legend, we had to visit it. Geologists speculate that Ásbyrgi's gigantic U-shaped cliffs were 
formed by jökulhlaups – torrents of water that flood out occasionally from underneath a glacier, in this 
case (the rather far-off) Vatnajökull. The legend, on the other hand, is that it is one of Sleipnir's hoof-
prints, the other seven all being somewhere in the Arctic Sea. I'm sure the view would be even more  
impressive than it was, were we not at ground level; there is a hiking trail up to the island in the centre 
of the rock formation,80 but we had no time to explore it. From ground level, it tends to be obscured by 
all the trees; there are enough of them running down the (very narrow) road to the visitors' car park to  
make the drive down even more treacherous than it already is, as all the bends are blind. None of the 
trees are native species, either; while this is one of those places that blows away the myth that Iceland 
has no trees at all, it  also highlights what might be a mistake in Iceland's aggressive reforestation 
policy. Amusement came in the form of a childrens' play area behind the car park; all we were trying 
to do was move backwards for a better view of the cliffs... 85 years and five degrees between us, and  
all it took was one look at the swings and we were all six years old again. A family who were (until  
then) enjoying a picnic could barely believe the sight of three grown adults who should have known 
better on the swings and the climbing frame... which kept us entertained for far longer than it should 
have done.

Talking of treacherous drives, the road to Ásbyrgi was a walk in the park in comparison to what we 
were about to face. The Diamond Circle is more of a triangle, really; the unofficial boundaries are 
route 1 on the southern side, route 85 on the western side and round the northernmost point; from 
Ásbyrgi to Grímsstaðir, there are two boundary roads: route 862, along the west bank of the river 
Jökulsá á Fjöllum, was one of those roads we'd been warned about in the Rough Guide and forbidden 
to drive on by National Car Rental; route 864, along the east bank, is accessible to anyone in any 
vehicle... but that doesn't make it easy. It was the worst road we'd encountered since route 365, with 
the texture of corrugated iron with extra loose gravel for good measure – and more holes than a block

78 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%81sbyrgi
79 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J%C3%B6kuls%C3%A1rglj%C3%BAfur_National_Park
80 http://www.husavik.is/?mod=sidur&mod2=view&id=338&sport=ferdamenn
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Ásbyrgi's horseshoe-shaped cliffs: Sleipnir woz ere.

I am defending my adopted homeland. Hafragilsfoss, with the spectacular backdrop of Jökulsárgljúfur, 
is well worth defending.
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The mighty Dettifoss, Europe's most powerful waterfall.

Our awesome wood-panelled room at Gistihúsið Árnanes' annexe in Nesjahverfi.
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of Swiss cheese. There was 30 km of it to navigate... but at least we had a break midway through. In  
this review I have probably overused words such as "spectacular" and "stunning"... but I wouldn't do 
so if the scenery didn't deserve it. This first stop along Jökulsá's east bank was certainly deserving of 
that definition. The canyon carved out by this river stretches all the way to its source at the northern 
edge of Vatnajökull, and the national park area contains three waterfalls; the nothernmost of these, 
Hafragilsfoss, was the site of the first of our stops. The view from the car park is impressive; the 
waterfall is far down in the 120 metre deep canyon and inaccessible to all but the most well-equipped 
mountaineer, or so it would seem; the loose rocks at the edge don't help. Further away from the car 
park,  though, we found a rock outcrop which gave probably the best  view we could expect;  the 
waterfall, about two miles of canyon, and the deep blue water in the crevices on the west bank were 
all in my field of vision at once. The photos I took still don't do it justice, and that's a recurring theme 
throughout this entire trip. And we didn't mind climbing those rocks for a better view even though it  
was quite windy...

The second stop on route 864 was the rather more well-known Dettifoss,81 not just the most powerful 
waterfall in Iceland, but the most powerful in all of Europe. We are, I remind you all, on the Eurasian 
tectonic plate at the moment... but only just. The statistics speak for themselves; 193 cubic metres of 
water cascade over the falls every second, the spray is flung even higher into the air than the height of 
the falls, and there is so much of it that it runs off the west bank in small streams. The Rough Guide 
said that the west bank gets a better view; I'm not sure I can agree with that, because all the spray was 
drifting that way, and considering that to get there requires either a 4×4 or a two-day hike, I'd say 
those of us who took the easy route to the east bank had the better idea. Despite the awesome power 
on  display,  I'm  not  sure  it's  the  most  photogenic  waterfall  ever;  the  water  is  grey  and  filthy, 
presumably with all the silt and volcanic ash it's picked up since leaving Vatnajökull, and there are no 
accompanying deep blue pools around here. If there were, they'd be obscured by the waterfall itself.  
Still, even though Hafragilsfoss was the more visually attractive waterfall, there was no denying this 
one was worth a visit as well. Unfortunately, we missed Selfoss,82 the third of the trilogy, as we had no 
idea it was walking access only. At least we managed to get a fair few serious and gobsmackingly 
impressive  pictures  at  Hafragilsfoss  and some rather  less  serious  troll  photos  at  Dettifoss.  And I 
thought this was as good a place as any to eat my slab of hákarl, knowing full well there was a place 
to clean myself up afterwards.

Still, we had a long way to go... and I do mean a long way. Had we taken route 1 all the way to our 
next base in Höfn í Hornafirði,83 it would have taken the best part of five hours to arrive – assuming 
we did not stop anywhere. Furthermore, we knew that the only unsurfaced sections of route 1 would 
be lying in wait for us – not that I expected anything worse than the civilised dirt roads that were 
routes 54, 59 and 87, but they would slow us down. Spirits were high, though, as we headed towards 
Egilsstaðir. Hannah was amusing us all by trying to dry her socks with the unorthodox method of 
hanging them from her headband, and all through this section of road we were accompanied by the 
sound of Moonsorrow – more specifically the excellent Voimasta ja Kunniasta. You all really do not 
know how happy this made me... actually, what am I talking about... of course you do. At this point  
we had played right  through all  our supply of 32 albums...  apparently,  by this  time,  we were all 
supposed to have gone absolutely mad due to only having 32 albums to choose from. We all knew this 
wasn't the case; we'd all previously selected what we wanted to hear, and each album was fed in to the 
CD player in turn until we'd worked our way through the whole lot. Miraculously, none of the 32 had 
been met with any spluttered objections from any of us (even Deathstars). What would we do now? 
Play them again, of course... at least, those we wanted to hear again. Being the driver, I made the first 
choice, and picked... I.84 As in the band that made Between Two Worlds, and what Kit now described 

81 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dettifoss
82 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Selfoss_%28waterfall%29
83 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H%C3%B6fn
84 http://www.myspace.com/abbathi
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as "Immortal on holiday". Mental images of Abbath wearing a knotted handkerchief on his head were 
never far away, especially given the black sand beaches we'd already seen at Arnarstapi. Thor must 
have been watching, because no sooner had the I disc been inserted in the stereo than the rain started... 
clearly, the man with the hammer was signalling his approval.

We stopped at Egilsstaðir to have a quick look at Lagarfljót,85 just in case Iceland's answer to the Loch 
Ness monster decided to surface (no such luck...)We had decided that seeing as this was my birthday 
trip but I was the only one who wasn't clocking up another year while we were actually in Iceland, I  
would have an Official Birthday (a bit like the Queen does) the next day... and for that, we needed 
cake. The only branch of Bónus this side of Iceland did not let us down. I have no idea why we spent 
as long in Egilsstaðir as we did, but as we left we passed a STOP sign which had "Hammertime" 
scrawled underneath. Hilarity ensued.

...hilarity would STOP ensuing as we realised we were still a potential 250 km from Höfn and it was 
now 7:30...

There was no choice but to take the only short cut that was available to us on the entire trip. I'd had 
this trick up my sleeve since well before we left, but had thought to check with Gísli and his mate 
when I had the chance. Route 939, the Axarvegur (or just the Öxi for short – there's Icelandic vowel 
shifting for you), offered us a chance to chop off 60 km from the total distance, at a cost of being a 
steep gravel road, albeit one that could be driven in a Toyota Yaris, as Gísli's mate had told us. It even  
cut out some of the unsurfaced parts of route 1. This did mean we would be going nowhere near 
Petra's Stone Museum at Stöðvarfjörður,86 but we'd never have had time for that anyway unless we'd 
had a night in Egilsstaðir. There was a hint of apprehension at what we would face on the Öxi, but as  
it would turn out, the number one problem came from an idiot in a Nissan Terrano who thought it was  
a great idea to tailgate while I was sticking as rigidly as I dared to the 70 km/h speed limit. On that 
road, that was fast enough, rarely did we dip below 60, as this was no hideous chore like routes 365 or 
864, and neither was it the case of "will we make it or won't we?" that route 570 had been. There were 
a few rough areas, and more potholes than on the dirt sections of route 1, but it provided no actual 
threat. Enough of a challenge to be interesting, definitely, but at no point did any of us think we were 
all going to die, even at the southern end of the road when the downward slope became very steep and 
there were some nasty bends lying in wait for us.

No sooner had we left  the Öxi  than that rarest  of signs on Icelandic roads,  a board showing the 
distances to every major settlement as far as Reykjavík, told us how much the distance to Höfn had 
been slashed by. My calculations were correct; we had shaved off about 60 km from the route at the 
cost of not slowing down very much – and we'd taken the scenic route, especially on the way down. 
Even so, I had to be... rather "creative with the number 90," as I might have put it in several reviews 
before, in order to get to Höfn in a respectable time. We cruised semi-serenely along a section of route 
1 that had just enough dips and bends in it to keep me alert, and I was reminded of Jeremy Clarkson  
describing one of the roads he'd driven in Iceland as "one of the greatest driving roads in the world." 
Having not familiarised myself before the trip with which one he meant, the thought occurred to me 
that it may well have been this one – the section of route 1 between Berufjörður and Höfn.87 It would 
have been even better if we hadn't encountered some roadworks on the way, though, but once we were 
clear of those we were treated to some more thought-provoking scenery in the form of some damn-
near-45° scree slopes. Kit mentioned something about trolls sliding down the slopes on a tea tray. 
That's a measure of how late it was getting by now and how long we'd been entombed in the Thunder 
Chariot...

85 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lagarflj%C3%B3t
86 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St%C3%B6%C3%B0varfj%C3%B6r%C3%B0ur
87 It wasn't. I would later find out that Jeremy Clarkson's favourite road in Iceland (while testing the Audi TT) was route 

47, the one we bypassed by taking the Hvalfjörður tunnel. Still, this section of route 1 was still an excellent drive.
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Eventually, we reached our destination, Gistihúsið Árnanes, at around 9:40. Höfn is at the end of route 
99, whereas we had to stay on route 1 for a while and look for the B&B signs that had never been 
totally obvious over the entire course of this trip. Árnanes was far better signposted, though, and I 
think it was fortunate that there was anyone there to meet us, given that the dining room that doubles  
as the reception and bar was being cleaned out for the evening. Still, we were given our key... and told 
to go away. What this actually meant is that our room wasn't on the main site, it was at an annexe in 
Nesjahverfi, the next village up route 1 and even further away from Höfn. We weren't given a map as 
such, just a laminated piece of paper with some vague directions and photos of the turnings we were 
looking for, and one of the house we wanted. Even Kit's superb navigational skills were useless to us 
here, as no road names were given; it must have taken us a good twenty minutes to find the house, 
even in a tiny village with a population of 83. We would soon find out that one of the photos of the 
required turnings was taken from the opposite direction that we were approaching. Grrrrrr.  As we 
finally entered the Árnanes annexe,  though...  we found the trouble finding the place had all been 
worth it. It was, in effect, a large bungalow with several guest rooms and one main living area with an 
open-plan kitchen... and wood panelling everywhere. Including in the rooms. Given that I'd been led to 
believe that this is what we would be getting at the Árból and didn't, but also that I hadn't expected 
this from the Árnanes, meant the karmic balance was restored. Better still, we were even treated to 
feather duvets. This is one place we would happily have stayed at for a lot longer than we'd been 
booked for – and as we'd arrived late we'd have little time to enjoy it, especially as we'd have to leave 
it completely just to have breakfast the next morning. Still, we all made the most of what we'd been  
given; Hannah hung up all her laundry in the bathroom in an attempt to get it dry by the next day, Kit 
scrunched herself  under  the  duvet,  and I  cracked open a  well-earned can  of  Víking and made a 
sandwich with the very malty rye bread and smoked-over-its-own-excrement hangiálegg. That was, 
without doubt, the strangest sandwich I've ever had in my life... and I've got no way of reproducing it  
anywhere else in the world. Hannah noticed the kettle in the kitchen area and intended to have a mug 
of coffee, hoping that some freebie sachets would be provided as they had been at Frumskógar and 
Pétursborg. Unfortunately, there was none. And there were no mugs, plates, eating irons or anything 
else you'd expect to find in a kitchen, either...

So Hannah went without coffee, and I dropped rye bread crumbs all over the floor. This, and the 
obvious  presence  of  Hannah's  pants  all  over  the  bathroom,  may  have  gone  some  way  towards 
providing fuel for yet more ludicrous and not-safe-for-work conversation before we turned the lights 
out that night. It was getting to the point where we'd be disappointed if there wasn't any.
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Where the glacier Breiðamerkurjökull meets the sea: Jökulsárlón.

Hannah finds a genuine piece of 1,500-year old glacier ice intriguing.
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–  Saturday, 15th August: Day Ten  –
–  Water, ice, frost and fire  –

"Mass pant evacuation!"

If we weren't awake before, then we certainly were after these choice words from Hannah as she 
emptied the bathroom of all her laundry. Good job, too, as we were a mile away from breakfast and it 
was due to finish at 9:30 – earlier than anywhere else we'd been, and thus reducing our time in the  
wood-panelled house even more. The Árnanes' information leaflet had helpfully provided a picture of 
what they'd be serving, so we knew we wouldn't starve; today's specials included six varieties of jam, 
All-Bran, and some kind of miniature granola that looked like it had shrunk in the wash. I gave that a 
go and found that it worked with AB-mjólk a lot better than any regular cereal did, though I still can't  
say I'd go mad on the stuff. Hannah was hoovering it up just as much as on every other day. With a 
potentially busy day ahead of us, I decided to cram in as much as humanly possible, and was still  
eating when the other tables were being cleaned up – while Kit and Hannah fussed over the family 
dog who was clearly something of a pampered princess. Árnanes had been a great place to stay for 
that little time we had to stay there, but I thought I'd mention the difficulty we had finding the annexe 
and that it would be a lot better to have a map as well as those pictures. So, if anyone visitng Árnanes 
from 2010 onwards is given a map to get to the Nesjahverfi annexe, you know who to thank!

We couldn't stay in the Höfn area without going into Höfn itself, given that there was bags of time for  
a look around and it's not exactly the largest town in the country. After a brief interlude to give the 
Thunder Chariot a drink and wash off all the remains of the Öxi mud we'd picked up the day before,  
we parked outside an arts & crafts shop which was decorated with a couple of seven-league cast iron 
knitting needles stuck into a ball of barbed wire. See, even such granny-friendly activities as knitting 
are given an extra dose of grim and krieg in this country. Hannah and Kit had a look inside while I 
made a much-needed visit to a cash machine over the road... and they were both rather secretive about 
what they'd bought.  Hannah attempted to fob me off with an excuse that she was buying woolly 
tampons, possibly thinking I'd be so repulsed I'd stop asking, but the fact that I'd caught her in the act 
of buying meant I had a very good idea what the secret artefact was. It was my Official Birthday, after  
all...

We had been told that Höfn had the best view of its surrounding area of any town in the whole of  
Iceland, so we took a look around to see what we could see. There was a harbour, with a few boats in  
it, but the view out to sea didn't quite live up to expectations. Maybe it was because it was a grey day  
with the clouds threatening to dump their contents over us any second now. At least the view contains 
four glaciers, though, which I'm assuming will look far better on a sunny day – and also in the height 
of winter when all the surrounding land is decorated to match. Hornafjörður just seemed a bit sterile 
without that covering of snow and ice. The glaciers in the distance had given us a reminder of where 
we  were,  though,  so  it  seemed  appropriate  to  have  a  look  at  the  Glacier  Exploration  Museum, 
complete with a decommissioned snowcat parked out the front. For a tiny town, the museum was 
reasonably sized – four rooms on two levels and an observatory. Passing a block of real and proper 
glacier ice and a board showing 56 Icelandic words for snow, ice and related topics, the show kicked 
off properly with a nine minute film about glaciers and volcanoes, with no commentary, just subtitles 
with alternating lines in Icelandic and English accompanied by typical lift music. Arnold Rimmer 
would approve. The film did at least show us that the active volcano at Grímsvötn,88 underneath the 
peak of Vatnajökull, was several years overdue a serious eruption, and while that could have been a 
visual triumph, it wouldn't half wreck the rest of the trip, given that we'd at the very least have to go  
the long way round route 1 to Vík, and who knows if the entire section of the road would be open at 
88 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gr%C3%ADmsv%C3%B6tn
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all... anyway, I digress. Room two featured several stuffed animals that we might expect to see in the 
wild – reindeer, puffin, Arctic fox and seal, for instance; Kit was not terribly impressed with the fox,  
stating that its face appeared to be wrong in some way. The rest of the room was mainly information 
boards, explaining the formation of the universe, the Earth, Iceland itself, plate tectonics and glaciers 
– fortunately the deranged dribblings of mentally deficient creationists were several thousand miles 
away. The room ended with a board of poetry inspired by Iceland's glacial features... Upstairs was a 
more in-depth explanation of the formation of glaciers, which Hannah spent a while looking at before 
asking me what it all meant, given my grounding in that kind of thing a decade previously, and a 
couple of waxworks showed the striking comparison between the equipment used by a modern polar 
explorer and those of the days of Amundsen and Scott. Also, I had been alerted to a "real glacial cave" 
on the top floor; it was only a plastic mock-up, but looked semi-realistic, and showed the story of a 
man who'd been trapped in a crevasse and alerted the rescuers to his position by singing hymns. I'd 
have thought something like Oppi Fjellet might have been more appropriate. Finally, the observatory 
on the roof was there to give a better vantage point for the glaciers in the area than at ground level;  
some helpful noticeboards put names to them... which I soon forgot, only that (as expected) they all 
end in "-jökull"...

Snow and ice would be an overriding theme of the day. 70 km further down route 1 lurked one of  
Iceland's finest attractions, and one that I'd marked out as being something to see since I first saw it on 
Gareth's list of things to do,89 then reading about it further in the Rough Guide. Irrespective of the 
weather, I was going to make the most of it, and our extreme good fortune with the weather continued; 
there was not a hint of rain in the air, despite the usual cloud cover. We had arrived at Jökulsárlón, 90 a 
glacial lagoon dotted with clusters of icebergs formed by the recession of Vatnajökull over the past 60-
odd years; three photos on display at Höfn's Glacier Museum had charted its progress from 1948 to 
1998. If there are any eco-loonies reading this who want to snarl and shriek about how everything 
humans have ever done since the Industrial Revolution is wrong and how global warming is going to 
kill us all, think of this lagoon as one of its positive side effects. The water is crystal clear, and a  
striking blue – even more so near the icebergs, where it turns to a deep blue similar to what we'd seen 
along the sides of the river near Hafragilsfoss.  The icebergs themselves aren't  anywhere near  the 
traditional image of the sparkling white colossus that sank the Titanic; due to the active volcanoes 
under the surface of Vatnajökull occasionally breaking through the ice cap, both the glacier and the 
icebergs that split away from it are covered in volcanic ash. Some of the icebergs are almost clean,  
others are blacker than a Victorian child who'd been forced into an early career as a chimney sweep. 
The best thing about this lagoon, though, is that it's possible to take a boat trip on it – and it's very 
popular, given the crowds that had flocked here to take a look from the shore, then get out onto the 
water. Fortunately, we didn't have to wait too long and spent what little time we had before boarding 
by taking a load of photos – some serious, some... not so serious, and I think you all know what that  
means by now. Soon enough, we were handed our rather garish orange lifejackets, which I teamed 
with my Tom G. Warrior hat in an attempt to recreate the "fisherman" look from the whale watching 
trip.

The boats are actually amphibious vehicles; for the first time ever, I experienced being driven straight 
off a dirt track and into the lagoon, where the 20 or so of us packed into the boat like sardines would 
all spend the next half hour or so marvelling at the icebergs, the view of Breiðamerkurjökull in the 
background which all the icebergs were once part of, and the occasional flash of wildlife, such as 
some eider  ducks.  At  the  furthest  point  away from the  landing strip,  and near  some particularly 
impressive  icebergs,  the  boat  came  to  a  halt  so  that  Anna,  our  expert  guide,  could  explain  the 
processes of how the glacier and the lagoon formed. Her English was very good – and was delivered 
in  the most  musical  Scandinavian accent  I've heard since the Swedish Chef.  She was even good

89 http://www.icelandholidays.com/clickhols/icecirc.htm
90 http://www.rikivatnajokuls.is/jokulsarlon
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The seafood soup at Jökulsárlón's café is as much of a reason to visit as the lagoon itself.

More ice: this time washed up on the beach.
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Glaciers are many in this part of Iceland.

The tiny hamlet of Hof í Öræfum, dwarfed by a mountain in the background.
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enough to pull a chunk of ice out of the lagoon for us to examine, which was exceptionally clear, with 
no trapped air to cloud it; maybe, just maybe, the ice in the Glacier Museum hadn't been made in the 
freezer. As we also knew by now, the ice was somewhere between 1000 and 1500 years old; in other  
words, that's how long it's been since the snow fell on top of Vatnajökull that has only now ended up  
in the lagoon. Old ice or not, that didn't stop Anna hammering it to pieces, which would be handed 
round for all of us to eat. Taste that history... certainly a millennium spent slowly creeping down a  
mountain meant it was completely free of impurities, even though the lagoon is semi-saline from the 
sea flowing into it at high tide.

After the boat ride, my time here was certainly not done. In a rare moment of failure for the Rough 
Guide, which had missed this particular gem, the Lonely Planet Guide had been the one to point out 
the excellent seafood soup served by the café next to the lagoon – and I wasn't going to miss that. If it 
was anywhere near as good as the meat soup I'd had on the way to Stykkishólmur, it was onto a 
winner. And while 900 krónur might seem steep for a bowl of soup, it was still 200 less than the meat  
soup had been... and it was fantastic. It had been made with prawns and Arctic char,91 both of which 
were conspicuously floating around in it and made it almost a meal in a bowl. It had more than a hint 
of chilli about it, as well. Neither Hannah nor Kit decided to fork out for the wonderful soup (and 
Hannah is allowed it as neither a prawn nor an Arctic char has eyelashes...) but Kit consoled herself 
with a slab of strawberry cheesecake which made us wonder if it had been made from skyr.

On the boat ride, Anna had tipped us off about seeing seals further south, beyond the bridge where the 
lagoon meets the sea, so with plenty of time to spare, we took a look. Kit was rather more observant 
about the rocks we were climbing over near the water, noticing that several of them had significant  
pyrite92 deposits. I should have noticed that, but I was too busy looking for seals. We already knew 
about the deep red iron-rich rocks that we'd seen at Kerið and Leirhnjúkur, and the whole country had 
been spitting hydrogen sulphide at us practically since we'd arrived, so it came as no surprise to me 
that a mineral that is composed of iron(II) persulphide would be present here. Enough geochemistry 
for now, and back to Naturewatch. Hannah was very good at spotting the seals, but would usually 
respond with "it's over there!" and point vaguely in the direction of the seal, which had disappeared by 
the time I'd worked out where she was pointing. Eventually, I saw several, which kept their heads up 
for long enough to film one of them diving. Score. Even better was a display of swarming Arctic terns  
divebombing something in the water – maybe they were looking for fish – but the crowning moment 
was a skua picking a fight with one of them and, with the appreciable size and strength difference 
between the two of them, ripping it to shreds right in front of us as if to serve a dish of revenge (chips 
and  gravy optional)  to  the  species  that  had  acted  like  a  bunch of  chav  hellspawn to  us  back  at 
Arnarstapi. For once, I was happy to see a display of outright thuggery. Further down towards the sea 
came a sight that only Iceland could have brought us – we've all heard of beached whales, especially 
since our time in Húsavík, but here we could see beached icebergs. And, of course, the sand was black 
for good measure. We had a few photos of us posing with the iceberg, until I accidentally knocked it 
over and it disintegrated as I tried to pick it up again. The sea gained its revenge as I attempted to  
wash grit off an otherwise perfectly smooth stone, and a wave broke over the top of my boots. Still,  
this  didn't  stop me adding an accent  to the "I" when someone before me had attempted to  write 
"ÍSLAND" in the sand.

Wet feet are annoying, especially when I've got to drive for another hour or so, but onwards we 
continued regardless, to the tiny hamlet of Hof í Öræfum. It lies just south of Skaftafell National 
Park,93 and is so small that there is only one unnumbered access road from route 1, and the roadsign 
on that access road shows the layout of the entire village (as is common for small Icelandic hamlets, 
or even entire rural roads), including our base for the next two nights, Hof's branch of Gistiheimilið 

91 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arctic_char
92 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyrite
93 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skaftafell_National_Park
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Frost og Funi94 (or Frost & Fire, as it is colloquially known in English). Having looked on the internet  
previously,  plus what passes for a brochure for this guesthouse (which is actually a massive PDF 
detailing the entire area and doubling up as a photo album95), I knew that what we would encounter 
was a stark, whitewashed, minimalist, open plan reception with polished basalt slabs on the floors and 
ultra-modern lighting that was more reminiscent of a designer bathroom. It actually looked a lot more 
welcoming than that  description when we arrived,  such was the  contrast  with the  wood-panelled 
Árnanes annexe. We were met by the owner, a middle-aged woman with the kind of sharp, weapons-
grade  glasses  that  implied  that  she  not  only  had that  bathroom to  match  the  reception,  but  had 
designed it herself. At least she was friendly and welcoming... before telling us to go away. Panic not, 
as once again we were to be housed in an annexe – but at least this one was easy to find. Hof is so 
sparse that we could see the white building she was pointing at. As long as we parked in front of that  
building, the local farmer wouldn't mind, so we were told. Our cabin was behind a small troll forest  
that we just had to arse around in for a minute or so, even though the path round it was the most direct 
route to our cabin.  Room number 8 was ours, with two rooms and one bathroom to a cabin.  We 
unlocked the door... and were greeted with another wood-panelled room! Thunderous, and then some, 
because this was now two places that I wasn't expecting to be decorated this way, and were. Never  
mind the Árból, we were now 2–1 up on that front!

We took a while sorting out the beds, as the room contained a bunk, and Kit was desperate to get the  
top bunk to remind her of her youth. Hannah, though, was none too happy about being on the bottom 
bunk as she'd had a bad experience with a top bunk caving in – as well as seeing what my immense  
weight had done to the bunk in Oslo, for those of you who remember what I'm talking about. We had 
to sort it out relatively quickly given that we'd been planning on getting a couple of hours' sleep after 
dinner, before the main event that was about to unfold in the evening. Meanwhile, I stayed in to write 
some notes that now leap out from your screen in the form of this review, Hannah left the cabin for a  
while to make a lengthy and thoroughly obscene phone call to Mike (as if the contents of that postcard 
hadn't been enough), and Kit took the video camera to explore Hof... and no sooner was that camera 
out of my sight than it had been soiled when Kit decided to film the innards of the turf church. In a 
way this christians' house of self-flagellation is interesting in that it's Iceland's  newest turf church, 
built in 1883; I suppose that makes a welcome change from millennium-old glacier ice and delving 
deep into time for all the Viking history we'd taken in on the trip so far. The graves outside are equally 
interesting, being raised lumps of turf; it is possible, around this area, that there is barely any soil to 
dig into, and this is was the locals' way of dealing with their dead. As soon as the others returned from 
their various trips outside, by which time Thor had swatted a particularly nasty rain cloud in our 
direction, which meant we had to make a dash for the main part of the guesthouse, using the troll 
forest as some kind of partial cover. There, we would have dinner; asparagus soup followed by grilled 
trout had drawn us all in despite the 3300 krónur it would relieve us of. The dining room was much  
the same as the reception only with more tables, more vegan-unfriendly chairs covered with furry 
reindeer  skin  (or  maybe  it  was  just  a  bog-standard  cow,  we  couldn't  tell,  just  the  same  as  at  
Fjörukráin), and some completely unfathomable pictures painted by a local artist, which appeared to 
depict nothing at all. Still, the food was marvellous; Kit was heard to comment on how it was amazing 
that restaurant-quality food (and we're not talking Joe's Pie & Mash Emporium here) could be found 
in the middle of nowhere. And, to nobody's surprise at all, I was presented with my Official Birthday 
card.  See, I knew what Hannah had been up to earlier  – making up a story about buying woolly 
tampons wasn't going to throw me off the scent.  Better still,  the card actually had "til hamingju" 
written on the front, so it's far more authentically Icelandic than the kitten card I found for Hannah. 
Though if it had the full "til hamingju með afmælið" it'd have been perfect.

Leaving the main part of Frost & Fire, I picked up a leaflet about guided glacier hikes. With Kit's 
birthday coming up, what I had planned for the day was a glacier tour on a snowmobile which she was 

94 http://www.frostandfire.is/english/hof/hof_home.html
95 http://www.frostandfire.is/english/hof/the_land_between.pdf
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even more uncertain about than Hannah had been about sailing. Plus, it was very difficult to book the 
snowmobiles without the internet  and it was cripplingly expensive – it cost 115 euros  last year, as 
we'd already seen what happened to the prices for whale watching... any lingering remains of that idea 
were well and truly scrapped. In the glacier hike, we found a perfect replacement, and had a choice of  
two glaciers to visit – Svínafellsjökull, a tongue of Vatnajökull that pokes into Skaftafell, and a tongue 
of Mýrdalsjökull further along the road. We could make that decision based on what we thought the 
weather would do, although we'd already had many indications about how violently changeable the 
Icelandic weather is. Including one right at this point; it was raining as we returned to the cabin, but as  
soon as we arrived back in our room, it stopped...

...which was a very welcome development. As I mentioned earlier, we should have tried to sleep at 
this point, but we preferred to stay awake, indulge in further ridiculously X-rated conversation and eat 
large lumps of Epykkkkk Chocolate Official Birthday Cake. Kit disappeared to the bathroom... and 
immediately came running back in a panic. "Start talking about black metal or Norse mythology!" she  
screamed at us. "The family next door are out-krieg-ing us! They're reading sagas to each other!" I 
wasn't too bothered. We all decided we were more krieg than them anyway. I make a very good Viking 
because I have a beard, don't mind sailing in rough seas, and eat dried fish – plus, the singing Viking 
at Fjörukráin said I was living proof of the Viking invasion of England,  and our blue-clad Valkyrie 
from Eiríksstaðir preferred me to modern Icelandic men. Never mind Hannah's description of herself 
as "a crap Viking, a vegetarian who gets sick on boats" – I'll be Viking enough for both of us. By the 
power invested in me by this slab of rotten shark...

At  a  quarter  to  eleven in  the  evening,  we were  back in  the  Thunder  Chariot  again,  returning to 
Jökulsárlón for the "main event" I've mentioned several times now. We had been tipped off about the 
firework display that was due to take place on the lagoon itself when we were there in the afternoon, 
and reminded when we arrived at Frost & Fire. Clearly, we couldn't miss it... and it seemed neither 
could half the population of Iceland. We arrived 35 minutes before the display was due to start, to find 
a vast queue of massive 4×4s being marshalled into parking spaces that could barely be seen in the 
dark. I say "dark", but although the sun sets everywhere in Iceland every day (except on one day in 
Grímsey, an island which is bisected by the Arctic Circle), even at 2½° south of the Arctic Circle a 
month after Summer Solstice, it never quite gets pitch black; there's still a faint hint of deep blue sky 
in the northwest. Not that this was going to spoil the view of the fireworks; Icelanders are fanatical 
about  flashes  and bangs in  the sky,  and being outside the EU, aren't  bound up by the restrictive 
regulations about how loud or how bright they can be. This was admirably demonstrated over the next 
25 minutes, in which the sky was lit up by a torrent of red, green, blue, white and gold, and the area  
echoed constantly with the sound of Kabul on a night of frenzied Taliban insurgency. Those whose job 
it was to light the fireworks did so by scrambling over whichever icebergs they were launched from – 
the one exception being a shower of sparks released along the length of the bridge over route 1. At 
only very few points during the entire display was there any hint of a break.  Icelanders don't  do 
firework displays by halves, after all. Standing out in the cold for over an hour in total meant I'd 
needed my woolly gloves as well as the Tom G. Warrior hat, but it had most definitely been worth it.  
The locals were inclined to agree; many of them were mind-meltingly drunk by now and were singing 
boisterously, but given where we were and the language they were singing in, even that sounded like 
the musical recital of an Old Norse poem...

It was another 40 minutes' drive back to Frost & Fire, by which time it was gone one in the morning.  
That's what it took to get us to shut up and get some sleep without any filthy conversation...
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–  Sunday, 16th August: Day Eleven  –
–  The Skaftafell Experience  –

Given how late we'd gone to bed, it was a surprise that we all woke up around half past eight. This  
may have been something to do with the sun revealing itself properly for the first time since... ever, so 
it felt – and there was barely a cloud in the sky. This was a very welcome development given what we 
had in store for the day... and also because it helped up to get up quickly. Breakfast at Frost & Fire  
finished very early – round about 9:30 if I remember rightly – which meant it was a shower-free 
scramble up the road to the main building. Breakfast's welcome surprise came in the form of cottage 
cheese; we had no idea if Icelanders had ever heard of it before, given that they have skyr to keep  
them happy. The smoked salmon had also returned, and we all know how well regular smoked salmon 
goes with cottage cheese and crispbread... if only it wasn't so annoyingly low in fat. I was going to  
need calories... more than I usually carry around with me. A few cups of coffee with lots of sugar were 
a step in the right direction. After breakfast, I discovered Frost & Fire's ingenious way of making sure  
we all have short showers; something was blocking the plughole, so the shower didn't drain properly, 
and after any more than ten minutes it would almost certainly have flooded. And we were, for once, 
out of the geothermal water zone, so the hot water wouldn't last forever... although at least it didn't 
smell of eggy farts.

We planned to spend the day on the longest hike possible round Skaftafell National Park, given that it  
was the main attraction of the area. We had been advised by the Rough Guide to buy a decent map of 
the park, the best one being Landmælingar Íslands.96 Unfortunately, when we looked round the maps 
available at Skaftafell's visitor centre, this map was conspicuous by its absence. After much debate, 
including a consultation with a man at the checkout, I decided the Mál og Menning map was the better 
bet. It showed the hiking trails, contour lines and names of all the viewpoints, so I figured we couldn't  
go too far wrong with it. The visitor centre also gave us a chance to book the glacier hike – which we 
eventually  decided  to  do  the  next  day  on  Svínafellsjökull,  given  that  there  were  a  number  of 
experienced guides available, and we had the option of not taking the very easiest of the tours. I've 
said it before, and though it didn't always work out the way we wanted, I'll say it again – we didn't  
come this far to take the easy option. Not unless it's absolutely necessary, obviously. Also in the visitor 
centre was a sharp reminder of what can go wrong on a glacier; a display case told the tragic tale of a 
couple of Nottingham University students, Ian Harrison and Tony Prosser, who had disappeared on 
Öræfajökull in 1953; the glacier finally spat out their equipment in 2006, complete with 53 years' 
worth of rust. We would not be taking our glacier hike lightly, but we knew we would be in good  
hands.

As for the current day's excursions, we were expecting to be out there for six hours, following the 
longest trail of them all, past Svartifoss, along the Skorabrýr ridge and to the highest peak this side of 
Morsárdalur,  at  Kristínartindar,  before following the course of Skaftafellsjökull  down towards sea 
level. If there was time, there was another trail to the snout of Skaftafellsjökull, which would give us a 
brief look at a real glacier before the next day's proper experience. We started our hike at exactly 
12:12 pm – I was timing us, so I knew exactly how long we'd been up there and, eventually, how our  
time to complete the hike compared with what we'd been told in the Rough Guide. Barely half an hour 
in and we'd reached our first target – the very steep and very-possible-to-fall-off-and-die Hundafoss. 
The trail leads right up to the edge of this waterfall which looks a lot higher from the top that I would  
bet it does at the bottom. There are no guide ropes to instruct us all not to dive over it,  or wade 
through the stream leading up to it – my experience trying to wade through the Tolminka in rural  
Slovenia had shown me how deceptively strong river currents can be, so I kept my distance... except 
to film the view over the top of the waterfall.
96 http://www.lmi.is
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A further half hour's hike away was one of the highlights of the park – another waterfall, Svartifoss.97 
Literally "the black waterfall", presumably because the bedrock is basalt, the reason why it features on 
postcards right the way round the entire country (in the company of Strokkur, Þingvellir, the Northern 
Lights and the eruptions of Heimaey and Surtsey) was obvious. You're all familiar with the basalt 
columns at the Giant's Causeway, right? Now turn them upside down, bend them into a horseshoe 
shape and drop a waterfall over the centre of the curve, and you've got Svartifoss. It really is striking, 
and a lot of people would agree with me as there were probably more people in brightly coloured 
hiking gear out here than there were in the visitor centre. Fortunately, the crowd dissipated for long 
enough for us to get a decent set of photos (both serious and krieg) and a few bits of video. This 
includes one of me pretending to take a shower under the edge of the waterfall, as well as one of me 
climbing the rocks behind it and emerging out the other side. I was told, somewhere, that this is one of 
the few waterfalls where traversing behind the water flow is possible, and I wanted to prove that it 
was. If there had been any hint that it was likely to be dangerous and ending in a horrible injury, I  
would not have done it – but I did, and if I can do it at my age and in my not-particularly-athletic  
condition, then anyone can. Except Kit, who refused to try it.  Hannah didn't even move from her 
vantage point further up the bank, and nobody else was brave enough. I'm almost disappointed that 
nobody fell into the pool, but it wasn't going to be me.

Initially, there was some confusion as to which way we should leave Svartifoss – and after initially 
heading back the way we came, expecting to find a second path, we realised we should have followed 
everyone else  and gone the  other  way...  which  I'd  thought  was  the  right  way all  along,  but  had 
somehow gone with Kit and Hannah's collective suggestion. Still, our mistake corrected, we continued 
up a hill which had steps helpfully carved into it; soon we were at the top of the stairs and had found 
the  Sjónarsker  viewpoint,  marked with  one  of  those  compasses  set  into  stone which  showed the 
general direction of most of the towns and glaciers in the area, and which indicated the end of any 
outside assistance we would get from this point other than the ubiquitous yellow posts marking the 
path. Those posts led into a forest... of sorts. It had a dirt path running through it, but as the trees were 
only four feet tall or so, a joke that Kit had told previously suddenly took on new meaning...

Q: What do you do when you're lost in an Icelandic forest?
A: Stand up.

The path may not have been conducive to getting lost, but it was certainly long. We knew what we'd  
taken on, but we thought that at two hours after we'd left Svartifoss, we'd be a bit further along the 
trail than we were. We'd reached a lake which appeared not to be marked on the map, but we knew we 
were in sight of the Morsárdalur valley. Possibly the reason why it had taken so long was because a 
fair bit of the hike so far had been uphill, with only the tree-lined section being flat. At these points 
Hannah would take off like a Saturn V rocket, much the way she had done at Vindbelgjarfjall, Kit 
would follow some way behind, and I'd be miles off in the background. I wasn't built for this kind of 
exercise, but as ever, I will get there in the end. I was determined that today would be no exception...

Onwards we continued – unfortunately, still uphill – and it seemed that all the traffic was going the 
other way. Wave after wave of professional hikers, wearing day-glo orange storm jackets and Tom G. 
Warrior hats (I'd not worn mine as I'd get far too hot) who were carrying hiking sticks and probably 
had adenoidal voices, passed us, with very little evidence that there were too many others taking the 
trail our way. Eventually we reached Nyrðrihnaukur, 706 metres above sea level – and there was still  
another 420 metres to ascend, potentially. Upon reaching that point we were four hours into the hike 
and the end was still nowhere in sight... but what we saw there made the whole hard slog well worth  
it. In the distance was Morsárjökull, a glacier that would be cascading off a cliff face, if only it wasn't  
frozen solid. There were what appeared to be frozen waterfalls, though on closer inspection (via my

97 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Svartifoss
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The magnificent Svartifoss.

Kit models my Tom G. Warrior hat. I think it suits her more than me...
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video camera's mighty zoom lens) the waterfalls were moving and were clearly meltwater that was 
flowing out from underneath. Other than that minor detail, if there was anything in this entire country 
that might have inspired parts of Norse mythology, this was it, and the most likely candidate for its 
mythological companion was Hvergelmir, the spring where all cold rivers originate from. Kit, on the 
other hand, considered it Iceland's closest approximation to the Gates of Blashyrkh, though it would 
need to be surrounded by pine forests to qualify properly, and they're far more prevalent in Norway. 
None of us could deny that it was a sight to make us grateful we'd come this far.

An hour passed as we continued upwards, to the foot of the steep slope that would take up towards 
Kristínartindar's major northern peak, at a massive 1126 metres above sea level. There was a decision 
to be made here: did we want to take the easy lowland path round Kristínartindar's minor southern 
peak (I say minor, it still reaches 979 metres), or go for the really tricky climb up the highland path, 
which ran right between the two? After all, it had to be worth doing, otherwise it wouldn't have been 
mentioned on the map. The climb up would be steep, but not impossible; the problem was, what we 
could see ahead – right up near the crest – was a path across a scree slope. It looked dangerous, so we 
took the easy path....

...and then, less than ten minutes later, turned back and took the difficult path upwards. We had not 
come this far to chicken out now. And so our pace, which had been slow up to this point on the uphill  
sections, slowed even more. It can't have been more than a quarter of a mile point to point, but the  
slope was really taking its toll.  Now was probably not the time to tell Kit and Hannah about that 
unfortunate episode of heart trouble I'd had at a barbecue almost a year earlier... why I did is beyond 
me. The pace became moribund on the scree slope as we all slid backwards with every step and were 
very careful not to drop off the path – one step either side could have been catastrophic. But, after an 
hour on that horrifically steep slope, we made it. The sharp, jagged peaks of Kristínartindar's highest 
point were hidden in the fog, so there was no way we were going to make it right to the top – but at  
least Skaftafellsjökull was still visible, right up to the confluence of two higher glaciers. We spent a 
while up there, not just to take in the view that we'd climbed such a long way over a long time for, but  
also to cool off a bit. Unsurprisingly, that high up and that close to a glacier, it wasn't half cold. Kit 
disappeared behind a rock for a disturbingly long time... long enough that we had to shout for her to 
return from wherever she'd gone, as by the time the fog had completely obscured the converging 
glaciers and the last thing I wanted was for it to enshroud us while we were still more than two hours  
from safety. Once Kit had emerged from her hiding place, there was time for a blast on the Horn Of 
Wacken. It echoed impressively round the mountains, so she gave it another go for good measure... 
but only then did we realise that we might well be the only people left that high up on the mountain, 
and if anyone heard it, it might have been interpreted as a distress signal...

We thought we'd better scarper, and followed the trail back down the eastern side of the minor peak, 
towards Skaftafellsjökull. Initially, it looked like we'd have a quick descent... until the path suddenly 
disintegrated. I was leading the way this time, as I had done on the way down from Vindbelgjarfjall –  
so I was the first to run into the potential death trap that involved hanging onto the rocks for grim 
death and inching my way over what remained of the path at that point. Hannah was rather more 
apprehensive about crossing the rocks... Kit, on the other hand, nearly froze in blind terror, but still 
made it to the other side and lived to tell the tale. Our reward for clearing this tricky obstacle was for  
the fog to lift, revealing the two converging glaciers again for the best view of them we'd been given 
so far. From there on, the descent was easy – we even took a mild detour to take a closer look at some 
sharp rocks which looked as if they'd been carved by trolls. The path was clear, and led the way to a 
cairn which we thought was marked on the map as being the point where the highland and lowland 
paths met up...

...it wasn't.
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Morsárjökull: variously known as Hvergelmir, or maybe the Gates of Blashyrkh.

The confluence of Skaftafellsjökull and one of its feeder glaciers.
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We had followed the only path this side of Kristínartindar that led down from the summit... and, all of  
a sudden, it had disappeared. We checked the map... it didn't help us at all. Where we thought we were 
on the map, we weren't. We had been well and truly led up the garden path. We stood there for a while, 
wondering what in the blue hell we could do that didn't involve climbing back upwards and retracing 
our entire route back down the difficult scree slope, and also trying to identify if what we say deep in  
the valley below was the path we were supposed to be on. After much deliberation, and with the 
pressing need to move on given that we had now been on the hiking trail for seven hours, we decided 
that we had to break every rule in the Icelandic Book Of Hiking and walk off the trail, taking the 
shortest route possible to the bottom of the mountain. There was a convenient dried-up river bed in 
front of us, so we followed it down as far as we could, until – finally – we were greeted with the sight  
of yellow posts marking the official path that we had (unintentionally, at first...) strayed off. But which 
way  should  we  go?  To  the  left  the  path  headed  uphill,  back  towards  the  higher  points  of 
Skaftafellsjökull; to the right, it appeared to be heading downhill... so, making what appeared at the 
time to be an informed decision, we went right. After about twenty minutes, though, the curvature of 
the path was starting to worry me. It was not heading down the slope, more like... across it. That awful 
sinking feeling I was developing that this might actually be the lowland path that we had spurned 
earlier became a fully sunk feeling when we turned the corner and saw, in front of us, the highland 
path in the distance. We were now closer to taking a fully circular path round the southern peak and 
would be better completing that circle than turning back, because at least we knew where we were and 
how long it would take us to get back down the mountain from the point where the highland path 
started. We took a well-deserved break before completing the circle which happened at, as near as 
makes no difference, eight hours after we had set off... it had taken five hours to get to this point first 
time round, but that had all been uphill, so given what we'd learnt at Vindbelgjarfjall, it was going to 
be another two and a half hours before we were back at the visitor centre. We must, surely, have been 
the only people left on the mountain at that point, and we were still a long way from safety.

Going down was, as ever, a lot easier than going up. We took another look at Morsárjökull on the way, 
and indulged in that dodgy conversation that we'd been too tired for the night before... it's not as if 
anything or anyone was going to stop us for too long. I still have no idea how a conversation about sex 
change  operations  somehow  morphed  into  me  giving  Kit  a  lecture  on  cyanide  chemistry...  but 
somehow, it did... that's a measure of how bizarre the day was getting. An unexpected bonus of this 
extended day in the wilderness was that we were given another look at Svartifoss, this time in the 
descending twilight. I made my best attempt to get a photo of it without using the flash, which is one 
of the many reasons why I'd brought my tripod with me. It wasn't terribly successful, but then I don't 
have  any  more  than  a  portable  digital  camera.  Someone  with  an  SLR would  undoubtedly  have 
captured the moment brilliantly. And so, with the home straight in sight, we increased the pace... and 
ended the hike at, by my watch, 10:33 pm. It had taken us a grand total of 10 hours and 21 minutes. 
And what I really, really needed right at that point was a massive tub of skyr. Of course, I was to be 
denied as the visitor centre had closed an hour and a half earlier. At this point I noticed an information 
board showing the difficulty of the various hikes in the area, crudely rated out of three. We had just 
gone on one of the hardest hikes in the area.

The sight of the Thunder Chariot looking lonely in the car park confirmed that we were the last people 
to leave the mountain. We had finished the hike by crossing Skaftafell's campsite; there were a large 
number of tents, all full of people who had finished hiking and were looking forward to a long night's 
sleep  –  or  at  least  as  long as  you  can  get  when it  is  daylight  at  half  past  five  in  the  morning.  
Unsurprisingly, the one and only petrol station between Skaftafell and Frost & Fire – which isn't a  
massive distance, after all – had long since closed, so there was no chance of picking up any skyr  
there  either.  It  was  gone eleven  by the  time  we arrived  back  at  Frost  & Fire,  and  we  were  all  
thoroughly knackered,and possibly going slightly mad. Or were we? Hannah was parading around in 
her pants but by the standards of what we were talking about on the way down the mountain, and after 
we'd turned the lights off just about every night on the entire trip, this wasn't exactly out of character.
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Overall,  the  day reminded me of  Top Gear's  African  Road Trip,  where  they showed that  it  was 
possible to cross the Makgadikgadi salt pan and the Okavango Delta in three beat-up old nails, one of 
which was a misfiring Lancia Beta, proving that the people of Surrey did not need massive 4×4s to 
take  the  kids  to  school  and  go  shopping.  What  we proved  was  that  it  is  possible  to  conquer  a 
particularly tricky hike  without  all  the bright  orange hot  water  tank insulation  jackets,  massively 
calorific energy bars, and those sticks that every professional hiker with an adenoidal voice carries 
without fail. We didn't need any of that. I had my rations of Special K bars, which were about as useful 
as a submarine sunroof, and was wearing a T-shirt and combat trousers for most of the hike – no more, 
or I'd have boiled alive. Hannah thought it best to do the hike in her trainers which had been fixed 
with generous amounts of gaffer tape. None of us had any specialist equipment, and not only had we 
survived, but we had – at least when we weren't lost – enjoyed ourselves.

But we needed a good rest afterwards...

Nine hours into the hike, Hannah looks unimpressed. But at least the scenery was fabulous.
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–  Monday, 17th August: Day Twelve  –
–  An icy hike, and the arrival in Vík í Mýrdal  –

What better way to follow an exhausting day than with a nastily early start? I ask you. Still, what we 
had planned required us all to be out of bed by 7:30... and none of us were really ready. Worse than 
that was that it had been hammering down with rain for most of the night, keeping us all awake for  
longer than we wanted. And we had to pack up all our gear before breakfast, so we could hand the key 
back while we were at the main guesthouse – leaving us very little time to think about how, on this of  
all days, the Icelandic weather might be about to catch up with us in the most diabolical way possible.  
Needless to say, we all packed in as much coffee as possible to keep us awake. After all, it's good to be 
alert when you're marching across a glacier.

Fortunately, we were so efficient that morning that there was time to stop at the one and only N1 
station between Hof and Skaftafell for a much-needed giant tub of skyr. We were at the Icelandic 
Mountain Guides98 hut in Skaftafell's car park with time to spare – good job, because there were a fair 
few others who were all going to be queueing to be fitted with the proper equipment – crampons, a 
helmet and safety harness, as well as any glacier explorer's essential piece of equipment, the ice axe. 
At least we would be split into two groups – the plebs on the "Blue Ice Adventure", otherwise known 
as the bottom rung of glacier exploration, and those of us on the side of the righteous who had paid a  
bit more for the "Glacier Adventure"– slightly more ambitious but well within our capabilities. Plus, it 
cost us less per hour on the ice, which was an additional bonus. Before the plebs were sent for their 
all-too-brief time on the glacier, we were introduced to our guide, a New Zealander called James, who 
gave us the expected safety lecture – I found him a bit abrupt at first, though maybe that was because 
of his Kiwi accent which has always seemed to me as similar to Australian but with a bit of hot-
headed Afrikaaner mixed in. Though our tour officially began at 10:15, it took 45 minutes to get onto 
the ice; this involved a short minibus ride down a road as dreadful as route 365, a walk towards the 
glacier and then a series of descents down a rock face where there were ropes to help us all out – so 
we had to go one by one, which ate up more time than I'd expected. Still, at about eleven, and after 
another lecture on how to use our equipment wisely and how to walk with crampons, we finally made 
it onto the ice of Svínafellsjökull.

As soon as we'd crossed the initial lumps of ash-strewn snout ice (which I'd initially thought was 
rock...) to land on the proper white stuff, we were given another lecture... on what not to do with ice 
axes and crampons. James spent a while showing us the various comedy pratfalls we might encounter 
were we not to get to grips with the stompy walk required to force the spikes of the crampons into the 
ice; he'd said it would take a while to master it, but so far I was having no trouble, and neither were 
most of the group. Clearly, we were fast learners. Then, just as James had shown us the best way to 
lose an ice axe, he went stomping off into the distance, leaving us behind for a few minutes. Some 
absent-minded buffoon on the Blue Ice Adventure had left a backpack behind, and he'd been charged 
with  returning  it  to  its  rightful  owner.  Meanwhile,  this  gave  us  all  a  chance  to  survey  our  icy 
environment. As well as being partially coated in a layer of volcanic ash, the glacier was dotted with  
melt holes, all filled with that striking shade of blue water we'd seen at Jökulsárlón, and each with a 
small pile of volcanic ash at the bottom. James soon returned to continue his lecture on glaciers – and 
ask if any of us knew how they were formed, so I gave the suitable-for-all explanation that I'd learned 
as a 12-year-old in geography lessons, rather than the more technical version I'd received as a 19-year-
old Cambridge part time geologist. The group was impressed. I was mildly smug.

98 http://www.mountainguides.is
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Do not come near me when I'm wielding an ice axe!

Attractive blue lakes often conceal deep crevasses. Achtung!
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On we marched, still stomping as we'd been instructed to so. The crunch of ice under the crampons 
was really impressive, and it was clear they'd been well designed for the job – the glacier surface was 
composed of tightly packed ice crystals rather than being completely solid. This also meant James 
could show us the benefit of the ice axe, as he started hammering on one of the slopes to carve some 
makeshift steps which we'd have to climb up at a slight angle. Shards of ice flew in all directions, and 
no doubt the bleeding-heart enviro-nazis would not approve of his rampant demolition of the surface 
ice... but still, that's better than having one of us fall over into any crevasses lying in wait for us, of  
which there were an increasing number. This was also the point where the different techniques for 
walking up, across and down a slope were starting to come in very useful – never mind how silly we 
might have looked leaning backwards onto the ice axe when we were going downhill, that was the 
best way to do it. The reward for mastering all our ice walking techniques finally became apparent  
about fifty minutes into the hike, when we reached a crest on the glacier, and could see clearly both 
ways – down towards the snout and the meltwater running towards the sea, and upwards towards the 
impressive ice falls ahead of us. If we thought we'd seen a frozen waterfall from the hike the day 
before that wasn't quite frozen, then this was the real thing; the ice was continuous even where the  
slope increased suddenly. It was unfortunate that the weather was still very cloudy, or it would have 
been a spectacular view.

All the time, James had been stopping us regularly so that the slower members of the group (of which 
I was not one!) could catch up, and so we could take pictures or videos; he'd even offered to take a 
few group shots of us. Along the way, we encountered even more of those deep blue holes, which 
were now deeper and more numerous. One of these, a moulin,99 was the largest hole we'd seen up to 
that point, until we were introduced to what appeared at first sight to be a lake, until James stood on it,  
and invited us to do the same, as it was only an inch deep. Mostly. It was only when we were standing 
on the "lake" did it become obvious that it was a giant crevasse disguised by some extra surface water, 
and was so deep it  was  impossible  to  see the  bottom irrespective  of  how clear  the  water  was... 
needless to say, we were all very careful, while still curious to find out exactly how far down we could 
see. James was also trying to explain to us why the water was blue, muttering something about other 
colours being less able to penetrate the mass of ice. I'd heard a more advanced explanation about the 
very mild absorption in the red part of the visible spectrum being due to an overtone of the O–H 
stretch usually seen at about 3000-3300 cm–1 in the infrared spectrum... and found myself standing on 
a glacier with my phone out trying to do calculations to work out which overtone it was. It turned out  
that four times the regular frequency is just encroaching into red light rather than infrared, but because 
that absorption would be so weak, there needs to be an enormous body of water to show any colour; a 
lake,  or  a  glacier,  will  do  the  trick.  I  was  struggling  to  remember  whether  four  times  the  base 
frequency was  the  second  or  third  overtone  while  I  was  on  the  glacier,  but  irrespective  of  this  
nomenclatural complication it turns out I knew (mostly) what I was talking about,100 even though the 
real explanation is rather more complicated.

As we started to make our way back down the glacier, the best view of the day was handed to us on a  
plate as the sun appeared and swatted away all the clouds over the ice falls further up the glacier, 
giving us all the postcard-quality scenery we'd been looking for all day. Further down our return trip,  
there was another diversion that made the crevasse-lake look like a small dimple. James had picked up 
a huge boulder on the way, for no apparent reason... until he showed us the deepest hole to be found 
on that area of the glacier at the time. He dropped the boulder, and about two seconds later there was a 
resounding crash as the boulder hit the ice on the bottom. A very crude calculation suggests it was 
about 80-100 metres deep. We were offered a look down the hole, but as there was no possibility of 
rescue should one of us be unlucky enough to fall down, James made sure to secure us all with a rope.  
Kit was first of anyone to have a look, prompting Hannah to comment that she was looking like "an 
inquisitive  puppy".  This  was  supposed  to  be  a  compliment...  of  sorts,  given  that  we  were  all 

99 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moulin_%28geology%29
100http://www.dartmouth.edu/%7Eetrnsfer/water.htm
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"inquisitive puppies" by the time we'd all stared into the jaws of freezing cold death. I was probably 
the slowest of the three of us, but also the most careful, and I'd brought the biggest rock to hurl into  
the abyss. And that was almost that – we had one more brief stop for James to explain how the piles of 
ash and mud found at the bottom of a hole eventually rises up and deposits itself on the surface...  
which, unfortunately, I can't remember the details of. Finally, it was off with the crampons, down with 
the axes, and a short scramble back up the rock face, passing a new batch of hikers on the Blue Ice 
Adventure. By half past one in the afternoon we were back at the car park, having had only 2½ hours 
on the ice, but that was still far more than the Blue Ice plebs had been given. As we waited for the 
minibus to pick us up again, James told us of his Iceland experience – for instance, the difference 
between KEA skyr and skyr.is. Both are made by Mjólkursamsalan,101 the Icelandic national dairy, 
only KEA skyr comes from Akureyri (where the seemingly all-pervading influence of the KEA co-
operative caused us to refer to KEA skyr as "Masonic skyr"...) and skyr.is comes from Reykjavík... but 
KEA is  made with chunks of  real  fruit  and skyr.is  isn't.  James also  regaled us  with tales  of  his 
Icelandic girlfriend, and how he'd come to Iceland to study and do a bit of glacier guidance in his 
spare time, rather than have her study in New Zealand because that'd be too expensive for her. I 
repeat: he has an Icelandic girlfriend. I was mildly jealous.

Once we'd arrived back at  the car  park,  Hannah was getting very excited.  "I  really,  really fancy 
James!" she drooled. Unfortunately, she was not referring to me. And now, I knew that the celebratory 
tub of blueberry skyr I'd bought earlier in the day was the inferior Reykjavík version. I was mildly 
annoyed,  but this  was soon forgotten as we left  Skaftafell  and headed west.  We'd been told of a 
deserted bridge which, allegedly, we could see from our vantage point on Svínafellsjökull, but it hadn't 
been terribly obvious. After all,  a grey,  concrete bridge didn't stand out too well against  the grey 
background of the Skeiðarársandur,  the vast  mud plain formed by the outwash from Vatnajökull.  
Driving over this bridge, though, was a strange experience. Skeiðarárbrú is Iceland's longest bridge (or 
maybe second longest – the information varies...), at 880 metres – so long that, being an einbreið brú 
it needs two passing places along its length – and it crosses... nothing. Well, nearly nothing – there's 
one small stream that surely doesn't need a half-mile-long bridge, right? Well, when it was built, there 
had been a lot to cross – but glaciers can be temperamental and their outwash streams have a habit of 
changing course suddenly and without warning. That's exactly what happened here, only a couple of 
months before we'd arrived. Had we been here in May it'd have been a very different sight. Now, the 
outwash that used to flow under Skeiðarárbrú has directed itself under a much shorter bridge further 
west, which has had to be hastily reinforced with a generous pile of rocks.

It was fortunate that we'd left Skaftafell when we did, otherwise we would not have been treated to the 
unusual sight of Skeiðarárbrú. Not so long after we'd crossed it, the malevolent skies we'd seen in the 
distance dropped their entire contents over us. Imagine, if you will,  a 140-odd kilometre drive, in 
double  wiper  speed  weather,  where  the  only  signs  of  life  were  round  the  isolated  (and  almost 
unpronounceable) outpost of Kirkjubæjarklaustur, approximately half way through. At least we didn't 
need to stop anywhere, though, and the rain had dried up by the time we arrived at our next base camp 
– Iceland's southernmost and (ironically) rainiest town, Vík í Mýrdal.102 Almost unbelievably, we had 
stayed one step of the weather again. There was even a brief appearance from the sun so that Kit could 
take a few pictures of some of the more attractive buildings on the north side of route 1 – although 
most of the village is on the south side. One of these buildings is the church – said to be the only 
building in the entire village far enough up the mountain to be spared on that fateful day that Katla 103 
finally erupts – and, like Grímsvötn, it's well overdue. On that day, a large chunk of Mýrdalsjökull 
will be forcibly melted and will flow in the direction of Vík as a jökulhlaup at a terrifying speed. 
Possibly this was the only situation in which I might find myself pleased to be in a church.

101http://www.ms.is
102http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/V%C3%ADk_%C3%AD_M%C3%BDrdal
103http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Katla
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Kit takes a look at the most marvellous sight we'd seen all day, as the sun bursts over Svínafellsjökull.

When James said the crevasses were deep, he wasn't lying.
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...and this tiny stream is all that is left of the mighty torrent that once flowed under Skeiðarárbrú...

We arrive safely in Vík í Mýrdal, where it isn't raining.
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At this stage of the trip we were all running short of cash, and for once, decided we would make our  
own dinner.  So  we took a  look  around the  local  supermarket,  which  was  well  stocked  and had 
generous opening hours given that it served a village of 300 people; it was five in the afternoon, and 
I'd half-expected it to be closed. Kit looked for more energy drinks, Hannah was attracted to the tubs 
of cream cheese, while I thought I'd investigate a small tin of carrots and a much larger tin marked 
"fiskbollur", wondering if these "fish balls" were going to be anything like Chinese pork balls... or if 
there would be a nasty surprise. After all, we all knew by now of the culinary delights that this country 
could throw at us...

At  approaching  six,  we  booked  in  at  Hótel  Höfðabrekka,104 which  would  be  our  last  "new" 
accommodation on this trip, given that we were due to return to Kríunes for our final night. It is by no 
means the only accommodation in the area, as I was soon to find out when confronted at reception 
with the sight of a ranting Dutchman who'd been well and truly screwed by the local branch of Hótel 
Edda, who'd been sent this far down the road – about 6 km east of Vík – only to find that Höfðabrekka 
was full. I said nothing, knowing I was to be one of the occupants of the full hotel, so I allowed him a 
while to let off steam, and took a look at the dining room. Like the reception area, it was as gloriously  
wood-panelled  as  our  rooms at  Árnanes  and Frost  & Fire  had  been,  was  decorated  with  stuffed 
seabirds, and had a bar in the corner which I figured would come in handy at some stage. Once the 
Dutchman had calmed down, despite being sent off to another hotel 6 km the other side of Vík, I was 
able to pick up the key to room 53 and explain to Hannah and Kit why I'd taken so long. The hotel is  
far from one building; from the outside it looks more like an army barracks with red roofs, and room 
53 was in the largest of those buildings... from inside, though... jackpot! Two more nights in a wood-
panelled room, but  this one had an en-suite bathroom, and was the largest room we'd had since the 
Reindeer  Room at  Kríunes.  Fantastic,  and then some.  Kit  had spotted the four  hot  tubs and was 
already planning on making a move on one of them; I thought I'd make dinner. After all, I had a stove, 
a supply of gas, my mess tins, a tin of fiskbollur, a tin of carrots, and a tin opener. (That's a lot of tin...) 
Of course, at the risk of repeating myself,  I remembered to buy a lighter... Back I went, to the N1 
station just up the road, and found a variety of motoring essentials (and not-so-essentials), and plenty 
of camping equipment, but no lighters...  until I asked at the counter and found that Icelandic law 
requires lighters and tobacco products to be hidden under the counter. They had no lighters, but did 
have a box of matches... for fifteen krónur. In our money, that's 7½p. I wondered if it had cost more 
than that in petrol to drive out there and back (and now I find it did... 10 km in total, there and back... 
120 krónur!)

I returned to find Hannah passed out on the bed, so she wouldn't be bothered by the aroma of fishy 
cooking aromas. So, finally, I was able to make dinner. Despite the smoke detector looking like it was 
terminally broken, I thought I'd commandeer the bathroom to be my makeshift kitchen, given that it 
had an extractor fan. The tin of fiskbollur (complete with lashings of pale tomato sauce that looked 
more like it belonged on a prawn cocktail) was so huge that I had to heat it in two halves. Kit's  
Icelandic potatoes, obtained at Bónus in Egilsstaðir three days earlier, needed using up, so she donated 
some to the dubious stew, and in return I said I'd share it with her, given that she was hungry as well 
and wasn't scared off by the sight of it. It looked like something a clueless first-year student would 
have come up with, but tasted OK... so we ate the lot between us, and then decided to cook the rest as  
well. There was nothing inherently wrong with the fiskbollur, even if they had the texture of Asda 
Smartprice crab sticks – so, I suppose they were a bit like Chinese pork balls, only made with fish 
instead.

Inevitably,  Hannah woke up, and asked what we'd be doing next.  It  was approaching nine in the 
evening, and thought the light was about to fade, we figured we couldn't lose anything by taking a 
look round Dyrhólaey, supposedly one of the attractions of the area. Despite checking on the map 
beforehand, it was a deceptively long way away, and it was worryingly dark by the time we turned 
104http://www.hofdabrekka.is
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onto another one of Iceland's horror roads – route 218, which is only 5 km long but seems far more  
than that when you're driving on it with other cars approaching. At one point it becomes little more 
than a causeway – the shape of the road is much the same, with no barriers and a steep slope off both 
edges of the road, but those slopes end in the sea, so I was quite grateful that there was nobody trying  
to pass us on that section. When we reached Dyrhólaey, there was just time to get out of the car, take a 
look at some strange and rusty machinery, and catch the briefest of looks at the black sand beach 
below (which  looks  really impressive  in  the  dark,  incidentally)  before  we were  hit  by a  sudden 
rainstorm. Even though we'd driven 20-odd km to find this place, we figured this was the point where 
our luck with the weather had finally run out. After all, we had not been severely compromised by the 
rain since Geysir on day three, so it was going to happen some time. We bundled into the Thunder 
Chariot and scarpered... whereupon the rain vanished as quickly as it had appeared. So, despite the 
dying daylight, on the way back I took a calculated risk and turned off towards Reynisdrangar105 – 
better  known to us as the Troll  Rocks, and said to be real trolls  caught by the sun as they were 
dragging a boat ashore... if that was the case, they'd be the oddest-shaped trolls I'd ever seen. We'd 
caught a look at them in the distance from our collective stop at the N1 station outside Vík earlier, but 
this was as close as we were going to get, as they're surrounded by the sea. We had to walk down the 
beach – which was, of course, black – to reach the headland where we had the best view of the rocks. 
Looking at them from the west, as we were, somehow they didn't look right; the angle was wrong so 
they were all hiding behind each other. Still, I managed a few long-exposure photos in the descending 
twilight, attempting to recreate a postcard I'd seen of them at late sunset – although that was taken 
from the east side, where the view is a lot better. Meanwhile, Hannah and Kit had gone to investigate 
the large caves in front of us, formed from more of those impressive hexagonal basalt columns, and 
took the video camera to film their experience. As night was falling, they suspected that if there were 
any trolls in the cave, they would be just waking up and wouldn't be too pleased to see a couple of 
humans disturbing their breakfast...

...and, sure enough, they were chased away by something very large and very hairy. I've seen the 
video, and any thoughts that the troll looks a bit like me are purely coincidental. In honour of the way 
they'd filmed their experience (particularly Hannah's "I'm really scared!" part with only half her face 
on camera...) and given that we'd had a double helping of Abbath on board the Thunder Chariot (in the 
form of both Immortal and I), we called it: "The Bleeurgh! Witch Project". Coming to your screens... 
probably never.

On the way back to the Thunder Chariot, just to make the experience extra-spooky, Kit saw a stone 
embedded in the sand that looked like a skull doing the face from The Scream. And once we'd arrived, 
and set off (by this time it was now as dark as it was ever going to get), I said  something which 
sparked Hannah off onto the most extreme of our X-rated conversations so far... which, again, I am 
going to refrain from revealing the details of... I think I tried to blank it out of my mind. We arrived 
back at Höfðabrekka, but still it continued... until about half an hour after we'd returned. I had two 
cans of Víking left, which I was supposed to be saving for the hot tub... but downed one anyway.

Those two... they drove me to drink.

105http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reynisdrangar
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–  Tuesday, 18th August: Day Thirteen  –
–  The Epic Tale of Skógar  –

The day that would speak to us the loudest of Iceland and the people who live here now and in the 
past is the day of the week with both runic characters in it (i.e. þriðjudagur, even if its original name,  
týsdagur, is more reflective of Old Norse folklore). Something of a bonus, isn't it? And talking of 
bonuses, Bónus had been open to provide us with much-needed skyr,  which was even more of a 
bonus. Are you confused yet? No? Good. This time there was no guarantee we would have so much 
luck, but still spirits were high as we woke up to say til hamingju með afmælið to Kit, who racked up 
another year and began the long, 365-day countdown to a huge number I'd just reached not even a 
month before. So it was revealed that my stealth card-buying at Reykjahlíð on day seven had involved 
two cards, and I'd spent the past six days trying to keep Kit away from the cardboard folder I'd been  
keeping all our various pieces of essential literature in, as it was also the hiding place for the card. I 
think she was quite pleased with the card with cars all over it, having only just recently discovered the 
extent of her automotive interest. I'm less keen on revealing what was written inside the card, seeing 
as Hannah had contributed to it in her unique way... Thor, though, was not so charitable, and was 
trying to spoil  the party with a raincloud the size of New Mexico that was already giving us an 
exceptionally generous sprinkling. Vík's reputation of being the rainiest settlement in Iceland was not 
in doubt at this point. Breakfast gave us the one unpleasant surprise of the trip (unless your name is 
Kit and you've already run away screaming from the smoked salmon at Frumskógar) – the porridge 
they were serving looked fine from a distance, but I really should have stuck to regular cereals. It had 
been made the Scottish way. In other words, boil the oats in hot water and add salt. When I was a wee  
nipper and my Dad was hanging wallpaper, I never once thought what the wallpaper paste might taste 
like – but now I'd found out. Still, I tried to negate the experience with as much meat, cheese, eggs 
and crispbreads as possible – now par for the course on our twelfth breakfast. There was something 
which I thought might be the Icelandic version of corned beef, only as Kit put it, it was more likely to 
be corned sheep. In any case, I think it was well-disguised hangiálegg. Still the rain came hammering 
down; at least with another night to come at Höfðabrekka there was no need to clear out the room and 
get all our gear wet...

There were several activities which could have amused us, and which we'd discussed both at Frost & 
Fire and after arriving at Höfðabrekka. The original intention for the day had been to indulge in some 
very Icelandic motorsport – involving one of Arcanum's snowmobile tours106 on a glacier. This had 
been  hastily  dropped,  as  I've  previously  mentioned,  for  reasons  of  availability,  practicality,  the 
crippling cost, and the obvious realisation that scaring Kit senseless on her birthday really wasn't on. 
After all, Hannah hadn't reacted too well to the trip on the boat on her birthday and we'd spent the rest 
of  the  day  trying  to  make  it  up  to  her.  Instead  of  this,  Kit  had  been  interested  in  visiting 
Vestmannaeyjar;107 seeing as she'd been the one spending the most time reading the Iceland Road 
Atlas, the advert on page 167 had caught her eye. "The visitor who has not been to Vestmannaeyjar 
has not been to Iceland," it said. It's almost as if she had me in mind; half the settlement of Heimaey,108 
the largest of the islands, was destroyed when Eldfell erupted in 1973, making the island interesting to 
geologists; it is also proud to have a restaurant which serves puffin, which had so far still eluded me. 
Unfortunately, this plan too was scuppered by the ferry times; there are only two per day each way, 
and they're timed in favour of the residents. The last ferry out is at noon, it takes 2¾ hours, and the last 
ferry back is at four... you do the maths. It would never have worked.

106http://www.snow.is
107http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vestmannaeyjar
108http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heimaey
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The mighty Skógafoss. Most of Þrasi Þórolfsson's treasure chest is still under there somewhere...

...except for Þrasi's Ring, which is inside the museum.
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So instead, despite the rain, we headed west towards the tiny village of Skógar.109 In fact, I wonder if it 
even counts as a village, seeing as most of the houses are part of its Folk Museum110 rather than 
housing any regular population. At least we would be inside for some of the day...

...until we found we didn't need to be. Barely three minutes before reaching Skógar, the rain stopped. 
Not that this stopped us getting wet, though, as our first target was... no, not another waterfall! Haven't 
we  seen  enough  of  those  already?  Even  if  we  had  (which  we  hadn't),  it's  impossible  not  to  be 
impressed  by Skógafoss.111 It's  nearly  as  much  of  an  imposing  sight  as  Dettifoss,  Goðafoss  and 
Gullfoss before it, but it's possible to get right up to the bottom of it without needing a day's hike to do 
so. I would say "legend has it..." but, actually, reality has it that this waterfall was the site of the area's 
first settler, Þrasi Þórolfsson, hiding his treasure and other worldly possessions in a chest, given that 
he considered neither of his two sons worthy to inherit anything. The chest is still in there somewhere 
– maybe in the plunge pool, maybe in the rocks behind the waterfall – nobody ever knows, but one of 
the  gold  rings  from the  side  of  the  chest  was  recovered  a  number  of  years  later,  and used  as  a 
decorative ornament on the church door. Þrasi's Ring, as it is now known, lives in the museum, but 
isn't in an obvious place (or so we were told); anyone who wants to see it only has to ask. As for 
Skógafoss itself,  it  was an imposing sight, from whatever angle we chose to look at it.  From the 
bottom, it was very wet... as I found out (somewhat deliberately) when I decided to have a look for  
Þrasi's hidden treasure. Needless to say, I didn't get very far; I wasn't wearing my waterproof trousers  
and even my storm jacket didn't offer a massive amount of protection from the massive spray kicked 
up from the plunge pool. For a better view, there were some steps up the side of the waterfall – with a 
path branching off from half way up. If anything, this was the best view of them all, even though the 
path has a Thor-knows-how-many-metres steep drop on one side and a lump of rock to scramble over 
(and hang onto for grim death); on a sunny day, which this unfortunately wasn't, the amount of spray 
is known to make multiple rainbows. We weren't too disappointed that they weren't visible, as we'd 
had a display worthy of being called Bifröst when we'd been at Goðafoss. Then, up the top, there was 
another path which was so rocky and gravelly that Kit and Hannah both refused to venture onto it. The 
path led right to the edge of the waterfall, and provides an excellent view downwards... if you like that 
sort of thing.

Something we'd all noticed was how calm the river leading away from the plunge pool was, given the 
violence of the waterfall just behind it... the same was repeated on the river at the top of the cliff, 
although it had been broken up by a few smaller waterfalls further upstream. We had a look at these, 
but not for long; the path led on for many miles, between Eyjafjallajökull and Mýrdalsjökull, and on 
towards Þórsmörk112 – the interestingly-named valley which would only be accessible otherwise from 
a mountain road which we couldn't  take the Thunder Chariot on. After a day and a half  of more 
exercise than I'm used to on the previous couple of days, though, none of us were here for a hike – 
climbing the steps was about as strenuous as it was going to get. Kit wondered how many there were, 
and decided to count them on the way down – as did I, for good measure. Kit counted 362, I counted  
382,  so  we  both  decided  we'd  dropped  a  ten  somewhere  on  the  way down and  took  372  as  a 
compromise figure. Then there was a short, but steep, gravel path to negotiate – which was rather 
more treacherous than the steps had been. That (and the pictures) should give you all an idea how tall 
Skógafoss is.

We took a brief look at the visitor centre – mainly to see if there was anything served for lunch, but 
there wasn't. Nothing instantly available, anyway, just a load of cook-it-yourself trail rations which 
were useless to us at that point as I'd (deliberately) left the stove and mess tins behind at Höfðabrekka. 
We noticed an advertising board for Icelandic Mountain Guides as we left, which had a picture of 

109http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sk%C3%B3gar
110http://www.nat.is/Sofn/eyjafjoll_skogar_folks.htm
111http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sk%C3%B3gafoss
112http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%9E%C3%B3rsm%C3%B6rk
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James on it – stating that he was still  a trainee glacier guide. For a trainee, he'd clearly done an  
excellent  job.  Hannah  was  more  concerned  with  dribbling  over  his  picture  and  making  some 
disturbing noises which are usually only heard on really low-budget pornographic films. I will say no 
more on the subject...

Onwards, to the highlight of the day – which, at this point, we had no idea was going to take up so 
much of the day. Skógar's Folk Museum is described as "one of the best museums in the country" by 
the Lonely Planet guide, so we knew we had to visit. After all, we hadn't suffered waterfall fatigue yet, 
and probably weren't going to – so despite having already seen Perlan's Saga Museum, Eiríksstaðir  
and Glaumbær on the trip so far, we weren't going to turn this one down. Plus, Hannah had already 
complimented me and Kit for wanting to visit  museums – apparently this is  something her other 
friends aren't fussed about when she's out on one of her many other excursions round the world. Even 
the entrance hall of this museum, though, was a visual feast. We were presented with a display of 
some  hundred-and-something-year-old  musical  instruments,  medals,  old  Icelandic  money,  a  huge 
number of books, including copies of Njál's Saga in many different languages (including Chinese), 
wooden cooking pots, silverware, and several giant embroidered pictures – and that's before we had 
the chance to ask about Þrasi's Ring. It was there, as clear as day, in the next room, in a display cabinet 
with its name clearly stated, but even so, a casual viewer might have missed it, and we weren't going 
to.  As we were  admiring  the  ring,  we heard  the  sound of  a  crowd gathering  outside  and music 
emanating from the old foot-pedal organ, very similar to what we'd been treated to at Glaumbær's tea 
room. An old man was playing the organ and singing, although it wasn't always possible to hear him 
over the constant thump-thump-thump of the pedals.  It turned out we were witnessing something 
special – unknown to us at the time, although I'd read about him before in the Lonely Planet guide, 
this was Þórður Tómasson, the owner of this entire collection of relics of Icelandic life from the past  
few centuries. He started amassing the collection when he was 14; he is now 88, and as far as we were 
all aware, is still collecting. And, not content with entertaining us on the organ, he moved over to 
another corner of the entrance hall and gave us a rendition of Clementine, and another Icelandic folk 
song, on the langspil. I have to say, with only two strings, one of which is a drone string, it's not the 
most tuneful of instruments, but as Þórður was only too pleased to give free concerts several times a 
day, and welcome us personally to the museum (all on camera!), none of us were going to argue even 
slightly.

So, recital over, what is the best way to describe the museum? It is vast. We were in a tiny hamlet with 
a nominal population of 25, and this collection wouldn't look out of place in Reykjavík – or even a 
larger European capital. In the first room, Þrasi's Ring is so hard to spot because it's mixed in with 
other church memorabilia – candlesticks, bells and chalices amongst others, interspersed with small 
models of animals carved out of wood. The room is utterly dominated,  though, by the Farsæll,  a 
fishing boat from the 1850s, which has been perfectly reconstructed inside, along with several of its 
old name plates and a mural of the boat in its sailing days adorning the back wall. In fact, anything 
naval or coast-related is most likely to be seen in this room, including puffin nets, harpoons, giant fish 
hooks and a slab of harðifiskur (which I was convinced was real...); there's even a section showing 
pieces of driftwood, which was exceptionally valuable back in the days when Iceland genuinely had 
no trees, as it was even better for building houses with than freshly cut wood would have been due to 
all the salt it had absorbed during its trip across the Arctic Sea from Norway, or even from Russia. 
Also, there are sextants, compasses, ship's bells, and every sailor's most essential supply – a massive 
ceramic  flagon  that  was  probably  once  full  of  grog,  and  which  proudly  displays  "The  Humber 
Shipwright Co. Ltd., St. Andrew's Dock, Hull". Glad to see that British exports were going well in 
those days!

The rest of the collection lies on the other side of the entrance hall, past Þórður's favourite organ. The 
initial room on this side is mainly taken up with tapestries and rugs hanging on the wall; many of the
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The fishing boat Farsæll, surrounded by various pieces of fishing paraphernalia.

Massive great ladles for scoops of stew or skyr... and huge kettles for making tea with. Marvellous.
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Everything the average 19th century Icelander might need to run a farm.

Would you trespass in a field with a four-horned ram?
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tapestries depict a series of turf houses with a name underneath, which were presumably personalised 
to their initial owners. There were also tobacco tins, nesting boxes, powder horns (unfortunately, none 
for drinking from), keys, and – most interesting of all – a couple of gold-plated inscriptions that had 
clearly come from a church. Note that they were not interesting because I'd suddenly taken an interest 
in  godbothery  (because  we  all  know  that  will  never happen  and  this  entire  adventure  had  only 
reinforced that  belief),  but  because of  the appearance  of  the letter  "Z" – extinct  in  the Icelandic 
language since 1974, and which has been used as a stick to beat the Hippocrene Icelandic-English 
Dictionary113 with (given that it still has several appearances of "Z" despite being published in 1990). 
Actually,  now  that  I've  studied  one  of  the  inscriptions  further,  I've  noticed  an  "Ő"  as  well  – 
presumably the accented equivalent of an "Ö", and used the same way as it is in Hungarian. But I 
digress. Before moving onto the next main room, there was a small-ish extension to the tapestry room; 
it looked more like a storeroom, given that there were no lights on, but it was full of organs, all with 
the same foot pump mechanism that we'd seen on the one in the entrance hall. There was even an 
accordion so ancient Icelanders could amuse themselves playing Korpiklaani's Greatest Hits... if only 
they'd been written at the time.

The next major room could well be termed "life on an Icelandic farm laid bare". From the exhibits on 
display here, everything you could need to dig up slabs of turf, build a house with it, haul in driftwood 
from the sea, carve it into chairs, make your clothes, wash your clothes, dry your clothes, kill some 
wildlife, harvest some plants and turn it all into a week's supply of stew were on offer. Right in front 
of us were a series of gardening and farming tools; opposite those, by way of contrast, were a couple 
of milk churns used to make butter... or maybe skyr? Next was a large pot which I'd thought was for 
cooking in, but it turned out was for laundry instead; maybe the clothes-stirring paddles next to it  
should have been a clue. Still, at least there were some very large copper kettles for making Viking-
sized mugs of tea, and a series of ladles the size of my head for serving Frost Giant-sized portions of 
skyr. Marvellous. Round the back of the room, with the kettles, came the most interesting implements; 
the branding irons came with a plank of driftwood that they'd clearly been tested on, and next to these 
were the blacksmith's tools that had been used to make them in the first place. Or, if the christians 
were  invading,  the  anvils  could  be  dropped  on  their  heads  cartoon-style.  If  you'd  prefer  to  do 
something constructive with wood there were a couple of lathes on show, one of which sported a half-
finished chair leg, but the turning mechanism had broken; the other one was still intact. Opposite these 
was a sewing machine. The collection became more random from here on, comprising some drinking 
flagons painted with that blue dye usually associated with Chinese crockery, a series of finger bones, a 
metal advertising board for Nitrophoska IG fertiliser, some herons' feet, various rocks and minerals, 
and  wooden  barrels...  before  we  came  full  circle  to  the  outdoor  tools  again,  with  a  series  of 
lumberjack's axes. Then again, with no trees in Iceland at the time, were they? These could, as I'd 
remembered from an armaments museum in San Marino, easily be used as weapons; there was a bugle 
mixed in with the axes. I'd have used it as a call to arms if I'd seen the christian invaders marching 
over the hills, to alert the lumberjacks to use their axes for a rather different purpose. Ja, hent øksa,  
og... kutt dem ned!

Upstairs was rather less warlike; three small rooms were more dedicated to handicrafts. The first room 
upstairs  contained spinning wheels both old and...  less old (I'm not going to say "new", this is a  
museum...), a large loom and an old knitting machine (with extra nuts and bolts for it stored in an 
ancient jar of raspberry jam). In short, this was everything that was needed to create rugs, cushions, 
and those ubiquitous Icelandic jumpers known as lopapeysur.114 Across a causeway over the entrance 
hall were the fruits of such labours; armchairs covered in embroidered mats and cushions, rickety 
wooden chairs that had been attractively carved and made rather less painful with more cushions, and 
a series of embroidered alphabets that would make Iceland's answer to Sesame Street proud. (Maybe 

113http://www.amazon.co.uk/Icelandic-English-English-Icelandic-Dictionary-Hippocrene-
Concise/dp/0870528017/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1256161237&sr=8-2

114http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lopapeysa
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"Óskur the grouch" lives in that cooking pot downstairs...?) Finally, on the balcony, the display came 
full  circle  with  another  grandfather  clock  similar  to  what  we'd  seen  in  the  entrance  hall,  and  a 
marvellous  view into the naval  room, looking down onto the deck of  the Farsæll.  It  had been a 
marvellous collection, and we all prepared to move on...

...until Kit told me there was even more in the basement, and that this was the really expensive stuff. 
Down two flights of stairs I went, the second I'd not known was there until this point, past a couple of 
copper plates bearing obvious images of Odin and Thor. Never mind the christians –  this is what 
belongs here. At the bottom of the stairs I was presented with a couple of very expensive rugs hanging 
on the wall – and from here the collection started to get very random. In the corner was a desk and an 
ancient typewriter bearing all the required Icelandic characters, and including the "Ø" as a hangover 
from Danish colonial times. This moved on to a glass case bearing musical instruments – mainly brass 
but  including  a  clarinet  and  an  accordion,  although  the  French  Horn  was  the  most  interesting, 
belonging as it  (probably)  did to the obscenely talented Viðar Alfreðsson – his  diploma from the 
Guildhall School of Music & Drama is on display, where he'd scored an all-time record 97%, as is one 
of his old LPs called  Spilar og Spilar. There was a small room nearby that was also had a slight 
musical theme – in that it displayed an ancient tape recorder and a 10-band radio useful for picking up 
police,  aircraft  and military transmissions...  and  amongst  this  was  a  scientific  oven,  a  display of 
Icelandic roadsigns, walking sticks, a 1980s mobile phone (that's right, it's now an official museum 
piece)  and  an  ancient  fuseboard  that  had  previously  threatened  to  compromise  my last  night  in 
Norway.

The last room of the museum was probably the most memorable of them all. It started with a couple of 
displays showing the more lavish side of Icelandic life, in a reconstructed lounge and dining room that 
were most likely the preserve of the King of Denmark or his family when he came to visit in the 
colonial days. Some Icelandic sheet music was laid out in front of the lounge, as was the front page of 
a long-defunct newspaper, Þjóðólfur,115 dating from 1876. For good measure, some old photos of what 
I thought were Icelandic swimming champions adorned one wall – but I think in retrospect they may 
have been wrestlers. Beyond this was the Natural History section – a fascinating array of all things 
animal and mineral (though not vegetable) both indigenous and not so much. The rocks and minerals 
were all in one display case, and was a collection I was truly envious of – in particular the largest  
chunk of obsidian I'd seen since the one-room museum in Stykkishólmur, and the pyrite-encrusted 
basalt which I'd recently seen for real a stone's throw from Jökulsárlón. Animal life on display was a  
mixture  of  stuffed  animals  and  skeletons;  the  skeletons  were  mostly  birds  and  fish,  while  the 
taxidermist's work ranged through just about everything. I'm not convinced there are too many cobras 
in Iceland, but there are certainly a fair few of the seabirds – guillemots, puffins, skuas and the like. 
There were also turtles, crabs and other crustaceans which I'm not sure were native, although I'd like 
to think the tröllkrabbi was a genuine Icelander. Probably the crowning glory of the Natural History 
display was the mounted head of a four-horned ram, with a rather manic look on its face; easily the 
scariest exhibit was the two-faced lamb which Kit had previously alerted me to. When someone next 
asks you "what has one ear, three eyes, two noses and two mouths?" Now you know. Brrrrr.

Guess what, everyone? Þórður's private collection is only half the story. Outside the main museum 
building is a series of other historical houses – and these begin with another turf house similar to what  
we'd seen at Glaumbær. This one, though, had something of a "master and servants" impression about 
it – it was built in a "U" shape, with three doors – one to a kitchen, and the other two to some very 
different living quarters. On one side was an attractively decorated room with an organ, dining table, 
one solitary bed and a desk – all wood panelled and very reminiscent of Glaumbær's guest room, but 
painted in a slightly lighter shade of blue. Through the other door was one long, single room, which 
resembled the mud hut that someone who's never encountered a turf house before would expect. There

115http://is.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%9Ej%C3%B3%C3%B0%C3%B3lfur
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Skógar's "master and servant" turf houses.

Room for a family of six inside the poor people's quarters.
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School is now in session. Today's lesson: chemistry. Pay attention, children.

The small dining room of the Skál house, showing that ubiquitous shade of blue on the walls.
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was barely enough in here to keep its occupants interested in continued life; a tiny table, a coffee 
grinder, a paraffin lamp, a couple of spinning wheels... and that's really it. There was no discernible 
form of heating (as in no fireplace and not even a hole to let any smoke out), and the six beds all had 
very rough and itchy blankets, and were so short that they looked like they'd been designed for people 
who'd had their legs amputated (or maybe the occupants slept sitting up, like the Vikings did? Who 
knows...). Life in this house, clearly, was far from easy if you happened to live on the wrong side. And 
I'll bet any money that the right side was taken by the local priest while everyone else had to slum it.

The other houses, though, were rather more inviting than the turf house. The first of these, a school 
house from Vatnsskarðshólur (apparently somewhere near Vík, though it seems only to be a weather 
station these days...), was only built to teach one class at a time – so why it needed  four organs is 
beyond me. One of these, interestingly, had its music replaced with a simple "Teach Yourself English" 
course. Very useful, that... more useful than the map of Europe that hung on the wall, which I could 
instantly see was out of date given the shape of Germany, with its two "fingers" sticking into what is  
now Poland and the Czech Republic, and Poland extending much further east than it does today. It 
was clearly a between-two-wars map. But enough geography, because the book that was open on the 
teacher's desk, complete with ye olde worlde handewritinge, dealt with the formulae of sodium salts.  
Yes, it was very basic, but it was chemistry. The curators had clearly seen me coming. Hannah hadn't... 
as I had to send her to the corner wearing a dunce's hat (or I would have done if  there was one 
available...) for refusing to answer my very simple chemistry question. It's probably a good job I'm not 
a real teacher. Heh.

Kit went charging off to look at the magistrate's house from Holt, which I'd thought at this point was 
locked. It wasn't, but I knew the farmhouse from Skál was definitely open for business, so I looked 
there instead. Built in 1919, and lived in as late as 1970, it's one of those houses made of corrugated 
iron instead of the wood that would be more associated with mainland Scandinavia, and is painted 
white outside with red window frames. Looks nice enough from outside... and inside, it's really very 
welcoming, provided you're not too desperate for space. As with the turf house I'd just seen, though, it 
wasn't built for tall people; the dining room, painted in the ubiquitous blue, barely has room to swing 
an amoeba but still has a table for four people. Curiously, it's right next to the front door so it's likely 
that dinner would get cold. The kitchen, decorated merely with bare wood, showed the late arrival of 
technology to  this  house,  as  amongst  all  the  pots,  pans  and unpowered tools  was found another 
primitive fuse board, wired to an elderly electric cooker; a voltmeter and ammeter prominently helped 
to gauge those many times the assumed-to-be-capricious supply would fail without warning. On the 
ground floor,  the kitchen led directly into the animal shed, presumably so that there was a ready 
supply of milk before refrigeration arrived. There were a couple of very steep staircases – well, more 
sets of wooden steps – leading up to the two other rooms. One was only used as a storeroom for all the 
junk collected from all these houses; the other was a well-preserved bedroom... for four amputees or 
dwarves. Again, there was another separate room with a bigger bed, desk and lamp; the prominent 
picture of some bloke with a halo who may have lived in the Middle East a couple of centuries ago 
suggested that, yet again, the priest had bagged the best room in the house. Still, he may have got what 
he  deserved as  the  electrical  supply was even dodgier  than  downstairs;  there  were  trailing  wires 
hanging everywhere, including one loosely connected to a light on the ceiling. And, as it was almost 
certain to break down on a regular basis, the final family to live in this house had wisely not taken out  
the paraffin lamp.

The Holt house, by contrast,  was somewhat less welcoming, and initially, I couldn't quite put my 
finger on why. It was built from driftwood (which we all know now makes an excellent building 
material) in 1878 for a magistrate and his family, and while it was furnished to fit someone of higher  
income than a farmer, the decoration still seemed drab and austere... and even the priceless startled 
expression of an elderly German woman as I surprised her by taking a photo of the room couldn't lift 
it. Then, having passed through the dining room into the kitchen, it hit me. I'd noticed the massive 
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paraffin lamp in the dining room that hovered only an inch above the table, and the cooker which was 
Iceland's version of an Aga. Despite being lived in until 1974, electricity never arrived in this house, 
and I can only imagine how gloomy it would have been during the winter months. As for the area 
upstairs, it was reached by a single staircase which was even steeper than those in the Skál house, and 
was  dark  and  terrifying  to  claustrophobes.  In  terms  of  decoration,  the  magistrate's  family hadn't 
bothered; it was bare, unpainted wood, and each of the two rooms had only one tiny window each, in 
comparison to the conspicuously large area of glass downstairs. The Skál house at least had some kind 
of rustic charm; this one, certainly the area upstairs, felt more like the grim part of the turf house. I'd 
rather have lived in the Skál house with its adjoined cowshed any day.

And then there was the church. Which, being a church, I refused to go in. Apparently, Þórður had been 
giving another free organ recital in there while we'd been looking round the rest of the museum, but I  
figured one dose of musical entertainment was enough. What I did take a look round, though, was a 
seemingly innocuous shed. Ever wondered where the Skál house's hastily-fitted electrical supply may 
have come from? Wonder no longer. Even though it's now fallen into disuse, the shed housed an old 
hydroelectric power plant. While it  may have been primitive, and about as reliable as a misfiring 
Morris Marina, it probably seemed like magic to those people it first provided power for.

Finally, we arrived at the what we'd been told was the Transport Museum, what the Skógar website 
described as the Communications Museum, and in reality is a combination of both with extra bits and 
pieces that have very little to do with either. Even if it might be similar to the Transport Museum at 
Ystafell, we thought we'd take a look round it anyway. After all, two of us could never, ever get sick 
of looking at cars. Fortunately, for Hannah at least, it was anything but – despite proudly displaying a 
Model T Ford in its foyer. From there on it was supposed to be a trip through the history of transport  
and communications in Iceland but the order was anything but chronological. Below an enormous 
banner bearing the date "1878" was a display of blacksmithery, saddles and other horse riding related 
equipment, but beside it was a very modern-looking light aircraft; the Wright brothers would not be 
taking off for another 25 years.  Mixed in with the equestrian equipment was a display on illegal 
bootlegging, including not only an authentic pot still for making moonshine but also several bottles of 
the real thing, such as some Danish aquavit and Mackinlay's Scotch Whisky. Then came the first of 
several sharp changes of theme; a replica 1940s Post Office, complete with real records from the day, 
and a 1931 Ford mail van, fed straight into a display of old telephones and a constantly-playing video 
detailing the history of the telephone in Iceland, and its rather late connection to the rest of the world. 
That then turned into a section on electricity generation and appliances, including turbines, electricity 
meters, a fridge and oven, and a lot of old radios, some of them operating with enormous valves. Back 
on the theme of transport, we saw examples of the first cars, vans and (of course) snowmobiles in 
Iceland, which arrived some time in the 1930s, which were followed by a display of old construction 
machinery  –  excavators,  steamrollers  and  bulldozers,  along  with  an  Arctic  tent  with  a  polished 
wooden floor... which, presumably, the first road construction workers had to live in for months. One 
of the larger pieces of machinery was beeping out a constant stream of Morse code... which signalled 
another dramatic focus shift, to what Kit said would be her dad's favourite part of the museum if he'd  
been there: the old CB radios, ham radios and walkie-talkies... plus more 1980s mobile phones, each 
with a battery the size of a breeze block. And there were probably over a hundred devices in total, all  
squawking, crackling and chirping away to each other with nobody listening to anything in particular. 
All of them, we saw, came with a "squelch" control as well as volume, and we couldn't work out what 
it was for. Turns out it's for deleting atmospheric or cross-channel interference.116 (Aside: as soon as 
I'd found that out I thought how useful it would be on shortwave radios. Or, even, on the 10-band 
radio  we'd  seen  earlier.  Guess  what?  It's  got  one.  But  I  digress...  again.)  And,  finally,  after  the 
twittering radios we were back to transportation for the last time, with a section on tractors, 4×4 
vehicles (that are far more useful in Iceland than in Surrey), fire engines... and a very attractive old

116http://www.ehow.com/how_2089965_use-squelch-control-cb-radio.html
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From the left: the Holt magistrate's house, the Skál farmhouse, and the church I never went in.

The massive collection of CB radios and the old petrol pump,
in the Transport & Communications museum.
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petrol pump which, in those days, was little more than a pipe with a brass tap and a rotary gauge on it.  
The display ended with a collection of vans, snowmobiles and survival equipment from ICE-SAR, 117 
the Icelandic Search & Rescue Service.

There was just time to have a look round the gift shop afterwards. Kit's parents had promised to buy 
her a coat for a birthday present, and as luck would have it, there was a section of 66° North fleeces on 
sale.  Kit  found the exact one she wanted...  and then declined to buy it,  figuring that it  would be 
cheaper in Reykjavík, and we knew we had to return there at some point. So we all left empty handed, 
with no new coats or tourist tat, but the whole of the Skógar Folk Museum had been a magnificent 
experience. And that, as they say, was that. I hope you appreciate the lengthy blow-by-blow account of 
the largest museum we'd seen on the trip; it had taken up four hours of the afternoon, in comparison to 
some of the small museums we'd been to that could be seen in their entirety in ten minutes. Best of all, 
the weather  had held off  the worst  of its  force all  day – it  had been windy enough to make the 
windows in the Skál house clatter like one of those old-school football rattles – but it had never once 
threatened to rain. So, as soon as we left Skógar, what happened? The rain came crashing down on us,  
and the strong winds hadn't left us either. Worse still, by the time we arrived at Vík, the Thunder 
Chariot needed a drink quite desperately, and the weather was still utterly foul. The N1 station's only 
pay-at-the-counter pump was out of action, so I was forced to use my card and reimburse myself from 
the fuel pot we'd been diligently contributing equal amounts to for the whole trip. And despite the 
faster service of using the card, I was still drenched by the only North Atlantic storm we'd experienced 
so far when we weren't all inside either a building of some sort or the Thunder Chariot for its entire 
duration. The storm refused to pass, which meant that our plan for the early evening – to finish what  
we were about to start at Dyrhólaey – had to be put on the backburner again. Then again... we could  
have gone hiking or snowmobile riding in these atrocious conditions... so, yet again, bar this slight 
blip on the radar, we had beaten the weather.

As for what we would do now, all was far from lost. Kit wanted a birthday dinner, but realised it might 
not be much given that it was half past six on a Sunday evening, the only settlement for miles around 
had a population of under 300 and may not even have had a bar. The N1 station we were parked at, 
though, had a sign outside that said "GRILL" in enormous letters. We figured we may as well give it a 
shot – after all, the other roadside cafés attached to petrol stations had been fine, and Jökulsárlón's had 
been fantastic. So Kit was able to have a birthday burger, I joined her and threw in a bowl of meat  
soup as a bonus, and Hannah could have fish & chips. How very English. The Icelandic Mighty Malt 
(Víking's version this time, instead of Egils') that went with it was a fine addition, even if most people 
I've ever met can't stand the stuff. The food arrived promptly, there was nothing wrong with it at all,  
and as if to remind us of the brilliant luck we'd had with our timing over the entire trip, while we were 
midway through our meal, an entire coachload of hungry American tourists burst through the door, 
who would probably have kept the kitchen and serving staff busy for the next hour or so, and mere 
words cannot do justice to how grateful we were not to be at the back of that queue.

It is safe to say that Kit was happy with how her birthday had turned out so far... with one exception.  
We returned to Höfðabrekka to find the cleaners had been in, and swept away her collection of energy 
drink cans which she was planning to make a pyramid with – and there was little chance of recovery 
at this stage, especially the more interesting ones such as Burn and Cult (or Kvlt as we referred to it). 
Still, it had been an otherwise fine day, and it would get even better. We crashed out for a while to let 
our dinner go down, although Epykkkkk Chocolate Cake may well have been involved...  and the 
obvious descent into filthy conversation was never far away. We were also waiting for the weather to 
clear up a bit so we could get in the hot tubs – let's face it, we weren't leaving without a final dip in the 
potentially  hair-repairing  geothermal  water  which  was  being  continuously  topped  up  even  when 
nobody was using it. Kit said she'd get in the tub whatever the weather was like, but at about 8:30 the 
rain abated enough for all of us to get in at the same time. A large notice asked us only to bring drinks  
117http://www.icesar.com
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that  we'd  ordered  at  the  bar...  but  how could  we  if  we  were  only  wearing  swimming  costumes 
(improvised or otherwise)? So I pretended I couldn't read English, and fetched my last can of Víking. 
There were many, many, many celebratory toasts to be declared (including one to Kit because it was 
her birthday, one to Hannah because it had been her birthday a few days ago, and one to me because it 
was my birthday trip after all), and it came as no surprise that I ran out of beer exceptionally quickly.  
So I improvised – and filled the can with the sulphurous geothermal water, and tipped it over my head 
instead. After all, I knew it was good for my hair.

And so, we whiled away our time in the tub, watching the world go by, seeing a young couple flirt  
outrageously with each other in one of the other tubs, watching a family with innocent young kids in 
the third tub... and seeing nothing in the fourth as it was out of order. It was cold, it was getting dark, 
and  none  of  us  could  care  less.  Obviously,  we  lapsed  again into  our  X-rated  conversation  in  a 
language the kids couldn't understand – but I won't say we were generally being English,  as that 
would have involved being sunburnt (very tricky in Iceland...) and hurling abuse at the locals. Which 
we didn't. I'll admit I was using my empty Víking can as an improvised rubber duck, though. Hannah 
threw in the towel – not literally, of course – some time between 10:15 and 10:30, and no sooner had 
she returned to the room than one of the bar staff emerged and asked if we would like any drinks. Kit 
had a Coke, I had a Thule – the one readily available beer I hadn't had so far (as a report in the  
Nottingham Drinker had warned me off it...) and we had no intention of moving until it was absolutely 
necessary. Still, the two of us spent about an hour more in the tub, hailing as many worthy entities as  
possible  whether  our  glasses  were  full  or  not.  Cue  hails  to  Odin,  Thor,  Tyr,  Heimdall,  Turisas, 
Pellonpekko, every single one of Kit's  various deities  whose names I  will  regularly forget,  Henri 
Sorvali for being the world's greatest musical genius, Quorthon – and then every dead metaller we 
could think of after that. And maybe even Jimi Hendrix and Freddie Mercury as well... and then some 
more people who are still alive. My final hail before I left the tub was to... me, because the whole trip 
was to celebrate my passage into my fourth decade, I'd done all the research, a lot of the planning, 
found the right people to coordinate the whole trip, done all the driving, and generally I should hail  
myself because I'm brilliant... and just because I can. I left the final final word to Kit, though.

"I'm in a hot tub, in Iceland, in the dark, with a Coke, it's raining and it's my birthday. Hails!"
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–  Wednesday, 19th August: Day Fourteen  –
–  Black sand beats the Blue Lagoon  –

And so, we woke up to begin our last full day in Iceland. Well, two of us woke up. The previous day at 
the Skógar Folk Museum had been long and full of things to see, I admit, but I didn't think it had been 
particularly strenuous. Kit, though, was absolutely out cold – although she woke up just in time to see 
me and Hannah preparing to go for breakfast,  and told us both she would not be joining us this 
morning, and could I eat enough for both of us. And I did... but I wondered what could possibly have 
happened to Kit to keep her away from early morning crispbread and cheese. It wasn't the gloopy 
porridge, was it? (I'd made sure to avoid that this time.) Or was it the thought that we were about to  
begin the journey back to Reykjavík, which would be the first indication that the trip was coming to 
an end?

Fortunately, Kit was out of bed and ready for action by the time I'd finished breakfast, so we could be 
packed up and ready to go in good time. As it turned out, we weren't going far to start with – only up 
to the N1 station outside Vík, which provided a convenient parking place for us to explore the beach, 
and get a proper view of Reynisdrangar – from the correct angle. It goes without saying we took a few 
serious and not so serious photos in front of the rocks, paying homage to the frozen trolls allegedly 
stuck inside them. Kit was revitalised by now as she'd always wanted to go paddling in the sea on a 
black sand beach... I had to join her in seeing which one of us could chase the incoming waves the 
most successfully. Unfortunately, I was not very good at it and despite rolling my trousers up as far as 
they would go, I misjudged a particularly large wave and managed to get my trousers horribly wet. Kit 
soon suffered the same fate... but wasn't still carrying her phone, wallet and passport... fortunately,  
everything was still intact (if a tad damp) and both of us continued to challenge the waves until we 
thought we were going to get frostbitten feet. Which, as any Arctic explorer will tell you (I'm looking 
at you, Sir Ranulph) is far from pleasant. Hannah didn't join us; she was too busy fuming at a group of 
tourists that were crowding round a dying fulmar that was eventually hounded into the sea... not that  
its chances of survival were going to be any higher without the crowd, mind.

Hannah kept on simmering with rage until long after the crowd had gone, so I recruited Kit to be on  
camera duty while I built a sandcastle – something I haven't done since I was in single figures, so I 
wasn't going to miss out now. Lacking a bucket and spade, or any kind of excavation equipment other 
than my hands, I had to improvise, and eventually decided on a medieval motte and bailey design. 
Proving that I'd lost none of the old magic in the last 20-something years, ten minutes was all it took 
to scoop out the moat and castle mound, and I didn't have to look too far for a rock and some smaller  
stones to  improvise a  keep and a  small  village.  I  was exceptionally pleased with my work, even 
though the lack of a bucket meant I couldn't fetch any water for the moat. Better still, by the time I'd  
finished, Hannah had calmed down enough for us to move on, and the dying fulmar had most likely 
crossed the Rainbow Bridge to Icelandic Seabird Valhalla. Kit also took the opportunity to confess 
that she hadn't slept much the night before, and had gone back to the hot tub for a while at two in the 
morning – unnoticed by either me or Hannah. They were there for use all night, after all... and it had 
been our last chance, but she had paid the price for that by being ridiculously tired in the morning...  
which explained her absence from breakfast. If it was me, I'd still have got up or I'd be ravenous by 
now.

Not knowing what we'd be doing for our evening meal, I made a precautionary stop at the small 
supermarket in Vík – and given that the fiskbollur had been a success, I thought I'd try the huge tin 
next to it, marked "fiskbúðingur". What could possibly go wrong? After this interlude, we didn't go 
back to Dyrhólaey. We'd seen it – briefly, in the dark and in a flash rainstorm – but figured that as it  
was mainly a black sand beach with an arch and a mass of nesting birds, all of which we'd seen at 
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other destinations (Arnarstapi, for instance), there was no need to return. So our only stop on the way 
back to Reyjkavík was at Hvolsvöllur – where, if I'd known about it in time, we could possibly have 
visited the Njál's Saga Museum118 – then again, would it have been much different from what we'd 
seen at Perlan? So, all that our stop was for was – yes, you've guessed it – the obligatory tub of skyr. 
After all, with time running out on this trip, and with no obvious supply of skyr outside Iceland, I 
thought I'd have as much as I could get. And, after what James had told us after the glacier hike, I  
made sure it was KEA skyr – with large lumps of strawberry.

Another momentous occasion on the trip was further down the road. Just after Selfoss, we passed the 
turning to route 35, the road to the Golden Circle – so at this this point, we had made a complete  
circuit of route 1, and had taken eleven days to do it. From here on, the road became very familiar – 
the speed camera one side of Hveragerði (which I couldn't possibly have forgotten), the twisty uphill 
section on the other side – all that was missing from this being a severe case of déjà vu was the 
absence of the torrential rain we'd encountered every time we'd been on this road. Once we were back 
in the Reykjavík area, we were glad of the familiarity of it all – this time, finding our lodgings for the  
night was not going to be a problem, as we were back at Kríunes for our final night, and thought we 
may as well book ourselves in – and maybe grab a cheeky coffee while we were there. I'm actually 
glad I didn't. We weren't in the Reindeer Room again (that would have been too much to hope for); 
instead, we were given room 8, which was much smaller, and nowhere near as attractively decorated, 
but at least had a view over the lake. It was at this point I noticed the picture on the wall of some 
Korean hangul  script  –  which  I  couldn't  read,  but  I  made the  mistake  of  looking at  the  English 
translation underneath. To my abject horror, it was christian propaganda. Acid started to rise in the 
back of my throat... and those who have known me for the last seven years or so will know exactly 
what inevitably happened next. Five minutes later, I was very grateful for the en-suite bathroom as I 
had my head down the khazi. What the eyes had seen, the stomach had objected to in the only way it 
knew, and I'd wasted my king-size breakfast and half-litre tub of skyr. Suffice to say I was none too 
happy at this point... "...and that gives a new meaning to religious intolerance!" Kit quipped.

Fortunately, I suffered no further ill effects as we left to head in the direction of one of Iceland's most 
famous attractions. More about that later, as our first stop was at the Smáralind shopping centre119 on 
the outskirts of Reykjavík. Malls – they're the same everywhere, aren't they? Whether it's been in the 
UK, USA, France, Germany, Hungary or Iceland, there's nothing to mark them out as being different 
from one another. Except... we couldn't help noticing how long this one was... and it soon dawned on 
us that we were in the mall that looks like the shape of an enormous penis when viewed from the 
sky.120 We'd heard about it at the Phallological Museum in Húsavík, but hadn't remembered the name... 
until now. And the only reason we'd visited it at all was because one of the maps we'd been carrying 
pointed it out as having a 66° North shop. We found the shop easily enough – but were dismayed to  
find that the prices were higher than at the Skógar Communications Museum shop! Kit was even more 
disappointed to find that the fleece she'd wanted wasn't here either... but the one I wanted was there, so 
I relieved myself of 20,000 krónur – or 93 quid in our money at that day's exchange rate. Still, if it  
lived up to its reputation for keeping Icelanders warm in winter, it'd be worth it – especially if the 
doomsayers who are telling us that the upcoming disturbance in the Gulf Stream will make a British 
winter more like Moscow are correct.

We needed to move on – but not before I'd bought a cookie dough ice cream from the shop next door  
(which really gave Ben and Jerry a run for their money) and a couple of bottles more of Icelandic 
stout – one more of the Víking stout I'd had before,  and one of Ölvisholt  Brugghús'  9.4% Lava. 
Marvellous.

118http://www.njala.is/en/
119http://www.smaralind.is/English
120http://www.icelandweatherreport.com/2006/01/penis-mall-exposed.html
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The black sand beach at Vík, with Reynisdrangar in the background.

My improvised motte-and-bailey sandcastle, with stones for the keep and village buildings.
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We had one final place to visit what had been on the list of recommendations. It seems everyone who 
ever  visits  Iceland will  spend an afternoon (or maybe more)  at  the Blue Lagoon121 (known more 
poetically by its Icelandic name, Bláa Lónið). Initially, though, we thought we'd take a look round 
Grindavík, which was just down the road, but this was cut violently short as we were doused by a 
sudden torrential downpour that kept us firmly inside the Thunder Chariot... until, just like what had 
happened at Dyrhólaey, it disappeared just as quickly as it had started. We also wanted to visit the  
Gjáin Rift Museum, which the both the Lonely Planet guide (2004 edition) and the Iceland Road Atlas 
(2007 edition) had told us about,  but it  seems that it's  disappeared; despite being told that it  was 
located  at  Eldborg  and  being  given  perfectly  accurate  directions,  all  we  could  find  there  was  a 
conference centre and the geothermal power plant that dominates the area. A few workers could be 
seen milling around, and were probably wondering what we were doing there.

So we continued onwards to the Blue Lagoon, and the combination of bright blue water and sparkling 
white silica mud that it's world famous for were apparent in a small stream that ran beside the entry 
road. At reception, though, we were given a shock; it appears to have been hit hard by the Icelandic 
bank crisis, and was now giving its entry price in Euros. That hit us very hard on the exchange rate;  
for us plebs who were paying in the local currency, it would cost us 4,150 krónur to enter. At that 
point we considered turning back and finding something else to do, but, as with the whale watching 
and Phallological Museum, we all agreed it was better to do it while it was here and if it wasn't up to 
scratch, it was better to regret something we had done rather than what we had the chance to do, but 
didn't; besides, the Blue Lagoon is something that everyone does, and everyone talks about. Isn't it?

So we coughed up the expensive entrance fee. I refused to hire a swimming costume that someone 
else's manky tackle had been in for an equally exorbitant fee, having come prepared; I was wearing 
the same pants that look most like a swimming costume that I'd worn at Grettislaug. And nobody 
would notice. One-nil to me, I think. But the Blue Lagoon just had to score the equaliser in the men's 
changing rooms; no sooner had I entered than there was a huge man standing in front of me, utterly 
naked. So it's one of those places, is it? I managed to get changed without too much hassle, but was 
then immediately presented with The Rules And Regulations which said we all had to shower  au 
naturel. Apparently Icelanders have no problem with this, and the notice may as well have said "stop 
being so English"... but I was reminded that there had just been a Gay Pride parade in Reykjavík a  
week before. All I can say is, I hope none of them turned up at the Blue Lagoon that day because,  
despite keeping my enforced indecent exposure to the absolute minimum, I'll bet there were a few that 
would have been scared straight.

Outside in the lagoon, it was a perfect day weatherwise. The sun was out – as much as it could be, the  
sky was bright blue, all the clouds were white – it matched the colours of the lagoon about as perfectly 
as it was possible to get. It was almost the postcard-quality view that occurs once a decade and only at 
the height of summer. Even then, something didn't seem quite right. I had no idea what it was I was 
supposed to do. It wasn't a regular swimming pool, by any means; it was a strange shape, and no pool 
I've ever been in has irregular rocks and white mud on the floor. After a look around, I found the 
wooden crates of purified mud that the Blue Lagoon is known for above all else. Apparently this is the 
one place on the planet where huge, hairy Vikings come over all metrosexual and start plastering the 
mud on their faces; it is said it's not just good for your complexion, it'll heal various skin diseases such 
as psoriasis and my old non-favourite, eczema. I remained to be convinced, but picked up a generous 
dollop of mud and started smearing it on my face. Not all over, you understand – I was trying to get a 
corpse paint design, but the mud wasn't particularly interested in staying on my face, nor did I have a 
mirror to make sure it was in the right places, and truth be told, I made something of a mess of it. Still 
I was waiting for Hannah and Kit; I hadn't seen them anywhere – I'd tried to make the corpse paint 
design to amuse them, but after ten minutes of non-appearance I had to wash it off as it was making  
my face sting. Eventually, they found me, and the explanation wasn't too surprising; while Hannah had 
121http://www.bluelagoon.com
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not had any trouble throwing her clothes off in front of the North Atlantic at Grettislaug, Kit had been 
rather less welcoming of the idea of exposing herself to anyone at all, let alone showering in the buff 
in front of a whole changing room full of strangers. But, having put herself through the same ordeal as 
the rest of us had to face, we were now all reunited and could work out what the blue hell (pun very 
much intended) we were supposed to be doing here.

After  some discussion,  we were still  no closer to  finding our purpose here,  until  Kit  pointed out 
something that should have been obvious – no one,  absolutely no one, was having any fun. Or, at 
least,  anything  we  would  describe  as  fun.  There  was  a  bar,  which  many  people  were  drinking 
copiously from, but it seemed more like a French café bar than a pub of any kind. No young couples 
were flirting outrageously with each other, and there was certainly no splashing of any kind – neither 
from the kids, nor the couples (in which, as Eddie Izzard once pointed out, splashing each other is the 
aquatic equivalent of "do you want a coffee?!"). There was no atmosphere at all. Everyone was being 
unfailingly quiet, polite, and just so  depressingly middle class, and we were like three fish out of 
water, even though we were  in water. For all that I complain about the reputation of Brits Abroad, 
which was particularly evident when I was in Barcelona last year, right now what I really wanted to 
see was a party of lobster-faced, shaven-headed thugs getting drunk and rowdy and generally shaking 
things up a bit – even if it'd have taken only a minute or two before I was as annoyed with them as 
everyone else and wanted them to piss off.

We headed immediately to the bar,  to throw off as much of our deeply ingrained Englishness as 
possible without risking being ejected. With a euro-pint of Víking (me), Coke (Kit) and a skyr-shake 
(Hannah) in hand, we loudly and openly hailed Grettislaug for not being a wallet-emptying, stiflingly 
middle class tourist trap, and I fetched the video camera so we could at least get some evidence that  
we'd been here and attempted to make the most of what we'd got. Kit was unrestrained on camera with 
her thoughts on the place, but calmed down enough to film me doing some more highly convincing 
troll impressions, scaring Hannah away from under one of the bridges that had most likely been built 
without that purpose in mind. Unfortunately, picking up and returning the camera to my locker meant I 
had to run the gauntlet of naked men in the showers four times, and short of putting a towel over my 
head (the way I'd done at Grettislaug...) there was no obvious way to avoid being visually assaulted 
with even more exposed male flesh than would last me a lifetime.

We'd all worked out by now, with several mouthfuls, that the water was exceptionally salty – mainly 
due to standing under an artificial waterfall which is the best way to get rid of any marauding mud 
from your face, but is very easy to drink by accident. Kit and Hannah tried the steam room, which 
they'd said was almost unbearable, and when I had a go I found they weren't lying; I managed about 
30 seconds before my lungs could take no more steam. How anyone else sits in there and survives is 
beyond me. It was far cooler down the far end of the lagoon, where we discovered it was possible to 
scoop the mud off the floor and examine how filthy it is until it's refined for its apparently magical 
life-giving properties, and to our utter delight – and this'll be the first time ever in my case – we 
noticed a couple kissing. They were having fun in a place where fun either isn't allowed or everyone's 
too restrained to even attempt it! Joy to the world, and then some. They weren't the only ones, either; 
soon enough, Kit would ask me if I'd seen the two gay men who were quite openly all over each other,  
possibly wondering if I'd tried not to notice. Which wasn't the case, but clearly they hadn't seen me in 
the showers or they'd have been traumatised forever.

If there was a highlight, it was discovering first hand how the temperature in the lagoon is regulated. 
The gay couple had been standing right near the hot water inlet, and had somehow failed to notice that 
if they stood there for long enough, they'd have their legs scalded clean off. This would only increase 
as the steam vent was opened, which looks quite spectacular and is an integral part of the postcard 
identity of the place, and which sent even more hot water gushing into the lagoon, clearing a five-
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Skyr: fuelling Icelanders since 874, and me for Beware of drunk Vikings at Fjörukráin!
the last two weeks...

The Blue Lagoon: painfully middle class.
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metre radius round it. This forced us to investigate another edge of the lagoon, where we found the 
cold water inlet. Or the "krieg" inlet, as Kit referred to it. We stayed there for a while, watching the 
vent belch massive great clouds of steam into the atmosphere. On the inward journey, we thought we'd 
seen something on fire in the distance, as as we came closer we saw it was steam, not smoke – and 
this was where it was coming from. The clouds appeared to be drifting south, and I couldn't help  
wondered if that sudden deluge that had hit us in Grindavík had been caused by these bursts of steam.

Inevitably,  there  was  only so  much  we could  do  to  keep  ourselves  amused,  and  as  the  weather 
threatened to close in round about 7:30,  we made a sharp exit.  I  almost skipped the exit  shower 
completely, deciding that a quick rinse would be enough, and was again the first to emerge from the 
changing rooms. While waiting for Kit and Hannah to join me, I noticed the Blue Lagoon café, where  
for lunch that day they'd been offering the "Taste Of Iceland". It was significantly more expensive 
than Fjörukráin, hákarl was very conspicuous by its absence, and sviðasulta had been translated as 
"lamb paté". Of course, I knew very well that it was  most definitely not. So, not only was the café 
involved in extortion as much as the lagoon itself and particularly the gift shop, but it was attempting 
to cover up the more disturbing aspects of Icelandic cuisine. As for the gift shop, it was selling its 
miracle cures to exactly the kind of middle class people the entire complex was aimed at. No surprises 
there.

The café did give me an idea, though. On the way back to Kríunes, I diverted us into Hafnarfjörður to  
give Hannah a look at what she'd missed on the second day, at least from the outside. I think she was 
quite impressed with what she saw at Fjörukráin, although I'd still  wager she'd be terrified of the 
menu... and the prices. Best of all, though, was seeing something we'd missed first time round. On the 
long drive between Egilsstaðir and Höfn on day nine, we had seen a lot of road signs warning us 
against errant sheep on the road, followed by more signs for wandering reindeer... and we wondered if 
there was any such thing as a  warning sign informing us about  loose Vikings in the area.  There 
wasn't...  on  that road,  but  to  our  immense  surprise  and  delight,  there  was one  on  the  side  of 
Fjörukráin! It depicted a very merry Viking holding his sword and drinking horn, and walking in not 
the straightest line you'll ever see... Amusement over, it was time for dinner, and we made a brief stop 
at the N1 station where Lækjargata, the main road into Hafnarfjörður, meets route 41. No idea why, 
though it may have been to spend what remaining cash we had left – and I thought I'd buy some "lamb 
paté"... as they call it at the Blue Lagoon.

Back at Kríunes, we all had nearly-dry hair. We'd been warned that the water of the Blue Lagoon, very 
much unlike Grettislaug, would have a very nasty effect on our hair. It did. A family-sized bottle of 
Timotei For Metallers would have come in very handy at this point to try to repair the awful, awful 
effects of the Blue Lagoon's salty, white-muddy water; I can't ever remember having hair that was so 
crusty it felt like I'd been washing it in wet cement.

I again commandeered the bathroom for use as a kitchen. The sviðasulta didn't need any preparation, 
it's a genuine case of "eat and go", as long as you don't think about where it came from. Kit overcame 
her concern about its origins once I'd almost finished it, but I spared her a chunk and she concluded 
that it was actually really good (as I'd already said twelve days before) and was almost annoyed she 
hadn't bought any herself. As for the rest of my dinner... the fiskbúðingur I'd bought in Vík gave me 
something of a surprise. The picture on the tin depicted a kind of fish burger... though I'd noticed it  
hadn't mentioned any sauce, like the tin of fiskbollur had. But what was inside the tin wasn't fish 
burgers... it was just a solid lump of what I assume to be the same fish pulp that I presume fiskbollur 
are made of. And there was almost a kilo of it.  I scooped out as much of it as I thought I could 
manage, and added it to some prawn flavoured instant noodles I'd picked up a lot earlier on the trip. 
Ye gods, there was a lot of it... and despite almost filling the mess tin, I'd barely made a dent in the 
vast mass of pulped fish that stood before me. Clearly, I wasn't going to be eating it all, and neither  
Hannah nor Kit were prepared to help me out with it. I can't say I'm all that surprised.
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By the time I'd finished my improvised dinner, it was almost ten in the evening. But despite the late 
hour,  we  thought  we'd  have  one  final  assault  on  Reykjavík,  knowing  full  well  that  parking  at  
Miðbakki would be free. It was dark, so we knew we weren't going to see much, but the hour or so we 
spent wandering through bots of the city we hadn't specifically seen on our first visit became worth 
the effort when we accidentally stumbled across the Alþing building. It's not huge by any means – it  
doesn't have to be in a country with a smaller population than Luxembourg – but it does look quite 
magnificent when it's lit up at night. As does the artificial lake, Tjörnin (apparently Icelandic for "the 
pond") just behind it. And, of course, we had to visit the Puffin Shop again. It had been a long and 
rather strange day, which possibly went some way to explaining why Hannah went a bit  mad on 
camera as I tried to explain why there were so many comments along the lines of "you puffin!" that 
we'd filmed over the course of the trip. Though there's slightly less explanation as to why she insisted 
I took a photo of a fire hydrant outside the Alþing, and of the main Post Office... in the dark.

We were back at Kríunes by midnight, and prepared to spend our last night in Iceland.

The Alþing at night: a final sight for us to see in Reykjavík.
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–  Thursday, 20th August: Day Fifteen  –
–  The Return  –

Daylight woke us up at some unearthly hour, assisted by the alarm on my phone, for the last time as a  
group of three in Iceland. Actually, that's not true; I was the only one who woke up, and I was the only 
one who went for breakfast that morning – or so I thought. Despite this being the last chance to have 
Icelandic pickled herrings, I still passed on it, seeing the raw onions floating malevolently in the jar, 
waiting to cause an unpleasant experience of which there had been very few on the trip; I wasn't going 
to stand for one more at this late stage. Hannah would eventually join me, also steering clear of the 
pickled herrings. Kit did not have breakfast, but still somehow mustered the energy to pack up all her 
gear into the Thunder Chariot for the last time.

It had been an expensive trip, there's no doubt about that – and it would have been an unacceptable 
waste to throw away anything we'd paid a large number of krónur for... bar the tin of fiskbúðingur,  
which wasn't horrible but there had just been too much of it. I left behind a two-litre bottle of water,  
one packet of prawn noodles and the tin of camping gas, which was still far from empty and would 
hopefully be useful for someone taking an unassisted hike round the Golden Circle. We left Kríunes, 
for  the  second  time,  and  took  our  last  chance  to  roam  round  Reykjavík.  We'd  been  constantly 
reminded about getting a tax return on anything we'd bought that was more than 4,000 krónur – which 
my fleece most definitely was – and had been given directions to the Tourist Information office where 
we'd get that cash. We'd found the official 66° North shop in Reykjavík's high street the night before,  
but Kit wanted a look round Rammagerðin anyway and found the coat she wanted in there – or as  
close to the one she'd seen at Skógar as they had – saving us valuable time to deal with the tax return. 
It  turned out  we needed that  extra  time,  because  the  queue moved slower  than  a  drunk slug  on 
Mogadon. We must have been stuck in there for half an hour just waiting for place number 23 in the 
queue to finish; I have no idea what could possibly have caused the hold-up, though failing to fill in 
the forms properly was the most likely culprit. It's not as if it was difficult, as I found when it was my 
turn (having traded my position 30 for a discarded ticket for position 26...) – it can't have been any 
more than five minutes to get everything sorted, even though they'd insisted on looking at my credit  
card even though I'd preferred to have the cash in hand. In the end I was handed back about 4,300 
krónur, and needed some way to spend it – and though I'd resisted all along, I found myself handing 
over  almost  this  exact  amount  to  one  of  Reykjavík's  branches  of  The  Viking.  These  had  a 
disappointingly boring wooden floor, in comparison to the ingenious solution of what to do with all 
the old copper coins that the shop in Akureyri had shown. Rather than buying ridiculous tourist tat like 
an "eg talar ekki islensku" t-shirt, a mug with a map of Iceland on it or a cuddly puffin, I chose two of 
the books I'd seen floating around most of the tourist tat shops round the entire country:  50 Crazy 
Things To Do In Iceland122 and 50 Crazy Things To Taste In Iceland.123 There's a third book, called 50 
Crazy Romantic Things To Do In Iceland,124 but I couldn't see any obvious use for it. We had just 
enough time to take a look in daylight at what we'd seen in the dark the night before; Tjörnin, now 
swarming with more seabirds, and with a view of what may or may not have been the Icelandic 
National Museum across the other side, and the Alþing, which had a BMW 7 Series parked outside 
and was surrounded by police officers. This probably meant that Jóhanna Sigúrðardóttir was in office 
and trying to stop another bank from finding a new and interesting way to collapse. Certainly we 
didn't think we'd be welcome taking any photos of the building in the light, so we decided to scarper.  
A run-in with the rozzers at this late stage wasn't part of the plan.

122http://www.nammi.is/50-crazy-things-to-do-in-iceland-p-829.html
123http://www.nammi.is/50-crazy-things-to-taste-in-iceland-p-1380.html
124http://www.nammi.is/50-crazy-romantic-things-to-do-in-iceland-p-1379.html
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We left Reykjavík at about 12:30, and returned in the direction of the airport along route 41, the only 
stretch of road in the entire country that looks anything remotely like a motorway. I knew I had to 
return the Thunder Chariot with a full tank of petrol, and had remembered there was a station very 
near the airport. I thought the Orkan station in Njarðvík was as good a place as any to stop... but it  
only accepted cards, and what I really needed to do now was empty the last of cash in the fuel pot. At  
least Kit was happy that we'd gone there, though, as she finally found a replacement can of Cult that 
we all thought had been lost forever. Further down the road, and past a series of lampposts bizarrely 
modelled to look like dancing stick figures, there was an Olís station... which also refused anything 
other than plastic. I'm not going to say panic set in at this point, because it didn't, but right now what I 
needed, for one last time on this trip, was Kit's navigational skill to be at its sharpest. If she could find 
me an N1 station in Keflavík, quickly and efficiently, I'd be able to empty the fuel pot and we'd have 
no worries getting back to the airport on time. She did not let me down, and we were well and truly  
back on schedule.

At a stone's throw from two o'clock we arrived at the airport, and drove straight into the one part of 
the day which was guaranteed to make me nervous. All the rules and regulations surrounding hire cars 
seemed to have been doubled on this trip, there appeared to have been a lot more small print on the 
hire agreement than I'd ever seen before, and the list of things I could be severely fined for needed 
only to be wrapped round a Labrador puppy's neck to resemble an Andrex advert. My confidence had 
taken a further knock earlier in the trip when Gísli's mate had told me about the trackers they put in  
hire cars to make sure we hadn't used any banned roads, of which I suspected route 570 might have  
been  one,  and  there  had  been  those  incidents  at  Vindbelgjarfjall  and  the  Tjörnes  cliffs  where  I 
genuinely thought I'd smashed something; never mind the battering the suspension had undoubtedly 
taken on the nastiest gravel roads we'd been on. Still, at least I'd given it a wash, even though those 
brushes-on-the-end-of-a-hosepipe don't do anywhere near a perfect job – they might not have been 
expecting that, as they'd undoubtedly wash it themselves so that it was sparkling clean for the next 
hirer. So, nervously, I watched as the inspectors came out...

...and two minutes later, they'd had a mild look at it and decided it was fine. 3,228 km (or 2,005 miles 
in our money) over fifteen days, being taken over the worst roads I'd ever driven on, and all it had had 
was the occasional hose-down when it had been caked in mud from those horrid roads, and there were 
no problems. That is what I call a result. The Thunder Chariot had withstood everything that Iceland 
had thrown at it and had truly earned its name.

We needed to check in, and potentially dispose of any unnecessary weight. This involved eating what 
remained of my Special K bars, which had served almost no purpose at all and were utterly useless as 
hiking rations, and attempting to drink an entire two litre bottle of water. I think I made it through 
about half the bottle before I gave up, and neither Kit nor Hannah wanted any as it was carbonated – 
so, unfortunately, it had to be dumped. Again, I was the first to check in, as I was the only one likely 
to have overweight baggage; fortunately, both were within the limit, even if I had less than a kilo to 
spare, and had tried to save weight by wearing the storm jacket that I'd otherwise have packed. The 
dreaded  security  checks  were,  as  before,  nowhere  near  as  foul  as  I'd  expected  and were  almost 
painless, bar the hassle of emptying and filling my pockets with all the junk I keep in them – though I  
still expect one day to be told to take my trousers off in front of a queue of nuns. We spent the next  
hour attempting to spend the last of our Icelandic money, as we'd most likely be told to go away had 
we tried to change it back once in Britain. I had just enough to head to "Bistro Atlantic" and get a  
burger, chips and a muffin – and what may very well turn out to be my last ever tub of skyr. With Kit 
on camera duty, I filmed my last piece to camera, and if there is any justice in the world, the edited 
video diary of the trip will turn out to be as magnificent as the experience itself, so that those who may 
never visit will get a chance to see what Iceland is really like. There was just time to finish my skyr  
before we were called for boarding.
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A view across to the south side of Tjörnin, on our last morning in Iceland.

Njarðvík's dancing lampposts wave us in the direction of home.
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As with  the  flight  outwards,  heading back to  Heathrow was  three  hours  of  almost  uninterrupted 
smoothness. We were on a slightly older plane, but whereas it was somewhat unfortunate that we'd 
lost the head-up displays in front of us with the altimeter, map and other such geeky information that 
would  keep  me  amused  for  the  entire  flight,  the  pay-off  had  been  more  legroom than  I'd  ever 
experienced in the last 17-and-a-bit years. Then, I'd been 12 years old and had shorter legs; this time, I 
was in a seat on the emergency exits row, and the seat in front of me was for the hostess for the times 
she had to sit down during take off and landing. Next to me were a mother and daughter who were 
almost stereotypical American tourists from about 20 years ago, both wearing shocking pink tracksuits 
– though it's not as if I'd object as they kept themselves to themselves, only indulging the hostess in  
conversation,  explaining  how they'd  been  visiting  the  extended  family  in  Reykjavík.  I'd  amused 
myself for a significant chunk of the flight by marking off which of the 50 Crazy Things to do and eat  
that  I'd  done and eaten,  and suspected that  I'd eaten rather  more Icelandic specialities  than most 
unadventurous,  plain  hamburger  eating  average  Joe  tourists  would  have  done,  while  still  being 
annoyed at some things I'd missed out on – specifically the Icelandic doughnuts, which had been 
staring me in the face at the airport and, for no apparent reason, I'd refused in favour of the muffin. 
Bah.  Having worked my way through the two books,  before I  knew it  the plane started to point 
downwards – and, barring a brief moment circling Heathrow, we had soon landed and were back on 
British soil.

Heathrow, annoyingly, played a trick on us. We were hungry, but ever after a very speedy recovery of  
our luggage and a final passport check, we couldn't find anything that would make a suitable dinner in 
Terminal 1. Remembering my trip to New York, I thought I'd take us to Terminal 3 instead, convinced  
that I'd seen a Burger King in there. After all, it was the terminal dominated by Virgin Atlantic and it 
was unlikely that any Americans would want to go on an eight-hour-plus flight without having a 
burger beforehand. We looked around... and there wasn't one, only an expensive Italian café with most 
of its stock sold out, and in the end we had to go to Boots, of all places, for their meal deal... just as  
they were about to close. It was nine in the evening, after all, but I thought we might have been able to 
do better. Still, we ate out sandwiches and crisps outside in the glow of Terminal 3's purple lighting,  
and several trees which had been decorated with white Christmas lights a full four months early.

At the coach terminal, the coach back to Nottingham would be the first to leave, so I said goodbye to 
Kit knowing that it may well be the last time I saw her before her move to Whitby (although, as it  
would turn out, it wasn't). As with Wacken, I felt immensely pleased that Kit had got on as well with  
Hannah as she had with Jos – that they had common interests had certainly been a huge part of it – 
and  maybe,  finally,  the  days  of  those  I  consider  to  be  associated  with  either  Cambridge  and 
Nottingham crowds not getting on with each other can finally be laid to rest. On the coach trip home, 
there was no interference from any malfunctioning devices and hence no sign of a driver who was 
totally uninterested in doing anything about it. Better still, there were no signs of Hannah being sick 
either. It was three hours of uninterrupted boredom which, after that experience from Wacken two 
years before, I was actually grateful for. It even gave me time to write some notes for this review. That  
cheap Chinese computer had certainly done the job asked of it. We arrived in Nottingham at one in the 
morning; I'd have been prepared to get a cab home, but help arrived in the form of Mike, who didn't  
mind being called up to give us a lift at that unearthly hour as he was only too pleased to see Hannah 
again after two weeks away. So, even at the very end of the trip, fortune was still smiling on us.

Only when I reached my front door did I know it was all over.

But it had been worth every single minute of the five years I'd spent waiting for it to happen, and 
every single penny of the four figure sum I'd spent on making it happen.
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I send a rapturous round of applause to everyone involved in this experience. To Gareth, Gabi and 
Olivia at Iceland Holidays for putting the whole package together absolutely flawlessly; to Hannah 
and Kit for accompanying me, because there's no way I'd have had anywhere near as much fun if I'd 
gone alone; and to everyone who's read this gargantuan review from start to finish.

But I can only, properly, finish this review with the words I wrote in many of the guestbooks on the 
way, with only the third line varying according to where we were and where we were going...

In the puffin we trust.
Thor we hail.
This was the greatest adventure of my life.

...and none of this would have been possible without the mighty Thunder Chariot.
It may not look like much, but it carried us more than 2,000 miles over all the terrain that Iceland 

could throw at it. What a marvellous machine. Hails.
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–  Epilogue  –

FINAL THOUGHTS

• Many people who go to Iceland do so for the scenery. It was brutal, harsh and stark in places, 
such as the lava fields that only a thin scraping of moss had grown on; other times it was 
spectacular and stunning, such as whenever we were confronted with a waterfall. But it was 
never  any  less  than  amazing,  to  the  point  where  thoughts  such  as  "oh  no,  not  another 
waterfall!" never once crossed our minds. It took extremes of ugliness such as the communist-
style  tower  blocks  springing  up  in  the  suburbs  of  Reykjavík,  or  the  decaying  parts  of 
Sauðárkrókur, to detract from that.

• Following this point, evidence as to the formation and northerly position of Iceland is never 
very far away, wherever we were. The geothermal water has long been one of the major selling 
points for the country; I suppose the natives get used to the overpowering smell of hydrogen 
sulphide if they're exposed to it for long enough. As for the active volcanoes, hot springs, and 
glaciers, these not only provide fantastic scenery, but are a massive bonus for anyone who's 
ever taken an interest in aspects of physical geography; in particular, geology and glaciation, 
which have been long-time favoured subjects of mine.

• The weather was never far from our minds. I'd been warned well in advance how fast it could 
change and how awful it could get, and we all saw that first hand. But, from the point we left 
Geysir having been given a severe drenching on day three, right up until the very end of the 
trip (and by that I meant the point we left Icelandic airspace), we were always one step ahead 
of the worst of it. It tried its best to dampen our spirits, but it always missed us at the vital  
time. Even the brief shower that sent us away from Dyrhólaey didn't interfere with our plans 
too much, as we got an unexpected look round Reynisdrangar in the dark – when it was most 
appropriate.

• The Rough Guide  had said:  "Icelandic  food is  unlikely to  be  the  highlight  of  your  trip",  
implying that we'd be eating nothing but fish and lamb and being bored with it while also 
being reviled by hákarl and svið. They couldn't have been more wrong, as my attempt to eat 
my  way  through  as  much  traditional  Icelandic  cuisine  as  possible,  even  that  which  is 
considered utterly disgusting by 99% of people (including many Icelanders) was a resounding 
success. Only puffin eluded me... but I'll get there one day. Skyr was deserving of a special 
mention, because between me and Hannah we ate enough of it to feed a small African nation – 
although there's no guarantee Africans wouldn't react to it the same way the  skrælingr did. 
And, I've said it before, but I'll say it again: I like hákarl.

• Everything that I'd been warned about concerning Icelandic roads was very true; blind crests, 
single lane bridges, animals wandering into the road; none of these were ever too far away. As 
for  the  terrifying  reputation  of  unsurfaced  roads,  though:  challenging,  yes,  but  they were 
nothing to be scared of. I'd even describe the Öxi as "fun". Some were brutally rough, and full 
of bumps, ridges and potholes, but at no point did I ever feel threatened by them. And, now, I 
can also declare what was officially the worst road I drove on. The candidates were: route 365, 
the Geysir to Þingvellir short cut (day three); route 570, to the top of Snæfellsjökull and down 
again (day four); route 748, from Sauðárkrókur to Grettislaug (day five); and route 864, along 
Jökulsárgljúfur, past Hafragilsfoss and Dettifoss (day nine). And the winner:  route 864, by 
default. Vegagerðin's nationwide map of the current road conditions125 showed me that it was 
the only one of the four that officially closed for the winter.

• The Thunder Chariot was a magnificent piece of machinery. I never thought I'd ever appreciate 
a Suzuki Swift as much as I did; although felt a bit flimsy in comparison to the Intergalactic 

125http://www.vegagerdin.is/english/road-conditions-and-weather/the-entire-country/island1e.html
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Battlecruiser I'm used to, that's understandable as it only costs half as much. It stalled a lot as  
well, but a lot of that was due to me almost refusing to adjust to having a weedy 1.3 litre petrol 
engine under the bonnet instead of my 2.2 litre turbo diesel.  The car took everything that 
Iceland threw at it over the two weeks that it was mine, as well as everything that we threw at 
it. Best of all, though, was that it was a larger car than I'd been expecting, as it was equivalent 
in size to a Ford Fiesta (which was considered in the next class up) and had five doors. It didn't 
drink horrific amounts of petrol, either.

• A piece of advice to anyone thinking of driving round Iceland: stick to N1126 stations whenever 
you can. They're a couple of krónur more expensive per litre than some of the competitors, but 
they're always most likely to be staffed, and are the most likely to accept cash. Olís127 stations 
usually cost as much as N1 but are significantly lower in staff levels. And as for what may well 
be the "budget" choices (ÓB,128 Orkan129 and AtlantsOlía130) – I don't think I saw any of them at 
all that were staffed.

• I thought I was the only one who did everything that there was to offer on the trip; Hannah and 
Kit would probably object to that. For while Kit will admit to skipping breakfast on a couple of 
days (which had already been paid for as part of the package), and Hannah didn't join us at  
Fjörukráin, they will both remind me that I refused to look inside any churches. I suppose we 
all had our reasons for not doing those things we didn't do...

• I mentioned  Top Gear's Icelandic experience in the course of this review. And now, having 
watched the eigtht episode of series six again, I know what Jeremy Clarkson said "must be one 
of the greatest driving roads in the world": route 47. Look at any road map of western Iceland 
and you'll see that's the road that is bypassed by the Hvalfjörður tunnel... so we didn't get to 
drive on it! That'll also explain why it was absolutely deserted when Top Gear filmed there: all 
the regular traffic heading north towards Snæfellsness and further would automatically take the 
tunnel. Incidentally, I've also been watching series 13 again, and I notice Richard Hammond is 
wearing a 66° North fleece while driving his Nissan 300ZX to the French Alps in the fifth 
episode. I wonder where he might have bought it...

• The 56 words for all things snow and ice related that the museum at Höfn informed us about 
were:  borgaris,  bylur,  drífa,  el,  fannfergi,  freri,  frost,  frostpinni,  frostrósir,  fönn,  glæra, 
grýlukerti, hagl, hálka, héla, hjarn, hraglandi, hríð, hríðarbvlur, hrím, hrímþoka, ísing, ísjaki, 
ískristall,  íspinni, jaki, jökull,  kafald, klaki, krapi, langaðarís, mjöll,  mugga, sífreri,  skaflar, 
skafrenningur, skriðjökull, slabb, slydda, snjóbarinn, snjóbolli, snjóbráð, snjóflóð, snjógöng, 
snjóhengja,  snjóhús,  snjókarl,  snjókast,  snjókerling,  snjókoma,  snjór,  snær,  snævi, 
snæviþakinn, svell. Aren't you glad I told you that?

THINGS WE COULD HAVE DONE, BUT DIDN'T

My original Grand Plan, even in its final revision, was only ever a list of suggestions of what we could 
do each day, most of which were lifted verbatim from the relevant Iceland Holidays page,131 with 
some extra  adjustments  given that  our  itinerary was not  the same as  what  is  specified there.  We 
assumed we would have to adjust the trip constantly according to what the weather was doing; in the 
end, we didn't have to do much of that, but still, some ideas had to be dropped.

• Dinner at Perlan (day two): it was too expensive, too poncy, too not Icelandic and too closed.
• Grýla (day three), the geysir north of Hveragerði; try as we might, we couldn't find it.

126http://www.n1.is
127http://www.olis.is
128http://www.ob.is
129http://www.orkan.is
130http://www.atlantsolia.is
131http://www.icelandholidays.com/clickhols/icecirc.htm
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• The greenhouses at Hveragerði (day three): not sure what we'd have seen there to interest us.
• Driving route 47 (day four), which we bypassed via the Hvalfjörður tunnel.
• Whale watching at Ólafsvík (day four), though we would do that later in Húsavík.
• The Western Fjords, which would have been days six and seven of the 17-day Grande Tour.132

• The spa at Jarðböðin and the underground bakery at Bjarnarflag, both in the Mývatn area (day 
seven, eight or nine); the first was only an alternative to the Blue Lagoon, the second not 
particularly welcoming to the public, but we could have had its  hverabrauð at the shop in 
Reykjahlíð. Time constraints prevented both, along with many other activities noted with a 
diamond on Kaldbaks' map of the Diamond Circle.

• Petra's stone collection (day nine): one of Gareth's original suggestions, but was on a branch 
road located on the 60 km section of route 1 that we were, by that stage of the day, forced to  
bypass.

• Horse riding (day ten): available at Árnanes, so we knew, but we decided on a look round 
Höfn instead.

• Þórsmörk (day twelve) may have been interesting but was out of reach as we didn't have a 4×4 
vehicle...

• Dyrhólaey (day thirteen): we went there or there abouts, left almost immediately due to the 
rain and never returned, so for all intents and purposes, we missed it.

• Snowmobiling on Mýrdalsjökull (day thirteen): far too expensive, too difficult to book, too 
scary for Kit, and was probably beyond all our ability, truth be told.

• Vestmannaeyjar (day thirteen/fourteen): would have been an excellent alternative way to spend 
out last full day, but we were thwarted by the ferry timetable which meant we'd have had to 
stay overnight, and re-negotiating our accommodation once we had left the UK was never on 
the cards.

• The Njál's Saga museum at Hvolsvöllur (day fourteen), which we never noticed until it was 
too late.

• Gjáin (day fourteen)  appears  to  have  closed  down...  or  vanished.  Does  anyone know any 
different?

• Bæjarins  Beztu  Pyslur  (day  fourteen/fifteen):  Reykjavík's  most  famous  hot  dog  stall  has 
previously served ein með öllu to Bill Clinton and James Hetfield, but not us. We never found 
it, and even if we had, the queue would be a mile long, and I don't much fancy the thought of a 
hot dog served with both cooked and raw onions, so I won't be losing too much sleep over this  
one.

THE MUSIC LOG

So, for all those of you wondering what those 32 albums were that we'd carefully selected beforehand 
to keep us amused during a couple of thousand miles of driving, here they are in exactly the order in  
which they graced the stereo, as well as who brought them.

• (J) Amon Amarth – The Ultimate Compilation 1998-2008
• (K) I – Between Two Worlds
• (H) Insomnium – In The Halls Of Awaiting
• (J) Ensiferum – Victory Songs
• (H) Agalloch – Pale Folklore
• (K) Mental Home – Black Art
• (J) Falkenbach – ...En Their Medh Riki Fara...
• (H) Illdisposed – 1-800-Vindication

132http://www.icelandholidays.com/clickhols/icecircgr.htm
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• (K) Dissection – Storm Of The Light's Bane
• (J) Windir – 1184
• (H) Emperor – Anthems To The Welkin At Dusk
• (K) Darkthrone – A Blaze In The Northern Sky
• (J) Forefather – Steadfast
• (H) Aborym – Generator
• (K) Iron Maiden – Seventh Son Of A Seventh Son
• (J) Oakenshield – Gylfaginning
• (J) Entombed – The Ultimate Compilation 1990-2001
• (H) Carcass – Heartwork
• (K) Deathstars – Night Electric Night
• (J) Legion Of The Damned – Malevolent Rapture
• (H) Hypocrisy – The Arrival
• (K) Children Of Bodom – Follow The Reaper
• (J) Skyforger – Latviešu Strēlnieki
• (H) Swallow The Sun – The Morning Never Came
• (K) Immortal – Battles In The North
• (J) Thyrfing – Urkraft
• (H) Týr – Land
• (K) Sonata Arctica – Winterheart's Guild
• (J) Hollenthon – Opus Magnum
• (H) ...And Oceans – The Symmetry Of I – The Circle Of O
• (K) Amorphis – Takes From The Thousand Lakes
• (J) Moonsorrow – Voimasta Ja Kunniasta

This took us until somewhere on the long drive between Húsavík and Egilsstaðir on day nine, and we 
continued by picking those we wanted to hear again,  and not necessarily our own albums, which 
looked like this...

• (J) I; (H) Insomnium; (K) Mental Home; (J) Windir; (H) Swallow The Sun; (K) Darkthrone; 
(J) Falkenbach; (H) Dissection; (K) Emperor; (J) Amon Amarth; (H) Agalloch; (K) Thyrfing; 
(J) Moonsorrow; (H) Týr; (K) Immortal; (J) Skyforger; (J) Oakenshield; (K) Iron Maiden.

Were we driven completely mad with the alleged lack of choice?

No.

50 CRAZY THINGS TO DO IN ICELAND (WHICH WE DID)

These are those 50 Crazy Things listed in the book. If we did it, it's given in bold.

1. Take a peak [sic] into the future (involves fortune telling)
2. Swim in the North Atlantic (we didn't, but came closest at Grettislaug)
3. Learn wrestling (Icelandic style)
4. Burn your money! (refers to firework displays, and we saw one at Jökulsárlón)
5. Catch a puffin
6. Get a free sleep-over (in a Reykjavík jail. No thanks)
7. Dive for treasure
8. Stay awake for 24 hours (referring to round-the-clock daylight, but only in June, not August...)
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9. Donate your penis (sure, we visited the museum, by they're not getting my tackle)
10. Walk between continents (Þingvellir was the obvious place for this)
11. Take a peak [sic] at some fuzzy balls (i.e. the moss balls we saw at the museum in Höfn, but  

this refers to finding them in the wild)
12. Catch a mountain lamb
13. Knit an Icelandic wool sweater! (I haven't worn one either)
14. Go to Hell... and back (while we went to Víti, which translates as "Hell", this refers to Hekla, 

and we were nowhere near it)
15. Bathe in mud
16. Hike the biggest glacier in Europe (we were on Svínafellsjökull, a tongue of Vatnajökull, so 

this counts)
17. Have sex with elves (very difficult...)
18. Go fishing
19. Get married in the Blue Lagoon (though at least we were there...)
20. Challenge your driving skills (routes 365, 570, 748, 864 and 939, stand up and be counted!)
21. Learn Icelandic (I should probably have tried a bit harder before we left...)
22. Shoot a reindeer
23. Lighten up (it means, get your hair bleached blonde. I think not)
24. Be a chef in nature's kitchen (refers to baking hverabrauð)
25. Find your soulmate (on an Icelandic dating website. Is this what James did?)
26. Beat your shyness (in other words, strip naked and have a shower in front of lots of other 

naked people. The Blue Lagoon wins this one, obviously)
27. Experience a volcanic eruption (very difficult in Iceland; go to Hawaii instead!)
28. Ride an Icelandic horse (could have done it; it wasn't for the lack of opportunities)
29. Meet up with aliens (not literally; this refers to going up Snæfellsjökull)
30. Celebrate  Þorri  (when  all  the  Icelandic  specialities  are  served  at  once.  Marvellous. 

Unfortunately, it's in January...)
31. Paddle around Iceland in a kayak
32. Party hard for four days and nights (no, that was Wacken just beforehand!)
33. Play snow golf (on a glacier)
34. Get a tattoo in Icelandic (not on your life, in Icelandic or any other language for that matter)
35. Roll naked in the grass
36. Protest! (usually anti-whaling)
37. Battle with birds (...at Arnarstapi!)
38. Find the Viking inside you (already had it, but this specifically refers to visiting Fjörukráin. 

Let's not forget Eiríksstaðir, either...)
39. Get hot! (i.e. have a shower in geothermal water. Couldn't miss this one, really...)
40. Hang out with heathens (Kit insists she is one so we get this automatically, whether we met 

Icelandic heathens or not)
41. Sling skyr! (what a horrible, horrible waste!)
42. Exercise with famous Icelanders (we couldn't find Magnús Ver Magnússon anywhere...)
43. Get an Icelandic pet
44. Get blown away (the winds did get very strong at times; witness the tale of filling up the 

Thunder Chariot in a storm at Vík...)
45. Empty your mind
46. Play Mud Ball
47. Confront the waves (Vík, again)
48. Experience a natural laser show (the Northern Lights; it was the wrong time of year)
49. Bathe in nature (a certified hit at Grettislaug; witness also accidental showers at Strokkur and 

Svartifoss and a natural sauna at Hverir)
50. Meet the Icelandic Yuletide Lads! (like Father Christmas, but there's 13 of them. Can anyone 

see the flaw in this plan?)
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50 CRAZY THINGS TO TASTE IN ICELAND (WHICH WE DID)

If any one of us ate it, it's given in bold. Generally, it'll be me.

1. Mýsa (whey; mainly used to preserve food, but apparently Mjólkursamsalan sells cartons of it 
for drinking)

2. Slátur (a collective term for lifrarpylsa and blóðmör, both of which I had at Fjörukráin)
3. Ein með öllu (hot dog with ketchup, fried onion, raw onion, mustard, mayonnaise and relish. 

Kit had it in Reykjavík on our final night, but we don't think it was from Bæjarins Beztu  
Pylsur.)

4. Seal meat (missed it. Bah!)
5. Scurvy grass
6. Catfish (Iceland's alternative to cod and haddock; can't remember seeing it on a menu, though)
7. Laufabrauð (really thin bread, like tortillas, decorated with more dough)
8. Reindeer (scored by both me and Kit in Húsavík, though without the spicy Peruvian sauce. 

"The true taste of Christmas", said Kit)
9. Bursting day! (eat as much as you like, but only on Shrove Tuesday)
10. Picking berries (we didn't see any, anywhere...)
11. Lýsi (Icelandic for cod liver oil)
12. Malt & Appelsín (I had both separately, but this refers to drinking them mixed together)
13. Cake Of The Year  (I'm tempted to  claim this,  though,  as  the supposedly cheap and nasty 

chocolate cakes from Bónus were thoroughly marvellous...)
14. Hverabrauð (we missed this; could have had it at Reykjahlíð and seen it baked in the area)
15. Whale meat (it was on the menu at Bautinn, in Akureyri; I've had it before, in Norway)
16. Kokkteil-sósa (a mixture of ketchup, mayonnaise and mustard, served on the burgers we had 

at the Grill in Vík)
17. Cod (none of us had it while in Iceland... why would we need to?)
18. Flatbrauð (several packets, obtained from Bónus – excellent trail rations!)
19. Shark (and not  just  any old  shark,  but  hákarl.  Not  content  with eating  the  tiny cubes  at  

Fjörukráin, I had to go on and have a large slab in Húsavík)
20. Hangikjöt (lamb smoked over its own excrement. I had plenty of that, even after discovering 

the secret of its vulcanised aroma...)
21. Meat soup (I had two portions; one at Vegamót and another at the Grill in Vík)
22. Ptarmigan
23. Intestines
24. Pönnukökkur (Icelandic pancakes; every guide to Iceland I've ever seen recommended them, 

and I couldn't find any, anywhere! Bah!)
25. Lamb (Kit's dinner at Arnarstapi)
26. The Great Fish Day (eat as much fish as you like, for free, but you'll need to be in Dalvík on a 

specific day of the year...)
27. Rhubarb
28. Rot-cured skate
29. Sheep heads (OK, so sviðasulta doesn't look like a head, but I knew damn well that's what it 

was made from; I had it at Fjörukráin, and again once we'd returned to Reykjavík; Kit tried a 
bit as well)

30. Easter Egg
31. Have Food and Fun (at the Food and Fun festival, in January...)
32. Kleinur (Icelandic doughnuts, which I pointedly missed at the airport!)
33. Brennivín (I had a tiny taste, Kit finished the shot, and then bought more at the airport)
34. Icelandic  water (listed  on the  ingredients  of  the  various  beers  as  "pure  Icelandic  water", 

incidentally; I filled a bottle straight out of a stream while hiking in Skaftafell)
35. The eggs of the Viking hen
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36. Iceland moss
37. Puffin (missed it, but it wasn't for the lack of trying!)
38. Þorrablót (pretty much what you'd get for the Viking Starter at Fjörukráin with added ram's 

testicles, but it doesn't count unless it's part of the Þorri festival... in January)
39. Bun day
40. Skyr (lots and lots and lots and lots of it!)
41. Wild salmon
42. Dulse and seaweed
43. Ram testicles
44. Icelandic bananas (i.e. those grown in the greenhouses at Hveragerði. I had bananas, but they 

were imported. We had Icelandic potatoes, though.)
45. The Icelandic horse
46. Harðfiskur (I think I munched my way through about 6,000 krónur's worth, and Kit didn't 

exactly hold back on it either)
47. Sviðalappir (sheep's feet)
48. Icelandic flower essences
49. The eggs of the Arctic tern
50. Christmas buffet

The book has a section at the end where we can add our own Crazy Things To Taste, so I'm adding 
fiskbollur and fiskbúðingur, and am also tempted to put rullupylsur on the list – though the definite 
taste of onion in it did put me off somewhat. Kit also wanted to add energy drinks and those chocolate 
marshmallows (similar to Tunnock's Snowballs) she'd had a million of on the trip.

AND FINALLY: THE PUFFIN AWARDS

In any festival review, I'll list the good and bad points under titles such as "Heathen Fanfares" and  
"Bum Notes", with the good points starting first. This time, I find it highly appropriate to call these 
"The Puffin Awards" – although there should only have been one award to whichever one of the three 
of us gained the most "puffin points" for acts of forgetfulness, carelessness or lunacy over the course 
of the trip. However, having discovered "You are such a puffin" on the evening of day one and coined 
the phrase "puffin points" early on day two, by day three we'd all racked up so many that we'd lost  
count. Or maybe I was in the lead and didn't want the official Puffin Award. Anyway, in a change to  
the usual way of running the awards section, I present the negatives first.

Bum notes:

• The first time the Thunder Chariot stalled. And the second, and the third, and the fourth... I 
think I managed to stall more times over the two weeks I had it than in the two years I've had 
the Intergalactic Battlecruiser...

• Route 365 giving us a far worse first taste of gravel roads than we would have had if I'd gone 
the long way round and had that first experience on the far easier route 54 on Snæfellsness;

• My ever-present concern over not knowing whether taking the Thunder Chariot onto route 570 
would get me fined or not;

• The shock of finding out that whale watching would cost us twice as much as we'd been 
expecting;

• An initial reception at the Árból that seemed somewhat frosty to us, which we couldn't help 
thinking we'd  caused ourselves,  and  never  mind  the  initial  thought  that  we might  not  be 
welcome at all...
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• Tjörnes gave Kit a bout of mild depression and gave me a near heart attack when I thought the 
Thunder Chariot might have been damaged;

• That moment in Skaftafell where we realised the path had suddenly disappeared, and we had 
no idea what we were supposed to do at this point;

• Kit's sore disappointment at losing her energy drink cans;
• Throwing up, whether it was Hannah on the whale watching trip or me at the second visit to 

Kríunes;
• Relatively speaking, for all the many things we'd done, the Blue Lagoon – especially that sense 

that we didn't really belong there. We could have gone for the far less touristy Jarðböðin when 
we were in the Mývatn area, but we'd not have had time to fit it in unless we'd dumped one of 
the other activities that we all enjoyed, and there's no guarantee we'd have had a better time 
there than at the Blue Lagoon.

Heathen fanfares:

• ...go to  absolutely everything else on the entire trip,  bar nothing. I could try and pick out 
various highlights, but there's no point: the bum notes above were all minor blips on the radar, 
with the whole trip merging into an almost non-stop, two week long Heathen Symphony Of 
Fanfares. And that's exactly how I wanted it to turn out – how I expected it to turn out, even. 
My expectations were met, and then the bar was raised to unbelievably high levels, to the point 
where I wonder where I can go now to match the experience.
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